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ABSTRACT 

 

This case study examined how participating in a short-term education abroad program 

fostered transformative learning for a small group of community college students.  As a 

participant-observer, I utilized ethnographic methods, including interviews, observations, 

and document analysis, to understand students’ perceptions of their experiences studying 

in Peru for two weeks.  The following questions guided the research: How do participants 

describe their perceptions of their experiences studying abroad? How do participants’ 

biographies impact their perceptions of their experiences?  How do programmatic 

features influence participants’ perceptions of studying abroad? 

To investigate these questions, I utilized Glaser and Strauss’ (1973) constant 

comparative method, in which I systematically and simultaneously collected and 

analyzed the data.  Kiely’s (2005) transformative learning model for service-learning 

served as a frame through which I analyzed participants’ experiences. Four key themes 

concerning learning processes and outcomes emerged from this analysis.  The new 

relationships that students forged and the intensive language classes provided the most 

impactful learning experiences. As a result of studying abroad, the participants reflected 

on and reassessed their own lives and expressed a desire to engage in future international 

travel.  

This study’s findings illustrate the transformative potential of short-term study 

abroad programs for community college students.  Previous short-term study abroad 

research has primarily investigated the outcomes of students’ participation in four- to 

eight-week programs at four-year institutions; few studies have documented community 
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college students’ learning processes in very short education programs.  The insights 

gained from this study contribute to the extant study abroad literature and inform 

community college administrators and faculty as they design and implement education 

abroad programs at their institutions.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 This case study investigated community college students’ experiences in a short-

term education abroad program.  This research examined the impact of this program, 

specifically the development of transformative learning.  As a participant-observer, I 

traveled to Peru with a group of students from Bannockburn Community College (BCC) 

to take part in a two-week Spanish language immersion program. Through observations, 

interviews, and document analysis, this study described and analyzed how students 

derived meaning of their time abroad.  Additionally, this research explored how 

contextual features, particularly students’ biographies and programmatic factors, 

promoted or dampened learning.  This study’s findings contribute to filling a gap in 

education abroad case study literature, which primarily focuses on students at four-year 

institutions.  Moreover, this study’s findings inform community college administrators 

and faculty as they design and implement education abroad programs to maximize 

student development.  

 In the follow sections, I describe how qualitative research has overlooked the 

small but growing number of community college students participating in education 

abroad programs followed by an explanation of how this study filled this gap by creating 

understanding of how and why study abroad was transformative for these students.  I 

explicate the questions driving this research as well as define the key terms necessary to 

clearly understand my research focus.  After outlining the study’s limitations, I highlight 

its significance, mainly to illuminate the experiences of community college students 
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when they study abroad.  Finally, I explain the rationale for using Kiely’s (2005) 

transformative learning model for service-learning as the study’s theoretical framework, 

arguing that captured and elucidated students’ learning processes. 

 

Statement of Problem 

Identified as a “high-impact” educational activity (Kuh, 2008), study abroad is 

recognized as an integral component of the American undergraduate experience. Over 

85% of American colleges and universities currently provide some sort of study abroad 

opportunity to their students (Whalen, 2008), and the number of study abroad participants 

has swelled over the last decade.  According to the Institute of International Education 

(IIE, 2011), 270,604 students from American institutions of higher education participated 

in study abroad programs in the 2009-10 academic year, which represents a nearly 4% 

increase from the preceding academic year and a three-fold increase from 20 years 

earlier. Despite the pervasiveness and popularity of these programs, few studies have 

examined how or why studying abroad can be a transformative experience for community 

college students.  

The vast majority of study abroad participants come from four-year institutions. 

In the 2007-08 academic year, community college students comprised only 2% of 

American study abroad participants (IIE, 2011).  Though small, this number represents a 

quadrupling of the community college study abroad population from the 1999-2000 

academic year, reflecting the expansion of education abroad programs at two-year 

institutions.  Nevertheless, because of the relatively limited number of community 

colleges offering study abroad programs, a scant number of studies have investigated the 
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effects of study abroad on community college students.  Compared to four-year 

institutions, community colleges often serve students from more racially and 

socioeconomically diverse backgrounds (Cohen & Brawer, 2008).  To accommodate their 

students’ needs and foster greater participation, community colleges typically offer short-

term rather than semester-long education abroad programs (Frost & Raby, 2009).  Thus, 

studying abroad may influence students at community colleges in disparate ways.  

Particularly as community colleges now enroll nearly half of the nation’s undergraduates 

(AACC, 2011), the potentially transformative effects of study abroad for community 

college students demand scholarly attention.   

 

Purpose of the Study 

 This dissertation aimed to fill the void in current research by investigating how 

and why short-term study abroad programs could facilitate transformative experiences for 

community college students.  I acted as a participant-observer in an urban community 

college’s short-term study abroad program.  Utilizing ethnographic methods, such as 

interviews and observation, I traced the changes students underwent before, while, and 

after studying abroad.  This dissertation contributes to the extant literature by focusing on 

an understudied segment of the undergraduates abroad, community college students. 

Moreover, by investigating a two-week education abroad program, this case study 

expanded on short-term study abroad program research, which has typically examined 

programs lasting at least one month (Jones, Rowan-Kenyon, Ireland, Niehaus, & 

Skendall, 2012). 
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Research Questions 

In exploring the transformative capacity of short-term study abroad programs for 

community college students, this study asked three questions: 

1. How do participants describe their perceptions of their experiences studying abroad? 

2. How do participants’ biographies impact their perceptions of their experiences? 

3. How do programmatic features influence participants’ perceptions of studying abroad? 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

This study identified three forms of learning: communicative, instrumental, and 

transformative.  Like Kiely (2005), I adopt Mezirow’s (2000) conceptualizations of 

communicative and instrumental learning.  According to Mezirow, communicative 

learning entails understanding the meaning that another individual conveys in regard to 

both concrete and abstract matters such as emotions, beliefs, and ethics.  Mezirow (2000) 

contends, “Communicative learning often involves a critical assessment of assumptions 

supporting the justification of norms” (p. 9).  Instrumental learning involves attaining 

and applying knowledge and skills to more efficaciously complete tasks and solve 

problems (Mezirow, 2000).  Mezirow argues that most learning involves both the 

communicative and instrumental domains. 

The third form of learning this study discusses, transformational learning, 

involves the shifting of perspectives, for instance, in regard to spiritual, political, or moral 

dimensions.  Kiely’s conceptualization of the perspective transformation process is 

described extensively in Chapter 2.  Kiely (2005) notes, “the ideal end result of 
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transformational learning is that one is empowered by learning to be more socially 

responsible, self-directed, and less dependent on false assumptions” (p. 7). 

This study examined how participants’ biographies shaped their perceptions of 

their experiences abroad.  One’s biography envelopes what Kiely identifies as the 

personal aspects of contextual border crossing; in this sense, biography includes 

“personality traits, social roles, professional background, knowledge, skills, beliefs, 

values, interests, needs, learning styles, expectations, motivations, desires, fears, and 

sense of efficacy” (p. 9).  In other words, biography refers to the participant’s life 

experiences, assumptions, and beliefs that shape his or her frame of reference and 

interpretations of studying abroad. 

This paper utilized the definition of globalization as a “social process in which the 

constraints of geography on economic, political, social, and cultural arrangements recede, 

in which people become increasingly aware that they are receding, and in which people 

act accordingly” (Waters, 2001, as cited in Frost, 2007, p. 68).  This definition implies 

that the process of globalization hastens or decelerates in response to a constellation of 

human, environmental, and social forces.  Levin (2001) conceptualizes four domains of 

globalization: economic, political, cultural, and informational. As a social and historical 

process, globalization connects people more closely while advantaging some; “thus, 

globalization is rarely a neutral term” (Frost, 2007, p. 69).   Moreover, as globalization 

has transformed the relationship between the local and global, explanations of 

globalization conceptualize the world as a single place with a symbolic global culture 

(Levin, 2002).  
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In contrast, for the purposes of this paper, the term global studies refers to an 

interdisciplinary learning exercise that facilitates an understanding of the world’s 

interconnectedness (Frost, 2007).  Global curricula aim not only to develop knowledge 

but also interpretive skills. In addition, although curricula vary at each institution, global 

studies programs often aim to foster global citizenship or globally competent learners 

through courses with global themes, study abroad and service-learning experiences, 

foreign language, and extracurricular activities including lectures, clubs, and discussions. 

Such programming is intended to globalize students, faculty, and the local community 

(Raby & Valeau, 2007).  

Another key term is study abroad, which I use synonymously with education 

abroad.  Zhang (2009) contends that study abroad is a term utilized in research. Although 

most administrators, educators, students and families recognize and connect with this 

term, Lewin (2009) argues that education abroad more adequately encapsulates “the 

holistic nature of the experience” (p. xviii).  Both education abroad and study abroad are 

distinguishable from study tour, which indicates an educational activity that does not bear 

credit (Zhang, 2009).  This paper utilizes Heisel and Stableski’s (2009) definition of 

education abroad as: “a variety of learning programs in a foreign country or region, 

including academic programs, language programs, internships, service programs, and 

work programs for which credit is awarded (as cited in Zhang, 2009, p. 183). 

 As the length of education abroad programs varies greatly, short-term programs 

are considered those that last less than eight weeks (IIE, 2009).  Sachau, Brasher and Fee 

(2010) identify three models of short-term programs: summer semester abroad, study 

tour, and service-learning programs.  Over half of all education abroad programs now are 
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short-term (Open Doors, 2007).  The duration of a mid-length program is one semester or 

one to two quarters. A long-term program is one academic or calendar year.   

 

Delimitations and Limitations 

 Limitations of this study’s design restrict its generalizability.  First, due to the 

nature of study abroad programs at community colleges, the number of participants was 

small.  Moreover, all of the students came from a single urban two-year institution in the 

northeast and travelled to one particular host country, Peru.  These two features further 

constrain the study’s generalizability as the students’ experiences may not be 

representative of other settings, institutions, and times.  Nevertheless, the study’s 

intensive investigation and depth of inquiry with each participant yielded a richer and 

more nuanced portrait of the students’ experience abroad than would a study using a 

larger sample. This study stands on its own by understanding this particular phenomenon; 

in this sense, though not generalizable, the study’s findings provide insights into similar 

events and experiences.  

Another limitation of the study stems from the time period in which the data were 

collected. The final interviews with students occurred approximately one month after 

returning from abroad.  Students might have undergone and may continue to undergo 

changes or become aware of transformations after I conducted the last interview.  The 

study was not able to capture such developments. 
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Significance of the Study 

 Despite the expansion of study abroad opportunities and the resulting research at 

community colleges, few studies have described students’ experiences in these programs.  

This study offers insights into understanding the experiences of community college 

students when they study abroad.  Historically, study abroad programs have occupied a 

marginal role at two-year institutions; in recent years, however, study abroad has become 

an institutional priority at many community colleges.  Political, economic, humanistic 

and academic rationales undergird the expansion of study abroad programming at two-

year institutions (Raby & Valeau, 2007).   

A substantial body of research delineates the impact of studying abroad for 

undergraduates.  However, most of this research has focused on students at four-year 

institutions.  Considerably fewer studies have documented the study abroad experiences 

of community college students, who comprise a growing portion of the college-going 

population.  Moreover, the programs offered at two- and four-year institutions differ in 

length.  While approximately 57% of all education abroad students participate in short-

term rather than mid-length or long-term programs, nearly 70% of community college 

education abroad students partake in short-term programs (IIE, 2009; IIE, 2011).  

Furthermore, most of the research conducted on short-term study abroad programs, 

whether at two-year or four-year institutions, investigates programs whose duration 

exceeds one month (Jones et al., 2012).  Representative of most community college 

education programs, the program in this study lasted only two weeks.  Some studies (e.g., 

Kiely, 2004) find that community college students can but do not necessarily experience 

perspective transformation in such a short time period in international service-learning 
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programs oriented toward social justice.  As such, this study considered whether 

transformation occurred in a short-term program that did not have a service-learning or a 

social justice focus.  

Research suggests that though potentially beneficial for all undergraduates, study 

abroad programs may be particularly valuable to students of underrepresented races, 

ethnicities and income groups (Raby, 2007).  Kuh (2008) underscores the value of 

studying abroad for a diverse body of participants, arguing that “historically underserved 

students tend to benefit more from engaging in educational purposeful activities than 

majority students” (p. 17).  More so than any other postsecondary institution, the 

community college student body reflects the demographics of its milieu (Cohen & 

Brawer, 2008).  Thus, in large cities, minority students comprise a substantial percentage 

of the community college population.  

Internationalizing community colleges is an issue of educational access and 

equity.  Without an understanding of how studying abroad can be transformative for 

community college students, global education will likely continue to hold a peripheral 

position at two-year institutions.  As a result, the low-income and minority students 

served at community colleges will remain excluded from international programs available 

at other postsecondary institutions (Cohen & Brawer, 2003).  Because many community 

college students do not transfer to four-year institutions, two-year schools may provide 

the only formal educational opportunity for these students to develop international 

literacy (Raby & Valeau, 2007).  As Chapter 2 describes, community colleges educate 

nearly half of the nation’s undergraduates (AACC, 2011).  Thus, more studies should 
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examine the distinctive characteristics, processes, and outcomes of short-term education 

abroad programs at two-year institutions.  

This study’s findings contribute insights into how short-term education abroad 

programs can yield significant learning experiences.  In this sense, this study provides 

community college leaders with evidence for the value of education abroad 

programming.  If two-year institutions invest more in education abroad, it may widen 

access to and diversify education abroad.   

 

Theoretical Base 

This study drew on Kiely’s (2005) theoretical framework, which describes the 

transformational learning processes that students undergo through service-learning. 

Although this model focuses on service-learning settings and intends to “explain how 

service-learning is uniquely transformative” (p. 17), its application to non-service 

learning contexts illuminated important dimensions of transformative learning processes 

in short-term education abroad programs.   

To develop this model, Kiely utilized a longitudinal case study design to 

investigate undergraduates’ service-learning experiences in Nicaragua.  His empirically-

based conceptual model builds on Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning, 

highlighting five distinct learning processes: contextual border crossing, dissonance, 

personalizing, processing, and connecting.  Additionally, Kiely’s framework 

conceptualizes the interrelationships among these elements. These processes are detailed 

in Chapter 2. 
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Using Kiely’s model as a lens offered a more nuanced understanding of how 

transformative learning occurred in a short-term study abroad program.  Researchers have 

focused on the outcomes rather than processes of transformative learning, resulting in a 

“theoretical ‘black box’ regarding the contextual and process mechanisms in service-

learning that enhance certain cognitive, affective, and behavioral outcomes” (Kiely, 2005, 

p. 5).  By enabling a finer analysis of factors and their interaction, Kiely’s model 

discourages researchers from ascribing learning to nebulous concepts such as culture 

shock or socioeconomic dissonance, which conceals the complex relationship among 

context, dissonance and learning (p. 15).  This model allowed me to unpack how 

contextual features that promoted or hindered transformative learning processes.  

I also chose to use this model because it transcends constructivist paradigms of 

experiential learning by considering the wide range of learning processes, particularly 

non-reflective dimensions, which foster transformation.  Kiely (2005) argues that service-

learning literature has traditionally underscored cognitive reflection due to the “field’s 

dominant cultural assumption that the pragmatic and reflective experiential traditions of 

Dewey (1916, 1933) and Kolb (1984) provide the most adequate philosophical and 

theoretical frameworks for understanding and explaining the processes of learning unique 

to service-learning contexts and for guiding practice” (p. 5-6).  While Kiely’s model 

recognizes the value of cognitive reflection, it also investigates the role and effects of the 

learning context as well as non-reflective dimensions of learning.   

Kiely’s framework also served as a valuable model for this study because it 

captures various kinds of learning that occur, not just transformative learning. For 

instance, this model describes conditions and factors that foster instrumental learning or 
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communicative learning rather than transformational learning. Instrumental and 

communicative learning can enable participants to adapt to the new environment but may 

not foster transformation. Kiely (2004) contends that transformational learning can 

transpire but does not necessarily occur in short-term service-learning programs.  Thus, 

this model provided useful insights into the learning processes that students underwent, 

even if such learning did not qualify as transformational.   
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Introduction 

Since the end of World War II, community colleges have become increasingly 

prominent in the landscape of American higher education.  Educating nearly half of the 

nation’s undergraduate students, community colleges have begun to play a more 

important role in preparing students to work and live in a globalized society (Boggs & 

Irwin, 2007).  Due to their inclusive nature and open admissions policies, the community 

college has been dubbed “democracy’s college” (Diekhoff, 1950).  Although community 

colleges widen access to higher education, many of these institutions do not offer 

students opportunities to engage in international studies.  As a result, the low-income and 

minority students served at community colleges are typically excluded from international 

programs available at other postsecondary institutions (Cohen & Brawer, 2003).  Because 

many community college students do not transfer to four-year institutions, two-year 

schools may provide the only formal educational opportunity for these students to 

develop international literacy (Raby & Valeau, 2007).   

This review of the literature contextualizes community colleges, study abroad 

programs in higher education generally, and education abroad programs at community 

colleges. This review includes the few specific qualitative studies focusing on community 

college students’ perspectives on education abroad.  The studies of very short programs 

are even more limited.  This study of community college students in a very short program 

contributes to education abroad research and fills an existing gap in the literature.  Lastly, 

I explain how applying Kiely’s transformative learning model for service-learning to the 
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current study illuminated the learning processes that the BCC study abroad participants 

experienced.  

 

Community Colleges 

To appreciate the distinctive challenges and opportunities community colleges, 

such as BCC, encounter in offering study abroad programs, it is essential to have a 

historical understanding of the function and role of the two-year institution in American 

higher education.  Although the first junior college was established in Joliet, Illinois in 

1901, it was not until the mid-twentieth century that community colleges flourished 

across the country.  Brint and Karabel (1989) refer to the period from 1946 to 1970 as 

“The Takeoff Period” for community colleges. Since their inception, the origins, 

function, effects, and future of these two-year institutions have been widely debated.  The 

community college has four principal missions: transfer education, vocational education, 

remedial or developmental education, and continuing or community education (Smith, 

2008); the institution addresses the needs of a variety of stakeholders, including 

businesses, policymakers, and the public as well as traditional college students (Cohen & 

Brawer, 2003).  

The initial focus of the community college was the provision of transfer programs 

to four-year institutions.  From 1924 to 1960 the percentage of students graduating from 

high school increased from 30% to 75%; over half of those graduating would enroll in 

college the following year (Cohen & Brawer, 2008).  Rather than enlarge their university 

systems to account for this growing college-going population, states turned to the junior 

college as numerous eminent educators “wanted the universities to abandon their 
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freshman and sophomore classes and relegate the function of teaching adolescents to a 

new set of institutions, to be called junior colleges” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p.7).  In this 

sense, the community college functioned as a “buffer institution” for the more prestigious 

four-year university.  Poorly prepared students could enter the community college, 

thereby preserving the university’s selectivity. 

The emphasis on transferability shifted, however, after the Great Depression and 

Second World War created a demand for more expansive vocational training. Then, in 

the 1960s, community colleges responded to the need for remedial education as 

increasing numbers of students graduated from American high schools inadequately 

prepared to complete college-level work.  Cohen and Brawer (2008) explain that the gap 

in academic preparedness between students entering two- and four-year institutions has 

widened in recent years. 

  The community college’s fourth mission, to provide continuing education, 

remains an important undertaking, with approximately half of all community college 

students identifying as continuing education students (AACC, 2004).  The inclusive 

nature of continuing education classes enables the two-year institution to serve the public 

as “Colleges were not to be confined to particular patterns or levels of graded education 

but were open to operate in an unbounded universe of lifelong learning” (Cohen & 

Brawer, 2008, p. 25).  

Another curricular function of the community college includes community 

service.  Two-year institutions were to function as cultural centers for their communities. 

Community colleges would serve the community by providing noncredit courses and 

workshops as well as by opening their events to the public.  
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These interconnected functions have been important features of the community 

college since its founding.  Due to its disparate missions and confused identity, the 

community college has been deemed “The Contradictory College” (Dougherty, 1994).  In 

the stratified system of higher education in the U.S., community colleges were once seen 

as occupying the lowest rung, being viewed as inferior to four-year postsecondary 

institutions.  For instance, Labaree (1999) explains that the two-year institution “satisfied 

the democratic demand for expanded educational opportunity while protecting the 

exchange value of elite educational credentials and promoting the efficient allocation of 

students into the job structure” (p. 212).  

In 1973, the Carnegie Foundation published a framework to classify 

postsecondary institutions by degree and specialization.  McCormick and Zhao (2005) 

explain that the Foundation “became the custodian of a classification system that has 

been used to describe, characterize, and categorize colleges and universities” (p. 53).  An 

unintended outcome of this system was that institutions aimed to advance their ranking to 

be classified with research institutions (McCormick & Zhao, 2005).  The Carnegie 

Classification system has since been revised so as to reflect that the philosophy and 

functions of community colleges are different from rather than inferior to those of four-

year institutions.   

 

Current Trends 

Enrollment at community colleges has swelled considerably in the last few years. 

Although enrollment grew only 3.2% between fall 2009 and 2010, it jumped nearly 17% 

between fall 2007 and 2009 (Phillippe & Mullin, 2011).  Approximately 40% of 
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community college students are enrolled full-time and the remaining 60% are enrolled 

part-time.  The average age of a community college student is 28 years old (AACC, 

2011).  Forty-two percent of community college students are first-generation college 

students.  As I describe later, the demographics of BCC student body mirrored these 

national trends.  Overall, community colleges aim to serve a student body that reflects the 

nation’s socioeconomically and ethnically diverse population. 

The community college’s conflicted identity continues to plague the institution as 

it confronts the forces of globalization (Levin, 2002).  Historically, the community 

college has been seen as a local institution that adapts to meet the needs of its 

stakeholders.  Although its purposes extend beyond that of a local academic institution, 

community colleges have often been unfavorably compared to their four-year 

counterparts (Levin, 2001).  Moreover, though widely seen as essential to the four-year 

university, international education holds only a peripheral place at the community 

college.  Study abroad programs’ marginal status may reflect the mission of community 

colleges, as these institutions were founded to meet the local community’s needs for 

access to postsecondary education and vocational training rather than to prepare citizens 

to be part of a global context (Zhang, 2011). 

 

Study Abroad in Higher Education 

 This section investigates study abroad programs at four-year institutions because 

such programming is more robust at these schools than at community colleges.  First, the 

history of and rationale undergirding study programs are outlined.  The myriad benefits 

of study abroad programs for students, institutions, and the nation are explored.  
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Thereafter, I unpack the research that adopts a more critical perspective of study abroad. 

Lastly, current trends in study abroad are described, including a portrait of participating 

students and institutions.  

 

Historical Context of Study Abroad Programs at Four-Year Institutions 

 Education abroad experiences have a rich and distinguished history in American 

higher education.  The first documented study abroad experiences described a summer 

program in Europe sponsored by Indiana University in the 1880s and a program in Asia 

administered by Princeton University in 1896 (Hoffa, 2007).  The origins of the junior 

year abroad (JYA) programs can be traced to the University of Delaware in the 1920s; 

JYA programs flourished until World War II began, at which point, they ceased (Hoffa, 

2007).  In 1947, the President’s Commission on Higher Education underscored the 

responsibility of American postsecondary institutions to prepare students to be world 

citizens (Zook, 1947 as cited in Zhang, 2011).  After the war ended, education abroad 

programs resumed and thrived from the 1960s until the mid-1970s, as public and private 

institutions recognized how such programs enhanced undergraduates’ learning 

experiences (Bowman, 1987).  Since then, postsecondary institutions have continued to 

grow these programs (Zhang, 2011). 

 

Rationale for Study Abroad Programs at Four-Year Institutions 

 Four-year institutions value and prioritize study abroad programming for several 

reasons, three of which Zhang (2011) underscores.  First, the global economy in which 

we live requires people to communicate and work cross-culturally as social, political and 
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economic boundaries are dissolving (Zhang, 2011).  Goodwin and Nacht (1988) contend 

that studying abroad represents one of the most efficient ways for students to cultivate 

these skills.  In addition, education abroad programming responds to the U.S. becoming 

increasingly diverse and globalized.  Studying abroad develops students’ cross-cultural 

communication competencies and increases their sensitivity to cross-cultural differences 

enabling them to be more effective and capable members of society.   

Finally, Zhang argues that American postsecondary institutions’ preeminent status 

in higher education is threatened by scholarly accomplishments in other countries, 

particularly in the fields of math and science.  International scholarly exchanges, 

including study abroad programs, enable American institutions to attain the knowledge 

they need to maintain their global competitiveness.  The first and second rationales also 

apply to community colleges while the third rationale holds less relevance to the two-year 

institution. 

 

Benefits of Study Abroad Programs at Four-Year Institutions 

Research on study abroad extensively documents the myriad benefits of education 

abroad experiences for college students.  As such, study abroad is recognized as a “high-

impact practice” in higher education (Kuh, 2008).  Although the effects of education 

abroad programs for participants at two-year institutions have not been thoroughly 

examined, community colleges students likely accrue similar benefits to those at four-

year institutions.  Dwyer (2004) points out that although study abroad professionals and 

researchers tend to embrace the benefits associated with education abroad, these claims 

might be unsubstantiated.  Dwyer asserts, “There is a dearth of quantitative research 
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supporting a correlation with positive outcomes” and few studies “attempted to measure 

longitudinal impact; most had relatively small sample sizes, and reported inconsistent 

findings” (p. 152).  Building this body of research would likely enable more community 

colleges to justify the considerable investment of resources that study abroad demands.  

Moreover, Dwyer posits that “more is better” in regard to program length, arguing 

that thoughtfully planned programs should last at least six weeks.  However, as the BCC 

students in this study asserted, six weeks would be an unrealistic duration for them to 

study abroad particularly because of financial constraints even though they all indicated 

that ideally they would study abroad for longer.  Dwyer also acknowledges that whether 

the positive outcomes associated with longer study abroad programs “would hold for the 

increasingly popular 1-5 week programs is unknown” (p. 161).  Despite the popularity 

and expansion of shorter programs, few studies have examined their impact.  Thus, by 

investigating a two-week program, the current study offers meaningful contributions to 

short-term study abroad research, which tends to focus on the lengthier “short-term” 

programs of four to eight weeks.  

 One of the outcomes frequently associated with study abroad includes enhanced 

levels of international understanding.  Undergraduates who study abroad report increased 

interest in cross-cultural issues and international politics (Carlson & Widaman, 1988).  In 

addition, research indicates that studying abroad increases students’ sensitivity to and 

tolerance for cultural difference, thereby reducing ethnocentrism and nationalism 

(Carlson & Burn, 1989; Carlson & Widaman, 1988; Deutsch, 1970).  Moreover, 

education abroad experiences increase students’ knowledge of other cultures and 

intercultural competencies, including foreign language skills, enhancing their 
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competitiveness in the job market (Dwyer & Peters, 2004; Zhai & Scheer, 2002).  

Exposure to and experience in other cultures are seen as essential for developing 

intercultural communication skills, which are indispensable in today’s global economy.   

Short-term education abroad experiences are also described as increasing 

students’ self-confidence.  Pence and Macgillivray (2008) examined the impact of teacher 

education students’ participation in a four-week program in Italy.  The authors collected 

data through a variety of instruments, including focus groups, observations, journals, 

course assignments and evaluations as well as a questionnaire. Pence and Macgillivray 

found that all 15 students in the study reported feeling more confident both in their 

personal and professional lives, among numerous other benefits, as a result of 

participating in the program.  

Another substantial benefit of studying abroad is developing a deeper 

understanding of one’s national identity.  Dolby (2004) examines how American 

undergraduates’ semester abroad experiences in Australia shaped their understanding of 

their national identity.  Collecting data from 26 students through in-person pre-departure 

and post-return interviews as well as a mid-semester e-mail interview, Dolby traced 

students’ shifting perceptions of the world as well as of their position in it.  She explains 

that studying abroad enabled the students to learn not only about the “other,” but also, 

and perhaps more importantly, to “encounter oneself—particularly one’s national 

identity—in a context that may stimulate new questions and new formulations of that 

self” (p. 150).  Many of the students had uncritical understandings of what it meant to be 

American; however, through encounters with multiple and often contradictory 

formulations of “America,” the students developed a more critical and reflective post-
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national identity.  Dolby contends that this rethinking of their American self was the most 

substantial element of the students’ experiences.   

  The numerous and varied benefits described above should be accessible to all 

students, not just those at four-year institutions.  Far more than a gratuitous getaway, 

studying abroad equips students with the competencies they need to compete, 

communicate and collaborate in an interconnected economy and society.  These 

experiences enrich students’ understandings of themselves, their communities, and the 

world.  By cultivating more thoughtful and independent citizens, the benefits of studying 

abroad extend beyond the participants themselves. 

 

Critiques of Study Abroad Programs at Four-Year Institutions 

 Despite the overwhelmingly positive reputation that study abroad enjoys at 

postsecondary institutions, some researchers offer a more critical examination of 

education abroad.  Twombly, Salisbury, Tumanut, and Klute (2012) categorize the 

critiques of study abroad into three genres: the potentially imperialistic purposes of 

education abroad, the homogeneity of education abroad participants, and the limited 

qualitative research on the actual experiences.  

 Some scholars have problematized the purpose of study abroad programs.  In 

particular, these critics question the colonial nature of study abroad.  Zemach-Bersin 

(2007) argues that international education advocates neglect the ways in which study 

abroad discourse “surreptitiously reproduces the logic of colonialism, legitimizes 

American imperialist desires, and allows for the interests of U.S. foreign policy to be 

articulated through the specious rhetoric of global universality” (p. 17).  Furthermore, 
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Zemach-Bersin (2008) challenges the way that study abroad programs often employ 

uncritical concepts of global citizenship.  The author argues that American study abroad 

participants “cannot be expected to transcend historical, political, social, and global 

systems of power in order to become cross-culturally immersed ‘global citizens.’ We can, 

however, be asked to become internationally conscious and self-aware American 

citizens” (p. A34).  From this perspective, studying abroad represents a form of 

imperialism through which advantaged Americans gain cultural and economic resources 

for themselves and the U.S. 

 Another critique of education abroad programming concerns the homogeneity of 

participants.  U.S. study abroad participants historically have been White, upper-middle-

class women studying social sciences at liberal arts institutions (Twombly et al., 2012). 

Other critical research problematizes a particular aspect of the study abroad experience.  

Most of this qualitative research underscores the presence of a “third culture” (e.g., 

Citron, 2002).  While abroad, students behave in ways that are neither totally reflective of 

American culture nor completely aligned with the host culture’s norms.  Other 

researchers (e.g., Anderson, 2003) question the inevitability of this third culture and 

whether such a culture might actually provide some benefits to participants. For instance, 

female students might be or feel safer by spending time with other female travelers.  

Some authors (e.g., Polanyi, 1995; Talburt & Stewart, 1999) also argue that female 

students or students of color may experience harassment while studying abroad, which 

suggests that studying abroad might not be a uniformly positive experience for all 

participants.  Such research also underscores the dearth of qualitative studies 

investigating students’ actual experiences while participating in education abroad 
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programs.  Despite these criticisms, Twombly et al. (2012) contend, “Authors of these 

various studies are not arguing against study abroad. Rather they all argue that the study 

abroad coordinators could and should do more to turn challenging situations into positive 

learning experiences for students” (p. 102). 

 

Current Trends in Study Abroad Programs at Four-Year Institutions 

Over 85% of American colleges and universities currently provide some sort of 

study abroad opportunity to their students (Whalen, 2008).  The number of students 

participating in study abroad programs has swelled over the last decade.  According to 

the Institute of International Education (IIE, 2009), 262,416 students participated in study 

abroad programs in the 2007-08 academic year, which represents a nearly 9% increase 

from the preceding academic year and a 400% increase from 20 years earlier. 

 In the 2009-2010 academic year, nearly two-thirds of Americans studying abroad 

were women (Fischer, 2012).  A majority of study abroad participants are also White 

(78.7%); other study abroad participants identify themselves as Asian, Native Hawaiian 

or Other Pacific Islanders (7.9%), Latino (6.4%), Black (4.7%), Multiracial (1.9%), and 

American Indian or Alaskan (.5%) (IIE, 2011).  The profile of education abroad 

participants lacks racial and ethnic diversity, and in this sense, diverges considerably 

from the profile of urban community college students.   

The most popular majors for study abroad participants are in the social sciences 

(22.3%), followed by business (20.8%); other fields of study include humanities (12.1%), 

fine or applied arts (8.3%), physical or life sciences (7.5%), foreign languages, (5.8%), 

health professions (4.7%), education (4.1%), engineering (3.9%), math or computer 
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science (1.5%), agriculture (1.3%), and undeclared (4.5%) (IIE, 2011).  Overall, Western 

Europe attracts the most study abroad students.  Leading European destinations for 

education abroad programs are the United Kingdom (12.1%), Italy (10.3%), Spain (5.4%) 

and France (6.3%). Outside of Europe, students are most likely to choose China (5.1%) 

and Australia (3.7%) (IIE, 2011).  This study also contributes to education abroad 

research by examining an overlooked program destination, Peru.  

 

Study Abroad at Community Colleges 

 International programming, including study abroad opportunities, are expanding 

at community colleges.  This section explores how two-year institutions are growing their 

global programs by tracing the history of such programs at community colleges.  The 

rationale for these international initiatives as well as the benefits of such programs for the 

students, faculty, institution and community at large are examined.  The role that global 

educational organizations have played in supporting the internationalization of 

community colleges is analyzed.  In addition, the characteristics of current participants 

and programs are described.  Finally, this section explores the challenges community 

colleges have encountered in internationalizing their campuses and offer strategies for 

overcoming some of these obstacles.  

 

Historical Context of Global Studies at Community Colleges 

Despite the marginal role it currently plays in many community colleges, global 

education in the two-year institution has grown considerably since 1967.  Raby and 

Tarrow (1996) identify four major phases of this expansion: Recognition (1967-1984), 
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Expansion and Publication (1980-1990), Augmentation (1990-2000), and 

Institutionalization (2000-2007).  During the Recognition phase of the late 1960s and 

early 1970s, a number of community college launched international programs; the first 

study abroad office opened at Rockland Community College in New York in 1969, and 

the first faculty-led study abroad program took place at California community colleges in 

1974 (Raby & Tarrow, 1996).  Importantly, Community Colleges for International 

Development (CCID), a nonprofit and nongovernmental organization, was founded two 

years later in 1976.  During this phase, the American Council on International and 

Intercultural Education (ACIIE), an organization advocating global competency, was also 

founded
1
. Shannon (1978, as cited in Raby & Valeau, 2007) notes that by 1977, over 300 

community colleges identified global studies as an integral element at their institution.  

 The next phase that Raby and Tarrow identify is Expansion and Publication. 

During this second phase from 1980 to 1990, a growing body of literature was published 

on American students’ international illiteracy.  In response to these claims, community 

colleges began to aggressively seek grants that would enable their institutions to 

incorporate international curricula.  It was also during this period that state and regional 

consortia as well as international offices at colleges proliferated.  In addition, numerous 

guides on developing international programs were published for community colleges. 

 In the third phase, Augmentation, which occurred between 1990 and 2000, 

community colleges strengthened their existing program.  In particular, Raby and Tarrow 

note that during this phase, community colleges amplified their efforts to recruit 

international students to their institutions.  A number of programs, such as the University 

of Hawaii’s Asian Studies Institute and UCLA’s Teaching Training International 

                                                 
1
 The merging of CCID and ACIIE and their contributions to international education is discussed later.   
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Seminars, were also implemented to provide professional development in international 

curricula for community college faculty.   Additionally, this phase is characterized by 

organizations, such as ACIIE and the Stanley Foundation, a nonprofit foundation focused 

on promoting global citizenship and multilateralism on international issues, explaining 

and supporting community colleges’ international education goals.  Raby and Tarrow 

highlight two studies during this phase that illustrate the progress of the development of 

international programs at community colleges.  One survey conducted by the American 

Council of Education in 1992 revealed that of the 60 randomly-selected community 

colleges, approximately half of the institutions offered study abroad programs or 

internationalized curricula.  Moreover, roughly 15 percent of the community colleges 

surveyed belonged to international consortia.  Ten years later, in 2002, a study by the 

American Association of Community Colleges found that nearly 80 percent of the 1,171 

colleges surveyed proffered study abroad programs.  Thus, a substantial growth in the 

number study abroad programs occurred over the course of the decade.  

 The last phase that Raby and Tarrow delineate is Institutionalization, which is 

identified as beginning in 2000 and continuing to the present.  Noteworthy in this phase is 

the explicit integration of international education in the community college’s mission and 

in educational policy at the state and national level.  According to the Institute for 

International Education (2006), the number of study abroad programs at community 

colleges during this phase has continued to swell, growing at a much faster rate than at 

any other type of postsecondary institution.  Furthermore, in recent years, the crucial role 

that leadership plays in the implementation of international education has been 

underscored.  As such, in 2006, the U.S. Department of State called for the development 
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of new leadership in the field of international education.  This historical perspective 

documents the tremendous growth and expansion that global education has undergone at 

community colleges over the last 50 years.  However, as current study abroad 

programming still involves only a minute fraction of community college students, it will 

likely expand greatly in the near future. 

 

Rationale for Global Studies at Community Colleges 

It is important to understand the rationale undergirding the development and 

expansion of global studies at community colleges.  Although international education has 

not always been identified as an important component of the two-year institution, several 

reasons exist to incorporate global studies at community colleges.  Raby and Valeau 

(2007) supply four main rationales for integrating such programming into the two-year 

institution: political, economic, humanistic, and academic integrity.  

 From a political perspective, international education is viewed as a pathway to 

national security.  This rationale, which gained prominence during the Cold War, has 

received renewed interest since the terrorist attacks of September 11, as ignorance of 

other cultures and languages is seen as imperiling the nation’s safety and security (Raby 

& Valeau, 2007).  In his opening remarks at the U.S. University Presidents Summit on 

International Education, President George W. Bush asserted that by educating students 

from developing countries and encouraging students to study foreign languages, 

community colleges contribute to strengthening national security (2006, as cited in Boggs 

& Irwin, 2007).  Thus, a number of government programs have been initiated to 

encourage global studies, particularly international travel, as such experiences can lead to 
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the questioning of stereotypes, the fostering of respect, and the cultivation of more 

nuanced views (Raby & Valeau, 2007). 

Moreover, the Committee for Economic Development (2006, as cited in Raby & 

Valeau, 2007) contends that international literacy skills are not only essential for the 

country’s efforts to combat terrorism but also to compete in the global economy as 80 

percent of jobs have international aspects.  Therefore, fostering global competency 

among community college students can support the local and national economy.  As 

described earlier, one of the main functions of community colleges has been to equip 

students with the vocational skills necessary to participate in the marketplace.  Since the 

1990s, the community college mission has emphasized the institution’s economic 

orientation, embodying a more entrepreneurial and corporate culture; Smith (2002) 

asserts that the community college is now “operating less like an academic institution and 

more like a business” (p. 130).  In this way, community colleges respond to trends in the 

marketplace.  In today’s global economy, international studies can enhance students’ 

marketability (Tow, 2001).  As companies are increasingly seeking “globally literate” 

managers and employees, through international programming, community colleges can 

prepare students with the knowledge and skills to be competitive candidates in the global 

market.  Furthermore, international studies can also facilitate students’ development of 

foreign language skills, which is advantageous in today’s marketplace.  

From the humanist perspective, global education cultivates tolerance for diversity, 

which in turn facilitates peace.  To interact successfully in today’s multicultural society, 

students need to have respect and tolerance for difference.  According to this rationale, 

international studies foster culturally competent and empathetic citizens, who contribute 
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to the cohesion and advancement of society (Raby & Valeau, 2007).  Moreover, Levin 

(2002) contends that international education at community colleges results in greater 

sensitivity to marginalized cultures and increased consciousness of how globalization 

asymmetrically affects health, labor, and economic conditions of people in developing 

nations.  

 As part of the academic integrity rationale, scholars argue that courses that omit 

global perspectives and international themes are deficient.  For instance, when studying 

nursing, one cannot ignore the impact that migration has had on transmission of diseases. 

Furthermore, Raby and Valeau (2007) assert that as community colleges have always 

embraced a philosophy of education as a lifelong pursuit, becoming globally literate 

should be seen as a chief component of that continuous learning endeavor.  Any single 

one of the rationales provides sound reasoning for implementing international 

programming at two-year institutions; in concert, however, these four rationales almost 

compel community colleges to incorporate global studies at their institutions. 

 

Benefits of International Education 

Students benefit in manifold ways from their participation in global education 

programs, even in those of a very short duration (Lewis, 2005).  Raby (2007) argues that 

international curricula that include multiple perspectives hone students’ problem-solving 

and listening skills and encourage them to be politically active and engaged citizens.  

Moreover, in their examination of study abroad programs at Southside Virginia 

Community College, Stinson and Richardson (2006) note that for many students, 

studying abroad was their first experience travelling internationally.  The authors 
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maintain that travel is intrinsically beneficial to students.  Moreover, study abroad 

programs often offer highly experiential learning opportunities, for instance, snorkeling 

as part of a tropical ecology trip in Belize or visiting a marketing agency in France as part 

of an international business class. Stinson and Richardson contend that these experiences 

raise students’ awareness of how people live in different parts of the world.   

Some researchers (e.g., Dwyer, 2004) claim that students reap the greatest 

benefits from year-long programs; from this perspective, study abroad programs should 

endure for at least six weeks.  As described earlier, such a contention seems to disregard 

the realities of many community college students.  In the context of community college 

study abroad programs, a six-week stipulation is neither particularly relevant nor 

informative in efforts to widen access to or design effective programming.  Rather than 

discussing whether or how “more is better”, a more productive conversation would focus 

on how to maximize and enhance learning in the short time period community college 

students can afford to study abroad.  

Although study abroad programs offer benefits to all students, a number of studies 

show that such programs may be particularly valuable to students of underrepresented 

races, ethnicities and income groups (Raby, 2007).  These studies illustrate that study 

abroad programs lead to improvements in students’ academic performance, interpersonal 

skills, and self-confidence.  In addition, education abroad programs allow immigrant 

students, who are more likely to study at community colleges, to travel to and learn more 

about their home culture (Zhang, 2011).  Furthermore, the benefits of these experiences 

are multiplied when students and faculty share their new insights, knowledge, and 

perspectives with students in their classes upon returning to the community college 
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(Stinson & Richardson, 2006).  Thus, studying abroad not only enriches the lives of the 

student and faculty participants but also of the institution as a whole.  

 Furthermore, Stinson and Richardson (2006) explain that the entire community 

benefits when community college students are engaged in global studies.  The authors 

note that after the terrorist attacks of September 11, many Americans were hesitant to 

travel internationally. Through study abroad programs, community colleges can set a 

precedent for their communities, demonstrating that such travel is safe and worthwhile. 

Moreover, study abroad programs at community colleges enable community members to 

participate in group travel, exposing them to new experiences they might not have 

pursued on their own.  In turn, the community members may not only have a deeper 

appreciation for other cultures but also for the local institution and also a clearer 

understanding of how their taxes are being used (Stinson & Richardson, 2006).  

Moreover, Raby and Valeau (2007) assert that when students learn about other cultures, 

“they can assist in building a more harmonious and economically prosperous 

community” (p. 10). Thus, the benefits of international education expand beyond the 

students themselves.    

 Furthermore, diversifying study abroad programs has advantages for the 

“majority” and multicultural students, the host country, and the global community (Brux 

& Fry, 2010).  In their ethnographic research of a five-week study abroad program in 

Spain, Talburt and Stewart (1999) found when White participants heard the only African 

American participant discuss her encounters with racism, they empathized and connected 

with her in new ways as they all shared the experience of being an outsider in the host 

country.  The authors call for more research on how race and gender impact students’ 
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education abroad experiences.  In addition, a more diversified group of study participants 

benefits the host country.  Jackson (2005) argues that since the media overlook or 

negatively depict people of color, allowing members of the host society to develop a 

more expansive understanding of American people and culture.   

 Research on how multicultural students accrue benefits from their participation in 

study abroad often focuses on a particular racial or ethnic group of students.  For 

instance, Morgan, Mwegelo, and Thuner (2002) investigated African American women’s 

perceptions of studying in West African countries.  The researchers found that the 

education abroad programs enabled African and African American to share their 

experiences in a way that empowered both groups as they grappled with their racial and 

gender identities.  Study abroad programs that highlight the similarities between these 

groups can “bring women of African descent together to reclaim their heritage, explore 

their identities, and question and redefine what sisterhood and womanhood mean to them, 

and empower them to take action and make changes in their communities” (Morgan, et 

al., 2002, p. 350).  Moreover, although heritage-seeking multicultural students have 

disparate experiences studying abroad, many report that their participation allowed them 

to explore their own identities and provided them with a sense of acceptance and 

homecoming (Tsantir, 2005).  

 

Global Educational Organizations 

Global educational organizations have bolstered the development of study abroad 

programs at community colleges.  Among the most influential organizations are 

Community Colleges for International Development (CCID), American Council on 
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International and Intercultural Education (ACIIE), the Stanley Foundation, and the Center 

for Global Advancement of Community Colleges (CGACC).  CCID was founded in 

1976, an era in which the political and educational climate that was very supportive 

international education, particularly at community colleges (CCID, 2007).  In 2007, 

CCID and ACIIE merged as the two organizations were largely replicating each other’s 

work (Frost, 2008).  Moreover, the cost of memberships in two organizations was 

becoming prohibitive for some community colleges.  Before merging with CCID, ACIIE 

had contributed considerably to the internationalization of community colleges.  Among 

their most notable contributions was the co-sponsoring with the Stanley Foundation of 

the Arlie Conferences, which began in 1993.  The Arlie Conferences are credited with 

defining globally competent learner, propagating international programming at 

community colleges, and marshaling state and federal support for community colleges as 

providers of global studies (Frost, 2008).  In addition to the Arlie Conferences, ACIIE 

strengthened vital relationships with American Association of Community Colleges 

(AACC) as well as with federal agencies and NGOs engaged with global education 

(Frost, 2008).  

Another vital organization is the Center for Global Advancement of Community 

Colleges (CGACC), which is dedicated to increasing global knowledge and 

understanding about U.S. community colleges, bridging cultures through awareness, 

advancing institutional internationalization efforts, initiating partnership opportunities 

with international entities, and serving as a general resource to expand and enhance 

global educational opportunities (Smith, 2008).  With a similar but more general mission, 

the Stanley Foundation focuses on promoting peace and justice by cultivating global 
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citizenship and governance.  This nonprofit and nonpartisan foundation focuses on the 

contributions of policymakers and ordinary citizens in sustaining international peace.  

Some of their global education programs include providing educators with materials 

about international conflicts and crises, such as terrorist attacks, and creating online 

networks in which teachers can share resources.  Together, these global educational 

organizations have played an indispensable role in the promotion and support of study 

abroad at community colleges.  

 

Current Study Abroad Participants 

Despite growing numbers of postsecondary students studying abroad, the number 

of community college students participating in such opportunities remains low.  In the 

2007-2008 academic year, community college students comprised only 2% of the total 

number of American study abroad participants (IIE, 2009).  Nevertheless, this number 

represents a quadrupling of the community college student population from the 1999-

2000 academic year, signifying the expansion of such programs.  

  Although more diverse than study abroad participants at four-year institutions, 

almost three-quarters of community college study abroad participants are white and two-

thirds are female (IIE, 2010).  In the 2008-2009 academic year, compared to students at 

all postsecondary institutions in the 2008-2009 academic year, more community college 

students studied in Latin America (28% vs. 15%) and fewer traveled to Europe (46% vs. 

55%) (IIE, 2010).  Italy (14%) attracted the most community college students.  Other 

popular locations for community college students included the United Kingdom (9.6%) 

and Costa Rica (9.2%) (IIE, 2010).  
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 Among community college study abroad participants, almost one-third (31%) 

have not declared a major whereas only 4% of participants from all other types of 

institutions have not declared.  Raby (2008) attributes this difference to community 

college students possibly being in the earlier stages of their college careers, likely to 

transfer to four-year institutions, or pursuing vocational training for immediate 

employment.  Of the community college students who have declared majors, the most 

popular fields are business, social sciences, and health sciences (IIE, 2010).  Community 

college students are most likely to participate in short-term study abroad programs.  

Nearly 70% of community college education abroad students choose short-term rather 

than mid-length or long-term programs (IIE, 2009).  BCC, for instance, only offers one- 

to two-week study abroad programs. 

 

Challenges to Internationalizing 

Even though community colleges may understand the importance of global 

studies, implementing such programming remains a challenge.  Ng (2007) utilizes the 

case study of four community colleges in the Peralta Community College District 

(PCCD), an urban community in California, to demonstrate the multitude of challenges 

that two-year institutions encounter in the process of internationalizing.  According to 

Ng, the most difficult hurdle that community colleges faced in internationalizing was 

campus politics.  In 1995, PCCD was one of the first districts in California to establish a 

centralized international education office.  The office was extremely successful in its 

initial efforts, which focused on recruiting international students.  Through the office’s 

initiatives, international student enrollment grew from 100 in 1995 to over 700 in 2002. 
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An instrumental component of PCCD’s recruiting efforts involved international travel by 

PCCD’s chancellor and board members to establish partnerships with institutions and 

government officials as well as to publicize the office’s international programs. However, 

Ng explains that some of PCCD’s stakeholders were skeptical of this international travel, 

publicly criticizing it as profligate.  Ng argues that in response to these accusations, the 

media began to dissect and disparage every facet of PCCD’s international programming, 

which led the newly appointed chancellor to suspend all international travel in 2003.  

Ng notes that although a number of factors negatively impacted international 

student recruitment, including the SARS outbreak, terrorist attacks, and changes in visa 

regulations, it was ultimately the competing political interests within the division’s 

centralized office that led to the program’s demise.  Because community colleges have 

disparate purposes, diverse sources of funding, and a variety of stakeholders, they, like all 

educational institutions, are highly politicized.  Educational reform often fails not so 

much because of technical reasons but rather because of political reasons (Uline, 2001, as 

cited in Ng, 2007).   

The case of PCCD also highlights that support is needed not only from students, 

staff, faculty, and administration but also from the community. After the media published 

scathing critiques of PCCD’s international travel, the community began to pressure the 

institution’s administration since community colleges receive public funding.  When the 

value of global studies for community college students has mixed or weak support, 

programs are unlikely to thrive.  Some argue that international education is an 

extravagance that is unaffordable to most community college students.  Raby and Valeau 

(2007) question the merit of this position, arguing that “by denying access to international 
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programs, community colleges ignore their mission of providing open access to all 

necessary academic experiences” (p. 10).  

Another challenge is related to the local mission of the community college. A 

commonly held view among institutional and community stakeholders is that the focus of 

community colleges should be local rather than global and that education abroad 

programs are not particularly beneficial to this population of students (Green & Siaya, 

2005).  Such stakeholders do not see a tangible connection between international 

education and the students’ futures, questioning the value of study abroad programs in 

facilitating students’ transition to four-year institutions or local jobs.   

Raby (2007) argues that the most critical barrier to study abroad is institutional.  

The lack of institutional support for study abroad programs is evidenced by the fact that 

less than 10% of community colleges participating in the Education Abroad at the 

Community College snapshot survey identified study abroad as part of their institution’s 

mission (Raby, 2008).  In comparison to four-year institutions, community colleges’ 

internationalization efforts are limited.  Siaya and Hayward (2003) discovered that two-

year institutions made fewer efforts than four-year institutions to find external funding for 

their international programs. Community colleges were also less successful in these 

endeavors.  Moreover, Raby (2007) contends that most community colleges do not offer 

or adequately inform students of study abroad opportunities.   

Perhaps the most problematical constraints derive from resource limitations 

(Smith, 2008).  Inadequate funding for education abroad programs is likely connected to 

the low priority these programs hold at most two-year institutions.  Hiring faculty to 

design and implement international programs, staffing an international office, sending 
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students and faculty abroad, and instituting infrastructure to support international students 

can all be costly endeavors (Boggs & Irwin, 2007).  Budget cuts often lead to reductions 

in student enrollment, the number and variety of courses offered, as well as staffing.  As a 

result, programs viewed as ancillary may be among the first to be cut.  Inadequate 

funding remains one of the most formidable and ongoing obstacles that community 

colleges, such as BCC, face.  

 Student immobility also continues to be a challenge for study abroad programs at 

community colleges.  Even though community colleges educate nearly half of all 

undergraduates in the U.S., only approximately 5,000 students participate in study abroad 

programs annually; in other words, just .01 percent of community college students study 

abroad (Institute for International Education, 2006, as cited in Levin, 2002; Raby, 2007).  

In addition to financial constraints, students report that they are unable to travel 

internationally because of work obligations, family responsibilities, and apprehension 

about leaving their communities (Levin, 2002).  Several students in this study echoed 

those findings, citing finances and inflexible employment as nearly preventing their 

participation in the program. 

 Moreover, as students of color are underrepresented in study abroad programs, 

Brux and Fry (2010) assert that these students encounter obstacles that their majority 

peers do not.  For instance, Fels (1993) found that many African American students 

expressed concern that they would be targets of racism while studying abroad.  Brux and 

Fry (2010) utilized focus groups and surveys to unearth the constraints students of color 

face, generate strategies to mitigate such challenges, and facilitate multicultural students’ 

participation.  The barriers to participation belonged to six categories: “finances; family 
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concerns and attitudes; fear of racism and discrimination; historical patterns, 

expectations, and attitudes; institutional factors; and a lack of relevant study abroad 

programs” (Brux & Fry, 2010, p. 513).  By “historical patterns,” the authors refer to the 

fact that study abroad participants traditionally have been White and middle- or upper-

class, and thus, multicultural students do not perceive studying abroad as an appropriate 

option for themselves.  Moreover, Brux and Fry contend that the focus and location of 

many study aboard programs are not particularly relevant to multicultural students.  

While this catalogue of challenges that community colleges encounter in 

internationalizing is by no means exhaustive, it does provide a glimpse into the key 

obstacles these institutions face.  Below are strategies community colleges can utilize in 

surmounting these hurdles.   

 

Strategies for Internationalizing 

As Raby (2007) notes, efforts to internationalize community colleges must occur 

both on- and off-campus.  Strategies for implementing and sustaining global programs 

address the institution’s mission, funding, professional development, study abroad 

programs, international students, collaboration, and centralization. 

 

Mission 

 First, successful implementation demands that community colleges integrate 

internationalizing into their institutional mission.  Frost (2007) investigated the practices 

of over 30 community colleges actively engaged in global studies programs. The author 

found that all the colleges with established programs create ties between their global 
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studies program and their institutional mission. Since mission statements guide planning 

and budgeting, Levin (2002) argues that creating a global learning mission enables 

institutions to develop strategic goals that encourage stakeholders to support and 

contribute to global programming. A philosophical shift must occur toward 

internationalizing so the community college can enlarge its mission to view itself as an 

agent of social change (Levin, 2002; Raby, 2007).  However, as Raby and Valeau (2007) 

note, many community colleges do not currently view global studies as integral to their 

mission.  If college leaders do not institutionalize these programs, it is unlikely that 

international programs will be developed or sustained.  

 

International Students 

Amplifying efforts to recruit international students can facilitate 

internationalization. Much attention has been paid to the number of international students 

attending community colleges partly because these students bring with them rich cross-

cultural experiences and perspectives that can be utilized in class discussions and 

extracurricular activities. Moreover, these students can serve as guest speakers, culture 

tutors, study abroad orientation tutors, and language students (Raby, 2007).  Because of 

their distinctive cultural backgrounds, international students can help community colleges 

reduce insularity, as many two-year institution students come from the proximate 

community.  In this sense, international students can challenge provincialism and 

xenophobia on campus (Levin, 2002).  Thus, colleges should value these students as 

tremendous cultural resources.  
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In addition, from a financial perspective, international students are beneficial to 

the community college as well as the economy. First, these students pay higher tuition 

than local residents.  Secondly, according to the Institute for International Education 

(2006, as cited in Levin, 2002), the 500,000 international students in the 2005-2006 

academic year were responsible for contributing $13.5 billion to the U.S. economy.  

Although this figure includes all international students, a substantial proportion (16.6%) 

of these students attended community colleges. Ng (2007) asserts that having two 

international students in a class can provide a substantial percentage of the financing 

needed to hire a part-time faculty member, which can be particularly valuable to courses 

and departments that are endangered by budget cuts.  Not only do international students 

contribute to community colleges, but also they benefit from their experiences there, 

particularly from the smaller classes, less expensive tuition, and more supportive 

environment that two-year institutions can offer in comparison to four-year institutions 

(Levin, 2002).  Thus, increasing the enrollment of international students would be 

mutually beneficial to the students and institution. 

For international student recruitment efforts to be successful over time, 

institutions must provide the international students with ample support.  Ng (2007) 

describes that some faculty members may have negative opinions about the academic 

abilities of international students.  The author interviewed a faculty union leader who 

opposed the recruitment of international students because they “hardly speak English and 

they enroll in my class and they are not good students” (Ng, 2007, p. 88).  Such a 

comment reveals the hostile climate in which international students may find themselves.  

Thus, community colleges must recognize and respond to international students’ 
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distinctive social and personal needs as nonresidents transitioning to life in the U.S. 

Supplemental instruction in English language can facilitate international students’ 

academic success.  Moreover, faculty and staff should offer assistance to students as they 

navigate unfamiliar and complicated bureaucratic processes such as financial aid and visa 

regulations.  Also, since community colleges do not offer on-campus housing, they 

should help international students find safe places to live.  

 

Funding 

 Global studies programs at community colleges remain chronically underfunded; 

as international programs, particularly study abroad opportunities, are costly, colleges 

need to emphasize how such programs comprise a core responsibility of the community 

college when seeking funding from state legislators (Frost, 2008).  Although college 

administrations may verbally support international programs, they may not provide 

sufficient financial assistance. Moreover, with shifting winds in campus politics and 

administration, a line item is needed in the institutional budget to ensure that international 

programs survive (Raby & Valeau, 2007).  Allocating line items protects funds for global 

studies.  Awarding even small mini-grants to instructors involved in research or 

application of international curricula shows faculty members that the institution supports 

their work (Raby, 2007).  In addition to seeking funding from the institution and the 

government, community colleges can also draw on the social capital in their 

surroundings, as many institutions are situated within communities that have stable and 

generous financial and human resources.   
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Professional Development 

 Frost (2007) advocates for more comprehensive professional development 

programs to assist instructors in internationalizing their courses. Professional 

development can take the form of faculty participation in in-service trainings, 

conferences, and professional travel abroad (Raby, 2007).  Support from faculty members 

is essential for successful internationalization as they are responsible for teaching 

international courses, organizing and leading study abroad programs, and participating in 

international committees and campus organizations (Raby, 2007).  Moreover, as strong 

leadership is required to sustain international programming, facilitating leadership skills 

among faculty members should be part of this professional development.  It is important 

to foster leadership at various levels of the institution from administrative staff to senior 

administration and trustees.  Raby and Valeau (2007) explain that once faculty members 

are promoted to administrative positions, even those who previously supported 

international programs, they often become less involved with international initiatives and 

ultimately the programs are pushed to the margins of the college.  

 

Diversifying Education Abroad Experiences  

Community college students have largely been excluded from opportunities to 

participate in study abroad programs, which have typically been more accessible to more 

privileged groups of students at four-year institutions.  According to the NAFSA: 

Association of International Educators, studying abroad constitutes one of the most 

effective ways to internationalize as it offers international content and also physical 

presence in a foreign country (Raby, 2007).  As community colleges serve a 
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socioeconomically and racially diverse student body, education abroad programs need to 

be tailored to meet their distinctive needs.  

The traditional semester- or year-long study abroad program utilized at most four-

year institutions is not practical for many community college students, who often have 

considerable work and family obligations.  Instead, study abroad programs at community 

colleges should be considerably shorter, for instance, for a few weeks over summer or 

winter break or for five to 10 days over spring break (Frost, 2008; Stinson & Richardson, 

2006).  Even though shorter programs may not offer all of the advantages that extended 

programs can, participating in a program of any length can promote global awareness that 

might not have otherwise been possible (Levin, 2002).  Despite the growing popularity of 

short-term programs, Sachau, Brasher and Fee (2010) highlight the lack of literature 

about how to start or manage such a program. More research needs to be devoted to this 

issue.  

 Although financial aid often covers the tuition expenses of study abroad trips, 

other costs associated with the trips continue to be prohibitive for students.  To ease the 

financial burden, many colleges are intensifying their fundraising efforts and launching 

scholarship programs for study abroad initiatives.  Moreover, community college students 

are now eligible to apply for federally-funded scholarships, some of which had 

previously only been open to four-year students.  The U.S. Department of State Gilman 

Scholarship is one example of a scholarship that provides funding to study abroad for 

students who otherwise would not be able to afford to. 

 Diversifying the body of students who apply to and participate in study abroad 

programs is also important.  As described above, American study abroad participants are 
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largely White women studying social sciences.  Men constitute only one-third of all study 

abroad participants, a proportion which has not changed in 20 years (Fischer, 2012).  As 

study abroad experiences are valuable not only to individuals but also to the institution 

and community, recruitment efforts should target underrepresented students.  

 

Interdisciplinary Approaches 

 Smith (2008) argues that interdisciplinary programming holds promise as an 

effective means to include global content at community colleges. An interdisciplinary 

approach enables instructors to present the complexity of global issues in nuanced ways 

and encourages innovative responses to global challenges.  Any community college 

discipline—whether academic, technical, vocational or occupational—can be enriched 

with international perspectives (Raby, 2007).  Raby (2007) argues that college leaders 

and faculty members need to reconceptualize curricula with an understanding that content 

can be taught from multiple perspectives. The author also points out that infusing 

curricula with international content, while time-consuming, costs little.  In addition to 

revising current curricula to present a multiplicity of perspectives, institutions should 

create new international courses that offer opportunities to delve deeply into global 

issues.  

 

Collaboration and Centralization 

 Collaboration among institutions enables community colleges to achieve more in 

terms of program development, implementation, and management (Frost, 2008). 

Consortia allow institutions to share best practices as well as financial and human 
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resources, multiplying the effects of their efforts.  Membership in consortia can also help 

community colleges acquire external funding.  An example of an effective state 

consortium is California Colleges for International Education (CCIE), which has 78 

member colleges (Raby & Valeau, 2007).  CCIE facilitates information sharing among its 

members in addition to hosting a biennial conference, offering quarterly workshops, 

publishing a monthly newsletter, and providing student scholarships and institutional 

grants.  Collaboration, in its myriad forms, can accelerate the development and 

recognition of international education at community colleges, as the aforementioned co-

hosting of the Arlie Conferences by ACIIE and the Stanley Foundation exemplifies. 

 Another essential component of internationalizing community college campuses 

is centralizing all international activities within one comprehensive center (Levin, 2002).  

Coordinating efforts in this way reduces the likelihood of duplication and enhances 

communication.  Furthermore, Levin (2002) advises that the center should have a direct 

reporting line to senior administration, so that it is seen as an institutional priority. Also, 

Raby and Valeau (2007) assert that such an office needs a full-time clerical assistant to 

coordinate various programming efforts. 

 

Further Research 

 Although study abroad programs are growing in popularity, limited research 

exists on participants. Dolby (2004) asserts, “Much of the available research focuses on 

language acquisition, academic outcomes of study abroad, and reflections on personal 

growth and change” (p. 153).  Dolby contributes to the extant literature by examining 

how one’s national identity is shaped by studying abroad.  Her work highlights that the 
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benefits of studying abroad extend beyond learning about the world and the “other.” 

These experiences outside the U.S. enable participants to become more critically 

reflective about their citizenship and develop more inclusive understandings of 

citizenship.  Thus, this aspect of education abroad demands further study as it has 

implications for American democracy.  

 Moreover, more research is needed on nontraditional study abroad participants 

and short-term study abroad programs. The current study attempts to address the dearth 

of research on both subjects. Community college students are often working adults taking 

classes in the evenings or on weekends.  Developing programs that can better respond to 

these students’ needs requires a more nuanced understanding of their experiences 

participating as well as their reasons for not participating, which this case study aims 

provide.  For instance, in investigating the outcomes of a short-term business study tour 

for non-traditional students, Peppas (2005) found that students most often cited the 

program’s two-week duration as a shortcoming.  However, Peppas also found that “a 

longer stay would not fit into the work schedule of most respondents. Individuals 

designing programs for the working student might consider an optional longer travel 

component” (p. 161).  Assessing programs and exploring participant feedback can 

facilitate the development of more innovative programs.  

 

Theoretical Framework 

As described above, for a multitude of reasons, many community college students 

cannot participate in year-, semester-, or even month-long study abroad programs.  To 

accommodate the needs and interests of their students, institutions, such as BCC, offer 
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programs of shorter durations.  Kiely’s transformative learning model for service-

learning offered a useful lens through which to investigate how such short-term study 

abroad programs held transformative potential.  Developed from examining the 

experiences of students engaged in week-long service-learning programs, Kiely’s model 

is based on five learning processes.  

One learning process Kiely identifies, contextual border crossing, describes four 

contextual dimensions—personal, structural, historical, and programmatic components—

that can promote or restrict transformative learning.  Personal elements, including a 

participant’s assumptions, values and beliefs—in other words, one’s “biographical 

baggage” (p. 9)—shape an individual’s interpretation of his or her experience.  According 

to Kiely, structural elements, such as a participant’s race, gender, ethnicity, and 

nationality also influence a participant’s experience of traversing “socially, economically, 

politically, and historically constructed borders” (p. 9).  Although critically examining 

power disparities between Peru and the U.S. did not constitute a substantial component of 

BCC’s program, which primarily focused on Spanish language acquisition, this aspect of 

context nonetheless influenced how and what a participant learned.  Because the profile 

of the study abroad participants from BCC diverged from that of four-year institution 

students, particularly in terms of personal and structural elements, Kiely’s model served 

as a useful tool for teasing out how these differences may have enhanced or hindered 

transformative learning.   

Kiely identifies historical elements as another dimension of contextual border 

crossing.  This element includes the socio-political, economic and cultural relations and 

positioning of the U.S. and Peru as well as the unequal development and power 
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distribution between the two nations.  Lectures and discussions in IDS 130 as well as 

conversations with their host families in Peru encouraged students to critically evaluate 

U.S.-Peru relations and to assess U.S. foreign policy.  The final element of context that 

shaped transformative learning concerns programmatic features.  As I detail in Chapter 5, 

program decisions, such as the housing arrangements, immersive Spanish classes, and 

opportunities for reflection, shaped students’ perceptions of their experiences and the 

kind of learning in which they engaged.   

Kiely’s framework also describes how dissonance influences the transformational 

learning process and posits “a relationship between dissonance type, intensity, and 

duration and the nature of learning processes that result” (p. 8).  Dissonance refers to the 

discrepancy between a participant’s viewpoint and experience of the new context.  

Immersion in a distinct environment, such as a Peruvian home, lent itself to frequent 

dissonance, which manifests in “historical, environmental, physical, economic, political, 

cultural, spiritual, social, communicative, and technological” forms (p. 11).  

In addition to differentiating types of dissonance, Kiely’s model examines how 

the intensity of dissonance influences the process of transformative learning.  According 

to Kiely, low-intensity dissonance, such as trying to communicate in another language, 

often invokes instrumental or communicative learning that facilitates a participant’s 

adaptation to the new environment.  High-intensity, such as encountering extreme 

poverty, triggers stronger reactions from students and compels them to reconsider their 

prior frames of reference.  In this sense, high-intensity dissonance fosters enduring 

learning as students try to reconcile contradictions and make sense of social and 

economic injustices.  In Chapter 5, I show how this study’s findings challenge the 
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distinctions between low- and high-intensity dissonance that Kiely draws.  Even though 

BCC’s study abroad program lacked a critical service-learning component, Kiely’s model 

served as a useful lens through which to analyze the relationship between dissonance and 

transformative learning.  

The dissonance’s duration also affects the transformative learning process.  Kiely 

(2002) argues that the experience of low-intensity dissonance dispels over a relatively 

short period of time, while the effects of high-intensity dissonance endure long-term, 

even years after returning to one’s home country.  Kiely (2005) contends, “High-intensity 

dissonance that is political, economic, historical, and social marks the initial change in 

the way students see themselves and the world. It is the start of students’ transformational 

learning process” (p. 12).  Because the post-trip interviews occurred approximately one 

month after returning, this study could not measure the long-term effects of high-intensity 

dissonance.   

A participant’s affective and intuitive responses to dissonance also shape 

transformative learning and reflect the personalized character of such learning.  Kiely 

asserts that service-learning programs can enable students to forge connections with 

individuals suffering from social injustices. These relationships allow students to interact 

with inequity in an intimate and direct way rather than in a disconnected or disinterested 

manner.  Particularly when students experience high-intensity and lasting dissonance 

from witnessing poverty and suffering, their reaction overwhelms the intellect and 

necessitates visceral and emotional responses (Kiely, 2002, 2005).  In Chapter 5, I 

explain that some of the BCC students experienced high-intensity dissonance and 

personalized emotional responses.  Overall, however, high-intensity dissonance did not 
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comprise one of the most salient learning processes in this study.  Nevertheless, using 

Kiely’s model contributed an understanding of the affective and highly individualized 

aspects of transformative learning.   

Processing constitutes another element of Kiely’s transformative learning model. 

Cognitive processing of one’s experience occurs formally and informally through social 

and individual reflection.  Activities such as journaling, reading course materials, 

attending presentations and seminars, and dialoguing with local community members, 

classmates and faculty members facilitate the reflective and discursive practices of 

processing.  Through processing, students problematize injustices they encounter, aiming 

to identify causes and actions that might lead to solutions.  

While processing constitutes a cognitive component of Kiely’s model, connecting 

signifies an affective element.  Connecting involves students forging relationships with 

host country community members (including host families), fellow participants, and 

program faculty as a way to more deeply empathize with others’ challenges, understand 

disparate perspectives and lives, and make meaning of their own experiences.  Students 

often keep these connections with them after returning home.  In Chapter 5, I unpack the 

prominent role that connecting played in fostering transformative learning.  

This study revealed how Kiely’s transformative learning model for service-

learning has useful applications to other settings.  By focusing on both reflective and non-

reflective forms of learning, Kiely’s conceptual model offers a comprehensive portrait of 

transformative learning. Mapping this model onto my research enabled me to parse 

programmatic and personal elements to decipher which tend to foster transformation and 

how they did. 
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Conclusion 

 This review of literature exposes the paucity of theoretically guided qualitative 

research on education abroad programs, particularly those of a short duration, and thus 

underlines the need for and contribution of the current study.  Although historically not 

holding central place at community colleges, study abroad is beginning to gain 

recognition as an institutional responsibility and priority.  Nevertheless, despite notable 

advances toward internationalization over the last fifty years, many community colleges’ 

international programs are beleaguered by insufficient funding, inadequate institutional 

support, campus politics, and student immobility.  These challenges are more daunting 

than those at four-year institutions.  Furthermore, the dearth of research on community 

colleges’ efforts to internationalize is problematical. In a review of doctoral dissertation 

research conducted between 2002 and 2007, Chen (2008) found that only a scant number 

of dissertations focused on international education at community colleges.  More research 

on two-year institutions’ unique challenges and resources would enable community 

colleges to strategically develop and implement international programs.  

Despite clear and compelling rationales for incorporating global studies at 

community colleges, Raby and Valeau (2007) assert, “It is distressing to note that so little 

has been accomplished since the late 1990s. Although there are beacons of excellence in 

the field, a significant number of community colleges still have no international 

programs” (p. 13).  Without opportunities to engage in global studies, it is unlikely that 

students will develop the global competencies needed to successfully engage in today’s 

increasingly complex and diverse society.  Particularly as community colleges students 

comprise such a growing proportion of the nation’s undergraduates, if two-year 
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institutions do not adequately educate and prepare students for the global marketplace, 

there may be dire consequences for students and the economy.  Moreover, when 

community colleges succeed in implementing global studies, the benefits are reaped not 

only by the students, but also by the institutions and the communities in which they are 

situated.  To enlarge their programs, however, many community colleges need to make 

adjustments that are philosophical, economic and institutional in nature (Raby, 2007).  

The expansion of study abroad opportunities at community colleges is an issue of 

educational equity and access.  As many community college students do not choose 

between two- and four-year institutions but rather between two-year institutions and not 

attending a postsecondary institution (Cohen & Brawer, 2003), offering international 

programs only at four-year universities denies a sizable portion of the population an 

important educational experience.  The democratic and inclusive philosophy that gave 

rise to community colleges becomes compromised when global education is reserved for 

a privileged segment of students.  According to Linda Korbel, former executive director 

of ACIIE, “global education” will be achieved once “the term disappears . . . simply 

because finally educators and society will embrace the view that all education is global” 

(Frost, 2008, p. 70).  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 

 

 

 

This chapter describes the research approach I adopted to investigate the 

transformative potential of short-term education abroad programs for community college 

students.  First, I provide a rationale for utilizing a case study design as the form of 

empirical inquiry.  Next, I explain my role and interest in conducting this study, including 

my qualifications for undertaking this project.  Then, I depict the study’s site and 

participants, including the institution’s recruitment, application, and selection process for 

studying abroad.  The procedures I used to collect and analyze the data are detailed.  I 

delineate the various strategies I employed to address bias and attend to ethical concerns 

that arose in conducting this study.  Finally, I demonstrate how this study addresses the 

dearth of community college students’ perspectives in study abroad research and how this 

research contributes to the extant literature. 

 

Assumptions and Rationale 

 A qualitative case study design best enabled me to understand how students made 

sense of their experience in Peru.  Yin (1994) argues that to determine a study’s research 

strategy, a social scientist should consider: “(a) the type of research question posed, (b) 

the extent of control an investigator has over actual behavioral events, and (c) the degree 

of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events” (p. 4).  The current study asked 

three “how” questions: 1. How do participants describe their perceptions of their 

experiences studying abroad?; 2. How do participants’ biographies impact their 
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perceptions of their experiences?; and 3. How do programmatic features influence 

participants’ perceptions of studying abroad?  Yin identifies “how” questions as 

explanatory due to their “ambivalent” nature (p. 7).  Thus, the type of questions this study 

investigated supported the use of a case study approach as it captured the students’ 

understanding of their experience abroad. 

 Additionally, this study favored a case study design because of the limited control 

I exercised over the contemporary “real life” events in the study.  Through interviews and 

participant-observation, I may have informally influenced students’ behaviors and events; 

however, I intended to observe students in a natural setting rather than manipulate their 

behavior or conduct a social experiment.  

 Moreover, Yin asserts that a researcher should utilize a case study when 

contextual conditions “might be highly pertinent” to the study’s phenomenon (p. 13). 

This study investigated the myriad ways that contextual factors, particularly students’ 

biographies and programmatic features, mediated transformative learning.  A case study 

provided a richer, deeper understanding of the context than a survey could offer.  

Furthermore, this study supported the use of a case study design because collecting 

multiple sources of data, such as interviews, observation, and document analysis, allowed 

me to triangulate findings, thereby increasing the study’s validity (Merriam, 1998).  

 Furthermore, this study addressed common criticisms of the case study as a form 

of inquiry. These concerns include that the case study lacks methodological rigor and 

generalizable findings (Yin, 1994).  In describing the study’s methods of verification 

below, I explicate my efforts to limit the influence of bias in my findings and 
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conclusions.  Moreover, I neither generalize my findings to nor claim my study’s sample 

to be representative of community college students or study abroad participants. 

 Another rationale for this case study involved the voice it facilitated to 

community college students’ experiences abroad.  Although scholarly research generally 

overlooks community college students’ perspectives, study abroad literature practically 

omits their voices.  Thus, this case study contributes to the limited qualitative research on 

community college education abroad participants, conveying students’ perceptions of 

their experiences abroad.  Particularly as community college students comprise a growing 

percentage of the undergraduate population, their perspectives and experiences deserve 

consideration.  

  

Role of the Researcher 

For five years before the study began, I worked as an adjunct instructor in BCC’s 

English Department and Learning Lab, primarily teaching and tutoring English as a 

Second Language (ESL) students at the institution’s main campus.  After returning from 

Peru, BCC offered me a full-time position in the ESL program.  Additionally, as an active 

member of the College’s International Center, I have participated in various international 

programming events, including lectures and teaching center workshops on global 

diversity in the curriculum. 

In the academic year preceding the study, I served as a faculty member in the 

International Center’s spring break study tour to Merida, Mexico.  I accompanied three 

program leaders, five faculty members, and approximately 40 BCC students to the 

Yucatan for a week-long cross-cultural workshop.  Prior to the trip, several of the 
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students, particularly the “non-traditional” college students, had never traveled on an 

airplane or outside of Bannockburn.  As the students journeyed through rural areas, 

visited plantations, swam in cenotes, and climbed pyramids, I witnessed the students’ 

curiosity about the world and tolerance for ambiguity expand.  In less than a week, they 

had glimpses of seeing the U.S. through foreign eyes.  Through casual conversations with 

students, I gained an informed yet incomplete understanding of how they experienced the 

study tour.  Their accounts demonstrated the efficacy of the “finding out” rather than 

“being told” model of learning.  Overall, this experience confirmed for me the value and 

impact of study abroad programming.   

My participation in the Mexico education abroad program as well as the 

aforementioned professional experiences facilitated my access to the study site and 

provided me with an intimate familiarity with the College and its students.  Moreover, 

taking part in the study tour prepared me to design meaningful interview questions 

relevant to the students and context.  Nevertheless, I recognize that my close ties to the 

College may have also disposed me to bias, which represents one of this study’s 

limitations.  In discussing the methods for verification below, I detail the measures I took 

to suppress potential bias.  

Although I teach at BCC, I did not know any of the students travelling to Peru. At 

the first pre-departure meeting, I introduced myself to the students as a program 

participant, doctoral student at Temple University, and ESL instructor at BCC.  I 

explained that despite teaching at BCC, I held no power to determine students’ grades for 

IDS 130 or their Spanish courses in Peru.  I believe that positioning myself in this way 

allowed students to speak more candidly in the semi-structured and informal interviews. 
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Below I describe the consent process for participating in the interviews, all of which were 

voluntary. 

My Spanish proficiency comprised another aspect of my positionality. As an 

adolescent, I had studied Spanish for seven years.  I reached a high-intermediate level 

that fulfilled the foreign language requirement the undergraduate institution I attended.  

Although I had a strong linguistic foundation, 14 years passed between my last Spanish 

course in the U.S. and my first class in Peru, which left my Spanish unpracticed and 

clunky but comparable to the average BCC participant’s level.  I could understand and 

participate in any level of the Spanish classes, converse with my homestay family, and 

functionally communicate with taxi drives and store clerks. Nevertheless, like the 

students, I could not express or comprehend ideas to the degree of sophistication or 

nuance that I would have preferred.  As a result, I could empathize with the frustration or 

gratification that many students described in communicating with Peruvians.  In the 

sense, I believe my Spanish proficiency level advantageously positioned me to 

understand the students’ language learning experiences. 

My interest in conducting this study also constitutes an element of my 

positionality. I became interested in this subject because of the transformation I feel I 

experienced as an undergraduate studying abroad.  The semester that I studied Art 

History and Architecture in Prague, Czech Republic and traveled around Europe marked 

a formative period in my life, stoking my curiosity in other cultures, bolstering my 

confidence, and fostering a more critical perspective of the U.S. and its role in global 

affairs.  Studying abroad also led me to teach abroad in South Africa and Germany after 

graduating and four years later, to pursue a master’s degree in Teaching English to 
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Speakers of Other Languages.  As part of this graduate program, I took an adult literacy 

course with an instructor whose strong social justice orientation inspired my interest in 

community colleges. I completed my teaching practicum at BCC and have been working 

there since then. 

Not until I had been teaching at BCC for a few years did I realize how 

inaccessible studying abroad was to most of the community college students I taught.  As 

a White, middle-class, traditional age English and Studio Arts major at a four-year 

university, I elected to study abroad without much consideration for work, family, or 

financial responsibilities. Even though BCC offers more education abroad programs than 

most community colleges, many BCC students I have worked with do not express an 

interest in leaving their homes and families to study abroad or do not consider it viable. 

Through teaching at BCC, I have recognized that study abroad remains a privilege 

typically reserved for White, middle-class students at four-year institutions. For instance, 

in the 2004-2005 academic year, students of color comprised only 17% of study abroad 

participants (IIE, 2007).  Despite efforts to diversify study abroad, the profile of U.S. 

study abroad participants remained largely unchanged from the preceding decade.  The 

Institute of International Education (2007) acknowledges that “the very low participation 

in study abroad by community college students reveals a huge untapped potential 

audience, but one that also faces significant obstacles” (p. 14).  The underrepresentation 

of community college study abroad participants strikes me as unjust as I believe this type 

of opportunity for personal, academic and professional growth and change should be 

available to all postsecondary students, not just those from privileged backgrounds.  
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Thus, this study represented a convergence of my personal and professional interests.  

 

Setting 

 This section describes the study’s population, sample, and site, using pseudonyms 

for the participants and institution.  After describing the site, I outline the eligibility and 

selection criteria used to determine which students participated in the Peru program.  I 

also explain the rationale for my participant and site selection.  

 The site for this study, BCC, is located in a large mid-Atlantic city.  In the 2010-

2011 academic year, nearly 38,000 students took credit and noncredit courses at BCC.  

Approximately 16,000 of those students enrolled full-time.  Reflective of the older 

student body at community colleges in general, the median age of BCC students is 26, 

and over half of the students are age 25 or older.  Women comprise two-thirds of the 

institution’s student population.  Mirroring the city’s racial diversity, the College 

considers 73% of its students to be “minority”: African-American (55.2%), 

Spanish/Hispanic (9.1%), Asian/Pacific Islander (8.5%), Native American (0.6%). White 

students constitute the remaining 26.6% of the institution’s population.  The majority of 

BCC students (59%) participate in transfer and liberal arts programs; 25% in non-credit 

or continuing education courses, and 16% in career programs. Nearly three-fourths of 

BCC’s full-time students and over 60% of all students receive financial aid.  

The sample for this case study included eight BCC students: four males and four 

females.  All of the students applied to and were selected for the Peru program. Below I 

delineate the recruitment and application processes to explain how I arrived at this 

sample of students.  In addition to the small group of students, the sample included four 
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faculty members, all of whom served on the Peru program’s Selection Committee.  I 

interviewed Mr. Alvarez, an assistant professor of Spanish and chair of the Foreign 

Language Department, who also served as the study abroad coordinator.  I also 

interviewed the two faculty members leading the Peru program, Charles and Maura as 

well as Dr. Hamburg, the director for the Center for International Understanding, who 

played an integral role in coordinating and implementing the College’s international 

programs.   

In addition to the two lead faculty members and selected group of students, six 

additional BCC faculty and affiliates participated in the program.  Dr. Hamburg 

explained, “It is unusual for us to accept so many participants who are not students, but 

their required donation will help us to fund our study-abroad programs” (personal 

communication, November 18, 2012).  I did not interview any of these additional 

participants.    

The College recruited students to participate in study abroad programs through e-

mails and flyers.  During the fall semester of 2012, the International Center hosted two 

information sessions to provide students with details about the program and answer their 

questions.  The students had to apply by February 2013 to participate in the program.  As 

part of their application, the students submitted a statement of interest, college transcript, 

and faculty recommendation.  The Selection Committee reviewed applications and 

interviewed candidates.  I had no involvement in the recruitment, application or selection 

process.  Although the Study Abroad Office did not have a formal mission statement, the 

institution’s website explained that BCC aims to recruit a diverse group of students to 
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participate in its study abroad programs.  Selection criteria include academic performance 

and enrollment in a three-credit BCC course with “significant international content.”  

To participate in the program, students had to meet eligibility requirements set 

forth by the College for all of its study abroad programs.  Students needed to have 

completed 12 credits in “good academic standing” at the College by the end of the 

semester preceding the study abroad experience, which in this case was the fall 2012 

semester.  “Good academic standing” refers to completing 8 of 12 credits with a 1.4 

grade point average without having any “holds” on their financial record.   

 Selected students enrolled in a three-credit Spanish course and a one-credit course 

called Interdisciplinary Studies 130: Introduction to a Study Abroad Site (IDS 130).  

Maura taught the IDS class; Charles served as the instructor of record for the Spanish 

classes, but instructors from Instituto actually taught these courses.  Appendix H contains 

the IDS 130 syllabus.  As a one-credit course, IDS 130 had 15 contact hours.  During 

these course meetings, the students prepared for and reflected upon their experience 

abroad through reading, writing, and discussion.  In addition to paying the tuition for IDS 

130 and Spanish, students paid a program fee of approximately $750, which included 

airfare, and purchased travel insurance for $120.  Scholarships and grants subsidized a 

considerable portion of the program expenses.  

 Table 1 below describes the demographics of the student participants.  
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Table 1 

 

Demographic Information for Student Participants 

Name Age Gender Race Status at 

BCC 

Degree(s) 

obtained 

Alyssa 21 Female Black Graduated in 

May, 2013 

A.A. in 

Liberal Arts 

Alan 21 Male White Current 

student 

High school 

diploma 

Brian 25 Male White Current 

student 

High school 

diploma  

Edith 78 Female White Continuing 

education 

student 

A.B.D. in 

German; 

M.A. in 

German, B.A. 

in Political 

Science 

Cara 25 Female Black and 

White 

Graduated in 

May, 2013 

B.A. in 

Business 

Management; 

A.A. in 

Culture, 

Science and 

Technology 

James 25 Male White Current 

student 

High school 

diploma 

Loren 24 Female Black Transferring 

to four-year 

institution  

High school 

diploma 

Sebastiano 19 Male Latino Current 

student 

High school 

diploma 

 

 

 This study’s sample does not represent the institution’s student body, the 

community college student population, or community college study abroad participants in 

general.  Nevertheless, this study’s sample more closely reflects BCC’s student 

population and urban community college student populations than the general community 

college study abroad population.  In the 2009-2010 academic year, the racial 

characteristics of community college education abroad students were: White (76.7%), 

Hispanic or Latino(a) (9.7%), Black or African-American (4.9%), Asian or Native 
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Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (5.7%), American Indian or Alaska Native (.7%), and 

Multiracial (2.3%). Females comprised 67.5% of two-year institution study abroad 

participants (IIE, 2011).  (The Institute for International Education does not collect 

information on study abroad participants’ socioeconomic characteristics.) Although 

community colleges strive to diversify their study participants, for instance, by offering 

short-term programs (Frost & Raby, 2009), community college study abroad participants 

do not reflect the socioeconomic or racial diversity at two-year institutions.   

 Although selected for convenience, BCC has a history of offering study abroad 

programming, which many community colleges in the area do not.  As community 

college students comprise a growing percentage of the nation’s undergraduates, the 

number of community college study abroad participants will likely increase in the future.  

Thus, this sample and site offers important insights into understanding the experiences of 

community college students, particularly those from urban institutions.  Students at urban 

community colleges reflect the racial and socioeconomic diversity of the cities in which 

they are situated (Cohen & Brawer, 2008).   

  

Data Collection 

 This section details the data collection strategies this study employed as well as 

the rationale undergirding these choices. Participant-observation, interviews, and 

document analysis constituted the study’s primary sources of evidence.  I explain how 

this data collection approach deepened my understanding of students’ learning 

experiences.  
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Participant Observation 

 As a participant-observer, I participated in all aspects of the program, both in the 

U.S. and in Peru.  I attended all of the information sessions and IDS 130 course meetings. 

I traveled with the group to Cuzco, Peru, where I, like the students, stayed with a 

Peruvian host family.  Rather than taking a Spanish course, I observed the students in 

their Spanish classes.  BCC partnered with an educational organization called Instituto, 

which coordinated the program’s language courses, homestays, tours and excursions. I 

participated in all of these outings, which included a city tour of Cuzco, guided tours of 

Incan sites in the surrounding area, horseback riding, an agro-tour, museum visits, and an 

overnight excursion to Machu Picchu.  Because I became very ill at Machu Picchu on 

Sunday, May 26, 2013, I missed the Spanish classes and traditional musical instrument 

class on Monday, May 27, 2013.  Otherwise, I attended all program activities, even those 

that were considered optional.  I also interacted with participants in informal ways, as the 

students often invited me to impromptu gatherings, for instance, at a restaurant for lunch 

or at a bar in the evening.  Table 2 below provides a full schedule of organized activities 

in Peru. 
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Table 2 

Schedule of Organized Activities in Cuzco, Peru 

Week 1 

 Monday,  

May 20, 2013 

Tuesday,  

May 21, 2013 

Wednesday, 

May 22, 2013 

Thursday,  

May 23, 2013 

 

Morning Spanish classes Spanish classes Spanish classes Spanish classes 

 

Afternoon Museum of 

Sacred Plants 

Archeological 

city tour: 

Koricancha, 

Sacsayhuaman, 

Qenko, and 

Puka Pukara 

- Cuzco 

Regional 

History 

Museum 

- Museum of 

Contemporary 

Art 

 

-Inca Museum 

Evening   Professional 

soccer game 

 

 

 

 

 Friday, 

May 24, 2013 

Saturday,  

May 25, 2013 

Sunday,  

May 26, 2013 

 

Morning 

 

Spanish classes - Sacred Valley 

- Olantaytambo 

Machu Picchu 

 

Afternoon San Pedro 

Market 

(optional) 

 

Evening Traditional 

folkloric dance 

and music 

performance 
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Week 2 

 Monday, 

May 27, 2013 

Tuesday, 

May 28, 2013 

Wednesday, 

May 29, 2013 

Thursday, 

May 30, 2013 

 

Morning Spanish classes Spanish classes Spanish classes 

 

Corpus Christi 

holiday public 

celebration 

(Spanish classes 

cancelled) 

Afternoon Traditional 

music class 

 

Agro-tourism Horseback 

riding 

Evening    Party at 

Charles’ 

apartment 

 

 

 Friday,  

May 31, 2013 

Saturday, 

 June 1, 2013 

Sunday,  

June 2, 2013 

 

Morning Spanish classes 

 

Flights to Lima 

and Miami 

Flight to 

Bannockburn 

Afternoon Alpaca farm 

(optional)  

 

Evening Farewell dinner 

 

After the program, I attended the post-program IDS 130 meeting at BCC.  

Throughout the data collection process, I recorded detailed field notes.  I submerged 

myself in the data collection so that I could gain an in-depth understanding of students’ 

experiences abroad.  Appendix G provides a list of all of the observations and interviews 

I conducted. 

 

Interviews 

Throughout the program, I conducted informal and semi-structured interviews 

with the students and faculty leaders.  The informal interviews, which were 

conversational in nature, occurred individually or in small groups.  Such interviews 

focused on understanding the participants’ responses to and interpretations of various 
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situations they encountered, particularly those that might result in dissonance.  For 

instance, after visiting the market, I inquired about students’ impressions of the market, 

what they bought, or with whom they interacted.  Other informal interviews transpired, 

for example, while on a van ride through the Sacred Valley, standing outside a museum 

or hiking Machu Picchu.  

In addition to the informal interviews, I conducted three semi-structured 

interviews with each participant before, during, and after the program.  (The interview 

protocols for student and faculty participants are included in Appendix A-F.)  The aim of 

the semi-structured interviews with the students was to elicit rich descriptions of their 

experiences and their interpretations of these experiences.  Merriam (2002) argues, 

“There are multiple constructions and interpretations of reality that are in flux and that 

change over time. Qualitative researchers are interested in understanding what those 

interpretations are at a particular point in time and in a particular context” (p. 3-4).  

Conducting regular informal and semi-structured interviews with the students also 

illuminated how their interpretations of their experiences evolved over time. 

By interviewing faculty members, I sought to unearth their goals for the program, 

including the kinds of learning they wished to foster.  Additionally, through the 

interviews, I came to understand how the faculty members tried to both challenge and 

support the students as well as how the leaders designed activities and assignments to 

promote learning.  The interviews with faculty members also elicited their perceptions of 

the students’ experiences, which provided useful insights into the learning processes in 

which the students engaged. 
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All of the interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Table 3 below 

details the date, length and location of each interview.    
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Table 3 

 

Interview Date, Duration, and Location by Participant 

Participant Position Pre-program 

interview in 

Bannockburn, 

USA 

During-

program 

interview in 

Cuzco, Peru 

Post-program 

interview in 

Bannockburn, 

USA 

Alyssa Robbins Student  5/13/2013 

20 minutes 

BCC 

5/29/13 

35 minutes 

Café  

6/27/13 

49 minutes 

Café  

Alan Thornton Student 5/15/2013 

21 minutes 

BCC 

5/30/2013 

38 minutes 

Market 

6/25/13 

58 minutes 

Café 

Brian Eckhart Student 5/13/2013 

16 minutes 

BCC  

5/30/2013 

26 minutes 

Café  

6/19/13 

36 minutes 

Café  

Edith Roth Student 5/15/2013 

14 minutes 

BCC 

5/29/2013 

36 minutes 

Charles’ 

apartment 

6/28/13 

35 minutes 

Café  

Cara Berton Student 5/13/2013 

11 minutes 

BCC 

5/29/2013 

19 minutes 

Restaurant 

6/23/2013 

35 minutes 

Restaurant 

James Edwards Student 5/18/2013 

22 minutes 

Airport 

5/30/2013 

42 minutes 

Café  

6/19/2013 

N/A 

By e-mail 

Loren Clement Student 5/15/2013 

12 minutes 

BCC 

5/29/2013 

36 minutes 

Restaurant  

6/21/2013 

56 minutes 

Café  

Sebastiano 

Adontz 

Student 5/15/2013 

20 minutes 

BCC 

5/30/2013 

50 minutes 

Café  

6/22/2013 

47 minutes 

Café 

Charles 

Stradella 

Faculty leader 4/18/2013 

31 minutes 

Café 

5/30/2013 

30 minutes 

Restaurant 

6/27/2013 

23 minutes 

Café 

Maura Carroll Faculty leader 4/22/2013 

65 minutes 

BCC 

5/29/2013 

49 minutes 

Maura’s 

apartment 

6/26/2013 

36 minutes 

Restaurant 

Ramon Alvarez Study abroad 

coordinator 

4/30/2013 

33 minutes 

BCC 

N/A N/A 

Florence 

Hamburg 

International 

Center director 

4/30/2013 

62 minutes 

BCC 

N/A N/A 
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Document Analysis 

 Although interviews and participant-observation constituted the lion’s share of 

this study’s data, I also reviewed several types of documents.  These documents included 

IDS 130 course materials, such as readings and handouts the professors distributed.  This 

analysis helped me understand how guided coursework encouraged reflection and 

facilitated learning.  I also studied materials the College publishes about its study abroad 

programs, such as recruitment flyers, the program application, and program information.  

Examining these artifacts allowed me to understand the College’s goals for its study 

abroad programs.  Additionally, this analysis illuminated how the College portrayed 

studying abroad to its students, which impacted the students’ expectations for and 

interpretations of their experience. 

 I also collected and analyzed student-generated documents.  I utilized the 

students’ program application essays to investigate their motivations and expectations for 

travelling to Peru.  Other documents included the three reflective writing assignments 

that students completed for IDS 130 before, during and after the trip.  Additionally, after 

the program concluded, I asked the students to submit (electronically or in print) five 

photos that represented memorable or meaningful experiences from the program.  Edith 

submitted sketches she had drawn in Peru because she did not take photographs.  

Utilizing photographs and other visual data enabled students to convey ideas and 

experiences that they have had difficulty communicating through words (Banks, 2007).  

The photographs also offered insights as to what the students valued about their 

experience abroad and thus enriched the data I collected.   
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Data Analysis 

To analyze the data, this study utilized the constant comparative method.  Glaser 

and Strauss’ (1973) methodology involves a continuous and systematic process of data 

collection and analysis.  Glaser and Strauss (1973) contend that “the constant 

comparative method is concerned with generating and possibly suggesting (but not 

provisionally testing) many categories, properties, and hypotheses about general 

problems” (p. 104).  This procedure generates theories that are closely linked to data.  

Throughout the entire data collection process, I recorded reflective notes and conceptual 

memos, which helped me identify emerging patterns and themes and thus guided further 

data collection.  As this inductive method “facilitates the generation of theories of 

process, sequence, and change pertaining to organizations, positions and social 

interaction” (Glaser & Strauss, 1973, p. 114), it served as useful approach to 

understanding the learning processes that students experienced throughout the program. 

This interview investigation followed a recursive rather than linear process (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990).   

The transcribed interviews, field notes, and documents provided a comprehensive 

portrait of students’ experiences studying abroad.  Kiely’s transformative learning model 

guided the process of coding these documents.  For instance, the five learning processes 

outlined in Kiely’s model served as codes.  As I continued to review the data, however, I 

parsed these five processes into smaller subcodes that more precisely reflected pertinent 

phenomena.  For example, homestays, BCC group dynamics, and intergenerational 

encounters all comprised subcodes under the code named Connecting.  Relevant 
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contextual information that impacted students’ perceptions of their studying abroad, such 

as their employment or their family background, also comprised codes.   

Moreover, I assigned codes to patterns that emerged even if they did not neatly 

align with Kiely’s model.  In this sense, I also adopted an open coding approach, 

generating codes and subcodes that mirrored my insights and observations.  For instance, 

students repeatedly commented about how group members helped one another and about 

experiencing a sense of freedom in Peru; as such, helping and freedom constituted codes.  

Overall, these codes responded to the study’s research questions and conceptual 

framework.  Coding the data in this way illuminated and contextualized the study’s 

emerging themes.  

I also searched for relationships among the themes and recoded to reflect these 

associations and interactions.  As a result, in some instances, I merged codes that had 

previously seemed distinctive.  Through this continuous process of coding and recoding, I 

developed insights grounded in the data.   

  In addition, I sorted the data into continua to explore how impactful particular 

dimensions of studying abroad were for various participants.  Organizing the data 

through continua allowed me to understand students’ varied perceptions of the same 

phenomenon, for instance, spending time with other English speakers.  Overall, analyzing 

the multiple data sources in these ways provided rich insights into participants’ 

understandings of their study abroad experience and into the applicability of Kiely’s 

model to this context.   
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Methods of Verification 

Throughout this study, I employed a variety of procedures to minimize researcher 

bias and safeguard the study’s internal and external validity.  I tried to cultivate a constant 

awareness of how my own experiences with or beliefs about studying abroad could color 

my perceptions.  Kvale (1996) contends, “Validation is here not some final verification or 

product control; verification is built into the research process with continual checks on 

credibility, plausibility, and trustworthiness of the findings” (p. 242).  As such, 

throughout the data collection and analysis procedures, I sought assistance from my 

dissertation chair.  I also consulted the student and faculty participants to clarify 

ambiguities and to double-check my interpretations, so that my findings represented the 

students’ perspectives rather than the researcher’s (Merriam, 1998).  

Internal validity concerns how accurately a study’s findings reflect reality. As 

qualitative research presumes fluid and multiple constructions of reality, Merriam (2002) 

defines reality as “the researcher’s interpretation of participants’ interpretations or 

understandings of the phenomenon of interest” (p. 25).  This study’s goal of internal 

validity involved unearthing students’ perspectives of their experiences abroad and 

unpacking the meaning they ascribed to these events.   

In qualitative research, external validity refers to the study’s generalizability. This 

study used a small sample because I aimed to achieve an in-depth understanding of these 

particular participants’ experiences abroad.  Though this study does not claim to describe 

universal experiences of community college students, it offers analysis and insights that 

can be applied to understanding other situations.   
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Despite my efforts to bolster the study’s internal and external validity, some bias 

inherently existed.  The interview questions encouraged students to critically reflect on 

their experiences abroad.  These probing questions led to reflection in which the students 

might not have otherwise engaged.  Although I had originally considered removing 

reflective questions from the pre- and during-trip interviews, I ultimately included these 

queries in the interviews after Maura had asked me to help her design the reflective 

writing assignments for IDS 130.   As a measure of reciprocity for allowing me access to 

the study site, I made this concession.  In this sense, the reflective function of the 

interviews constituted a form of intervention and thus represents a limitation of the study.  

As Maxwell (1996) asserts, “Eliminating the actual influence of the researcher is 

impossible, and the goal in qualitative study is not to eliminate this influence but to 

understand it and use it productively” (p. 9).  

 

Triangulation 

One threat to internal validity concerned whether I could accurately understand 

and convey the participants’ perspectives of their experiences abroad.  Merriam (2002) 

asserts that in qualitative research, “it is important to understand the perspectives of those 

involved, uncover the complexity of human behavior in context, and present a holistic 

interpretation of what is happening” (p. 25).  Triangulation assisted me in precisely 

depicting and interpreting the study’s findings.  Merriam (2002) explains that using 

multiple forms of data collection constitutes one form of triangulation.  As such, I used 

numerous data collection methods, such as observations, interviews, and document 

analysis to confirm my findings.  Collecting data in a variety of ways enabled me to 
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check what a student said in an interview by observing him or her in the field, thus 

promoting the study’s internal validity.  An additional triangulation strategy I used 

involved requesting the same information from different participants.  

 

Adequate Engagement in Data Collection 

Another threat to the study’s internal validity concerned whether I collected data 

for a sufficient period of time to gain an accurate and extensive understanding of the 

students’ learning explains.  Merriam (2002) explains that although no specific guidelines 

can dictate what constitutes an adequate length of time or number of interviewees, “the 

data and emerging findings must feel saturated” (p. 26).  The two-week length of the Peru 

program inherently limited the time I spent engaging in participant-observation.  Though 

brief, this period of data collection was intensive, as I was submerged in the field.  While 

in Peru, I often left my homestay at 8:00 a.m. and did not return until 11:00 p.m. as I 

observed Spanish classes, ate lunch with students, participated in afternoon activities, 

visited homestays for dinner, and met the group for nightlife activities.  Moreover, 

conducting interviews pre- and post-travel extended and deepened my engagement in the 

data collection process. Throughout my time in the field, I searched for evidence that 

challenged my interpretations.   

 

Rich, Thick Descriptions 

Furthermore, I used “rich, thick description” to promote the study’s 

generalizability.  In qualitative research, generalizability or external validity concerns 

“what can be learned from an in-depth analysis of a particular situation or incident and 
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how that situation can be transferred to another situation” (Merriam, 2002, p. 28).  

Providing detailed description allows readers to determine whether this case study’s 

sample and context sufficiently resemble their own and thus decide whether this study’s 

findings can be applied to their situations.  Overall, this study offered rich, thick 

descriptions of community college students’ transformative learning experiences in Peru.  

Descriptive research of this depth on community college students’ experiences abroad 

remains a rarity, unfortunately.  

 

Ethical Issues 

 Kvale (1996) contends that rather than being part of a distinct phase of the 

research process, ethical issues emerge throughout the interview investigation; as such, 

“explicit rules or clear solutions to ethical problems that may arise during an interview 

can hardly be provided” (p. 109).  Nevertheless, Kvale highlights ethical matters that a 

researcher should consider in the seven stages of the research process: thematizing, 

designing, interview situation, transcription, analysis, verification and reporting (p. 111).  

In undertaking this study, I employed several strategies to respond to these issues so as to 

conduct research in an ethical manner.  

Merriam (2002) argues that ethical dilemmas arising in data collection and 

dissemination often concern the relationship between the researcher and participant.  This 

case study is no exception. Prior to conducting the study, I gained approval from the 

Institutional Review Boards at both Temple University and BCC.  I informed the 

participants of the study’s purpose.  In addition, I required all participants to sign an 

informed consent form before I conducted any interviews or observations. To protect the 
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participants from avoidable harm, I explained that they could withdraw from the study at 

any point or decline to answer any questions I posed in an interview.  Further, I explained 

to the participants that their responses would not affect their course grades.  

 This study uses pseudonyms to protect the identity of the participants and the 

institution.  I also made extensive efforts to protect the participants’ confidentiality by 

storing all of my field notes, interview transcripts, and other data in a locked filing 

cabinet and on a password-protected computer.   

 Due to the compact and intense nature of an international immersion, close 

relationships among participants developed quickly as Chapter 5 demonstrates.  As a 

participant-observer, I also forged close friendships with students and faculty members.  

As the lines between faculty and students quickly blurred, so too did the boundaries of 

my role.  At 32, I was closer in age to most of the students than to the faculty.  The 

students seemed to treat me as if I were one of them, for instance, by telling me they were 

glad we had become friends, affectionately teasing me, and frequently inviting me to join 

them for meals, shopping, or nightlife activities.  During a museum trip, Cara commented 

to me, “You’re like a student, but you’re a little different” (Field notes, May 23, 2013).  I 

think the comment reveals that although I had formed close bonds with the students, a 

slight distance still existed between us due to my research. Since returning to the U.S., I 

have maintained friendships with several of the students, who have invited me to various 

social gatherings.   

 Moreover, due to the intimacy of our friendships, some students at times confided 

in me as a friend.  I chose to exclude some of this information from the study.  For 

instance, at Machu Picchu, one of the faculty members led an optional “mini-spiritual 
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retreat” in which two other students and I participated.  Later that afternoon, I reflected, 

“I don’t feel comfortable writing about that retreat because I think it was a private, 

confidential gathering. This incident makes me think about the ethics of doing 

participant-observation” (Field notes, May 26, 2013).  This incident supports Kvale’s 

(1996) notion that clear responses to ethical concerns do not always exist.  Overall, rather 

than compromise the validity of this study’s findings, I believe these close relationships 

actually enriched this research as students seemed to feel comfortable enough with me to 

candidly describe their experiences.   

  

Outcome of the Study and Its Relation to Theory and Literature 

This study investigated the learning processes of community college students as 

they were immersed in another culture through a short-term study abroad program.  The 

use of semi-structured and informal interviews as well as participant-observation 

provided access to the students’ understandings of their immersion. Limited research on 

education abroad has captured the perspectives of this population of students.  Though 

the number of students participating in short-term study abroad programs is growing, 

most studies focus on outcomes rather than processes; as a result, “little is known about 

the meaning students make of their experience and the nature of the immersion that 

shapes such potentially transformative learning outcomes” (Jones et al., 2012, p. 201-

201).  Moreover, most of the research on short-term education abroad programs has 

examined programs that exceed one month (Jones et al, 2012).  However, most 

community colleges’ study abroad programs, such as the program in this study, last only 
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one to two weeks. In this sense, this study contributed to these gaps in the literature by 

investigating the ways in which transformative learning occurred in a shorter time period.  

Moreover, using Kiely’s model of transformative learning to analyze the students’ 

experiences enabled me to understand the forms and processes of learning.  Adopting a 

grounded theory approach allowed me to examine the unique contextual factors shaping 

learning.  Because this study did not investigate a service-learning program, this research 

expanded on Kiely’s model by exploring its usefulness to short-term immersions that lack 

a service-learning component.  

 

 

Summary 

This study aimed to capture the experiences of a small group of community 

college students as they participated in a short-term study abroad program in Peru.  While 

a substantial body of research delineates the benefits of studying abroad for students at 

four-year institutions, this research largely overlooks the experiences of students at two-

year institutions.  Community college students constitute nearly half of the nation’s 

undergraduate population.  Moreover, study abroad programs at community colleges are 

growing.  Due to the more racially and socioeconomically diverse characteristics of 

students at community colleges and to the short-term nature of their study abroad 

programs, the experiences of community college students may differ from those of 

students at four-year institutions.  Thus, community college students’ study abroad 

experiences deserve scholarly attention. 

 To understand how community college students make sense of their experiences 

abroad, this research utilized a case study design.  Using Kiely’s (2005) transformative 
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learning model as a lens, I explored how and what students learned as they prepared for, 

participated in, and reflected on their experiences in Peru.  Glaser and Strauss’ (1973) 

constant comparative method enabled me to analyze the data I collected through 

participant-observation, interviews, and document analysis.  Through its rigorous and in-

depth analysis, this study contributed to the gap in literature on the experiences of 

community college students in short-term study abroad programs.  Furthermore, by 

describing participants’ learning experiences, this study provided community college 

administrators with useful information to consider as they design and implement study 

abroad programming.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE 

 

Introduction 

This chapter describes the participants’ characteristics, offering a brief 

biographical sketch of each student to illustrate the participants’ disparate backgrounds. 

The second research question’s focus on participants’ biographies and third research 

question’s emphasis on programmatic features stem respectively from the personal and 

programmatic elements of contextual border crossing in Kiely’s model.  The personal 

element also intersects with the structural element of context, particularly the 

participant’s race, class, and gender.  After I depict the students, I describe the faculty 

leaders and additional faculty members who travelled to Peru.  I also provide a brief 

description of the setting, including the city of Cuzco and the language school that hosted 

the program, Instituto. 

 

Description of Participants 

This study investigates the experience of eight students from Bannockburn 

Community College.  Though not the primary focus of this study, the two faculty leaders, 

Charles and Maura, played an important role in influencing the students’ learning 

experiences; therefore, I decided to include them in the descriptions and analysis. Six 

more BCC faculty members participated in the Peru program as part of a College 

fundraiser.  I did not interview these additional faculty members, but their participation 
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shaped the group dynamic and contributed to the students’ learning in meaningful ways, 

which I will illustrate later in the chapter.  

Moreover, the students’ biographies shaped how they experienced the myriad 

forms of dissonance they encountered. Kiely (2005) argues, “The type and level of 

intensity of the dissonance has to do with the gap or incongruence that students 

experience between their contextual baggage and elements of the new cultural context” 

(p. 10).  This statement suggests that students experience dissonance subjectively. Thus, I 

argue that it is the students’ interpretation or understanding of the dissonance more than 

the type, intensity, and duration of the dissonance that impacts the forms of learning that 

result.  

 

Student Selection 

 Twenty-six students applied for the seven scholarship positions, making the 

selection process competitive.  As described in Chapter 3, the application process 

required students to submit academic transcripts, a letter of recommendation, and a 

statement of interest. The five-person selection committee, which included the study 

abroad coordinator, the director of the Center for International Understanding, the two 

faculty program leaders, and a College dean, reviewed these materials before inviting 

approximately half of the applicants for an interview.  The committee did not simply base 

their decisions on students’ academic performance but rather used wider-ranging criteria 

to determine which applicants would make the best candidates for the program.  

First, the students had to demonstrate financial need.  In other words, they could 

not afford to pay for the trip on their own.  Part of the mission of BCC’s study abroad 
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office entails providing access to international travel to students from varying 

socioeconomic backgrounds. 

 Next, the selection committee focused on “who would get the most out of the 

trip” (Carroll pre-program interview, April 22, 2013).  The committee based this decision 

partly on who had the least amount of travel experience.  In this regard, Maura described 

Sebastiano as the “perfect person” for the program since at the pre-program workshop he 

did not realize that countries use different currencies (Carroll during-program interview, 

May 30, 2013). 

Additionally, through the interview and statement of interest, the committee 

members tried to discern how participating in the program would benefit the student’s 

career.  The committee favored students that “really exhibited a desire to go and be part 

of this for their personal growth” (Stradella pre-program interview, April 18, 2013). 

Further, the students’ excitement about or commitment to learning about Peru specifically 

also made them more viable candidates.  

 While reviewing the academic transcripts, the committee looked for “decent” 

grades but perhaps more so for the number of withdrawals a student had as an indication 

of the student’s ability to follow through.  Finally, the committee tried to gage the 

student’s level of flexibility and maturity, so that he or she would be able to function well 

in a group.  

The competitive nature of the application process likely resulted in a particularly 

reflective, curious, and dedicated group of students.  Charles explained, “The students 

that get the scholarships tend to be more engaged . . . and they're better students in some 

ways” (Stradella, pre-program interview, April 18, 2013).  The Instituto director, 
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Armando, corroborated this perspective when he remarked that this year’s BCC students 

were “much more responsible” than the BCC group that had come two years earlier 

(Field notes, May 22, 2013). Charles attributed Armando’s observation to the 

committee’s selectivity.  

  

Student Characteristics 

The students hailed from diverse backgrounds, particularly in regard to gender, 

age, race, educational attainment, responsibilities, international experiences, as shown in 

Table 1.  The group included four male students and four female students who ranged in 

age from 19 to 78. Though all of the students had attended the community college for the 

two semesters preceding the study abroad program and lived in close proximity to the 

College, they approached the program from different stages of their personal, educational 

and professional lives. 

Their trajectories after the program also varied considerably.  Four students 

returned to BCC to take courses in the academic term following the program; one student 

transferred to a four-year institution; two students (a graduate and a retiree) did not return 

to BCC and one student remained in South America, travelling for an indefinite time 

period.  The vignettes below illuminate the students’ diverse characteristics and varying 

life stages.  These sketches emerged from information participants shared with me in 

their interviews and conversations during the program.  
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Edith Roth 

 The eldest member of the group by over 50 years, Edith had also been studying at 

BCC for the lengthiest duration, 13 years.  Identifying herself as a continuing education 

student, she explained: “The minute I was 65, I ran over and enrolled in community 

college because at that time there was one free class a semester for seniors over 65” (Roth 

pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  Although she initially came to BCC to “learn 

computers,” she then decided that she wanted to capitalize on the College’s robust course 

offerings and enrolled in language and arts courses. Her artistic proclivity manifested 

throughout the program as she often sketched scenes that excited or intrigued her, such as 

the view from her window seat on the flight to Peru or the manhole covers on the streets 

of Cuzco. 

 The oldest of 10 children growing up in Michigan and Ohio, Edith was the first 

member of her family to travel abroad. In her junior year at a large state university, she 

left “that strange country” of the Midwest to study in France for a year (Roth pre-

program interview, May 15, 2013).  She returned to the U.S. to earn a bachelor’s degree 

in Political Science. Considering herself a lifelong learner, she eventually earned a 

master’s degree in German and one in Biology as well as an associate’s degree in 

Horticulture.  Between pursuing these various degrees, she “also worked a bit at times” 

including as an artist and as an agricultural consultant for the state extension service 

(Roth pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  In addition to her study abroad stint, she 

cumulatively spent about four years living in Germany and France, during which time she 

hitchhiked around Europe.  She also participated in a week-long BCC study tour in 
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Mexico, which led her to return independently to the Yucatan to work at an entomology 

firm for three months. 

 Though technically retired, Edith is engaged and active in the co-operative and 

community in which she lives. Her responsibilities at the co-op include tending to the 

rooftop garden and displaying the shareholders’ artwork in the building’s art gallery. 

Additionally, she volunteers at the local art museum in an art program for the blind. 

Of the eight student participants, she was the only non-scholarship student; this is, she 

paid the full cost of the program, while the other students paid a considerably reduced fee 

of $750.  Although she could financially afford the program, Edith almost could not 

afford to participate in the program for a different reason: her responsibility to take care 

of her ailing husband.  She explained that despite being retired, “Now, I am occupied 

with a husband who’s sinking rapidly into dementia and old age frailty” (Roth pre-

program interview, May 15, 2013).  Given her husband’s dependent state, Edith believed 

that travelling to Peru would be her last opportunity to leave the country. 

 Despite being 78 years old, her vibrancy and curiosity inspired even the youngest 

participants. Sebastiano called her a “pistol” and Alan described her “really, really 

colorful” (Adontz, Thornton during-program interviews, May 30, 2013). 

 

Alyssa Robbins 

Having lived all of her 21 years in a “mono-cultural” urban neighborhood in 

which she rarely went outside, Alyssa described her upbringing as “sheltered” (Robbins 

program application essay).  Her mother, a certified nursing assistant, and her stepfather, 

a deli employee, raised her as her biological father moved away when she five years old.  
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Before attending BCC, Alyssa knew few people who were not African-American, and 

she had never left the city. As a BCC student, she participated in two College trips that 

took her to California and Maryland.  

She attended a competitive magnet high school in Bannockburn. Though she felt 

satisfied with her academic performance there, she did not feel comfortable with the 

school’s culture. During her senior year, her step father passed away. She withdrew from 

all of her courses and transferred to a cyber high school, from which she eventually 

graduated.  

Alyssa described the time following her father’s passing as a “really tough 

period” (Robbins pre-program interview, May 13, 2013).  She decided to apply to BCC 

because she viewed it as a “baby step into the college world” (Robbins pre-program 

interview, May 13, 2013).  She did not know what she wanted to study, but she knew that 

she wanted to stay near her mother.  While working toward her degree, Alyssa continued 

living at home. She got involved at BCC by serving as vice president of the College’s 

international honor society and member of a student government committee.  

In the December preceding the Peru trip, Alyssa graduated with an associate’s 

degree in Liberal Arts, but she continued to take classes at BCC during the spring 

semester.  She plans to take a year off and then transfer to a four-year institution in 

Spring 2014.  Unclear about her future academic or career trajectories, she described 

herself as being at a “fragile” point of life. She explained, “I don’t really have a true idea 

of who I am” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  
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Cara Berton 

Cara moved to Bannockburn six years ago directly after graduating from high 

school to attend a university in the city.  Equipped with a bachelor’s degree in Business 

Management, Cara enrolled at BCC two years ago to take prerequisite courses, so that 

she could transfer to a nursing program.  She described her academic trajectory: “I guess 

I'm doing it a little backwards” (Berton pre-program interview, May 13, 2013).  She 

aspires to eventually earn a master’s degree and become a nurse anesthesiologist. 

Cara was born to a German father and a Haitian mother.  Although her two foreign-born 

parents enjoy travelling, “they just never take their child with them” (Berton pre-program 

interview, May 13, 2013).  As a result, Cara’s international travel experience includes a 

week-long spring break trip to Acapulco, Mexico and long weekends in Canada for jazz 

festivals. 

While attending the four-year institution, she had wanted to study abroad but 

could not; she explained, “My grades were really bad, so I didn't qualify” (Berton pre-

program interview, May 13, 2013).   Since she graduated and began working as a server, 

she could not travel for any considerable period of time because she “can never go 

anywhere for three months and be guaranteed to have a job” (Berton pre-program 

interview, May 13, 2013).   Even taking 15 days off for the Peru program presented 

challenges because she had to find co-workers to cover her shifts. She also wants to save 

money for her upcoming wedding that she and her fiancé are financing. 

In the semester preceding the Peru trip, she earned a 4.0 grade point average while 

taking six classes and working full-time at a nearby restaurant.  She learned about the 

Peru program through Charles, who taught the six-credit accelerated Spanish 101/102 
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course she took in the Spring semester. Cara’s meticulous work ethic manifested in this 

course, which led Charles to identify her as a “perfectionist” (Field notes, May 22, 2013).  

Outside of class, she practiced Spanish with her co-workers, many of whom are Mexican 

and her fiancé’s parents, who are Filipino and Spanish.  

 

Loren Clement 

 Loren grew up in Bannockburn among 21 brothers and sisters.  At 24 years old, 

Loren is one of the youngest siblings, who range in age from 19 to 52.  Her older siblings 

helped raise her as both of her parents died before her eleventh birthday.  Loren 

remembers the ambulance coming to her house to carry her mother out on a stretcher as 

she bled to death.  Three years later, Loren watched her father die of a heart attack.   

 After Loren graduated from high school, she joined AmeriCorps City Year and 

then AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps, through which Loren lived and 

volunteered in Colorado and Louisiana.  She explained that these experiences in the Gulf 

coast and Midwest “ignited in me a desire not just to see more, but to be more and give 

more” (Clement program application essay).  After her volunteer program concluded, 

Loren returned to the east coast to attend a historically Black university.  She left after 

one year because she could not afford the high cost of tuition. For the past year and a 

half, she has been studying at BCC. As a Social and Behavioral Health major, she plans 

to transfer to a four-year institution and become a dietician.  Shortly before leaving for 

Peru, she was transitioning from her position as a shift supervisor at a coffee shop to a 

hostess at an upscale restaurant. She identified getting time off from work as one of the 

obstacles that might prevent her from participating in the program.  
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 Loren had applied to one of BCC’s study abroad programs in the previous 

academic year but had not been accepted.  When she saw on BCC’s website that the 

institution was offering a program in Peru, she decided to apply again because she 

explained “I really want to travel abroad” (Clement pre-program interview, May 15, 

2013).  Loren described why she wanted to go to Peru: “I’m not a big fan of 

Bannockburn… I want to meet and interact with people and see how other people live.  I 

want to see how poor people live in other places as compared to how poor people are 

here” (Clement pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  When asked what concerns about 

travelling to Peru, Loren replied, “I hope they’re not racist” (Clement pre-program 

interview, May 15, 2013). 

 

Sebastiano Adontz  

 Sebastiano, the youngest member of the group at 19 years old, identifies as 

Latino.  Having lived in Bannockburn for his entire life, Sebastiano came to BCC after he 

graduated from public high school.  As a full-time student in BCC’s dual admissions 

program, he plans to earn his associate’s degree from BCC and then transfer to a four-

year school to study physical therapy.  He reasoned, “It’s a lot cheaper to get two years 

here and then go to another university. When you graduate it’s not where you started 

from” (Adontz pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).   

 Although Sebastiano described himself as being “really involved” in high school, 

for instance, participating in student council and athletics, he did not join any 

extracurricular activities in his first year at BCC.  He explained, “Ever since I graduated 

high school I’ve just really been focusing on working because even to do this trip, it costs 
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me a lot of money” (Adontz pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  To this end, he has 

maintained two jobs while studying full-time.  For the last five years, Sebastiano has 

worked at a sports bar in a variety of roles: “I do everything from bar backing to putting 

orders in to answering the phone to doing inventory” (Adontz pre-program interview, 

May 15, 2013).  Additionally, for the last two years, he has worked as a sales 

representative.  

Although he has “family all over the world,” he had not travelled outside the 

country.  His grandparents left Armenia during the genocide in the 1920s for France, 

where Sebastiano’s father was born.  Sebastiano’s mother is from Puerto Rico, and many 

of his family members still live there.  His parents divorced when he was in elementary 

school. Sebastiano expressed an interest in developing fluency in both Spanish and 

Armenian. He explained: “I used to speak Spanish because I used to live with my mom, 

but then my mom moved away” (Adontz pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  Since 

his mother moved to North Carolina, Sebastiano has lived with his grandmother, to 

whom he feels particularly close, and his father.  He explained that at home, he and his 

grandmother “speak Armenian, but it’s kind of hard to learn because my grandma’s 89. . . 

we speak our own Armenian” (Adontz pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  

Sebastiano anticipated that spending two weeks away from his grandmother would 

present one of the greatest challenges to his participation in the program.  

 

Alan Thornton 

Alan came to BCC four years ago through the Gateway to College program after 

dropping out of public high school in his junior year.  He moved to Bannockburn 12 
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years ago when his mother, a social services coordinator, and his father, an architect, got 

divorced.  Both of his parents have extensive international travel experience. Alan’s 

maternal grandmother was born in Mexico, and some of his family members still live 

there.  When he was six years old, Alan travelled to Mexico with his mother to visit them. 

He did not leave the country again until 2011 when he travelled independently to Spain 

for two and a half weeks.  Alan explained that his trip “was a spur of the moment thing.  I 

went by myself. I just hadn’t been out of the country since I was more or less an adult” 

(Thornton pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  He characterized his time in Spain as 

both “crazy” and “a really great experience” because “I just didn’t plan anything. I ended 

up almost being homeless in Barcelona for a few days. . . I was pretty much broke by the 

time I got to Valencia” (Thornton pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).   

With a few credits left to take at BCC, Alan is currently majoring in Liberal Arts, 

but he hopes to study graphic design when he transfers to a four-year institution.  In 

addition to studying full-time, he works as a food runner and he repairs and sells bicycles 

online.  He explained his motivation for participating in the study abroad program: “I just 

find it absolutely thrilling and fascinating to go out of the country and see how other 

people live, just see how their brains . . . function differently” (Thornton pre-program 

interview, May 15, 2013).   

Despite Alan’s enthusiasm for travelling and learning Spanish, he almost 

withdrew from the program two weeks before the trip; shortly before he left for Peru, the 

police raided his house, entangling him and his roommates in legal issues.  He described 

the incident as “this whole crazy thing-- I’m still figuring out what’s happening” 

(Thornton pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).   
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Brian Eckhart 

 Brian, 25, moved from the suburbs of Bannockburn into the city one and a half 

years ago.  As the oldest of four children, he decided that he “needed to get out of the 

parents' house.  It was time” (Eckhart pre-program interview, May 13, 2013).  After 

graduating from high school in 2006, he joined the Carpenters’ Union and completed a 

four-year apprenticeship.  Since then, he has continued to work for the union; his most 

recent projects have involved working on the cooling towers in refineries and nuclear 

plants.  After six years of this kind of work, he decided to come to BCC to pursue 

engineering. He explained, “I realized that I wanted to be more involved with the design 

of the projects I was working on” (Eckhart program application essay). 

 While maintaining his full-time job, Brian also takes a full course load in the 

evenings at BCC.  He plans to transfer to a four-year institution and earn a bachelor’s 

degree in Engineering.  After seeing friends struggle to find jobs in the field, he believes 

that having work experience will make him a competitive candidate: “By the time I have 

my degree, I'll have 14 years of on-job experience through my carpentry job, so I ought 

to be ahead of the game” (Eckhart pre-program interview, May 13, 2013).   

 Brian had never left the country before, but a flyer for BCC’s study abroad 

programs caught his attention as he was leaving class one evening in the fall semester.  

Already fascinated by what he was learning in his history class about the Maya, Aztec 

and Inca civilizations, he went home and researched the Inca architecture and 

engineering.  He found that “it was way advanced at that time for all the stonework and 

all the walls . .  . so naturally I was drawn to that with engineering and architecture” 

(Eckhart pre-program interview, May 13, 2013).  In Brian’s program application essay, 
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which Charles described as the most compelling of all the submissions, Brian explained 

the glimpse of the ancient empires that his history course offered “was a tease for me, as I 

was immediately infatuated with the large stone structural designs for civilization at that 

time period. I then researched the building techniques and their extensive roadways” 

(Eckhart program application essay). He conveyed a similar curiosity for Peruvian culture 

and Spanish. 

Of all of the students, Brian had the least experience learning Spanish.  He had 

enrolled in Spanish 101 in the spring semester but dropped it because he said that he did 

not have enough time to study for the class. Despite his self-described “slight knowledge” 

of Spanish, Brian expressed a nonchalant attitude about his ability to communicating: “If 

I get back in my book, in my notes, I can get the hang of it again (Eckhart pre-program 

interview, May 13, 2013).   

 

James Edwards 

 Directly after graduating from high school, with aspirations to be a writer, James 

enrolled in a private Catholic university. Uninspired by his writing courses there, he grew 

restless and left the institution after three semesters. He explained: “I felt like I should be 

out living life” (Edwards pre-program interview, May 18, 2013). To that end, he enlisted 

in the army. The army deployed him to the Al-Anbar Province of Iraq, where he worked 

directly with Iraqi army and police as well as the local population. He considers his four 

years in the military to be an “outstanding developmental experience” that instilled in 

him “a diligent work ethic and global perspective” (Edwards program application essay). 
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After his honorable discharge from the Army, he returned to the US to hike the 

Appalachian Trail by himself.  After living out of a backpack for a few months, he 

yearned to be grounded and to have a home base. This longing led him to apply to BCC, 

which he did online from a small public library just off the trail in Georgia.  

In the following fall, he enrolled as a full-time student at BCC.  In addition to his 

academics, he ran indoor track and played baseball for the institution and worked part-

time at a juice bar to save money for the Peru trip.  At the end of the academic year, he 

needed only three more courses to graduate with an associate’s degree in Liberal Arts. 

Currently 25 years old, he aims to transfer to a four-year institution, so that he can earn a 

bachelor’s degree and become a high school English teacher. His timeline for completing 

these goals remains unclear as he decided to stay in South America after the study abroad 

program to travel for an indefinite duration.  

 

Faculty Members 

Two BCC faculty members co-led the program: Maura taught the IDS 130 course, 

while Charles served as the instructor of record for the Spanish courses.  Though he did 

not actually teach any of the classes in Peru, Charles liaised with Instituto and BCC, 

particularly to ensure that the two institutions’ curricula aligned.  As a fluent Spanish 

speaker, Charles also translated and tutored when requested.  

 

Maura Carroll 

Maura spent 15 years as a nun teaching elementary and secondary school in the 

greater Bannockburn area before she began teaching as an adjunct instructor in BCC’s 
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History Department in 1984.  At BCC, she primarily teaches U.S. History, World 

History, and Women's History courses. She became involved with BCC’s study abroad 

programs because she believes “Latin America is often forgotten and ignored . . . and I 

think it's very important for people to be aware of the Americas” (Carroll pre-program 

interview, April 22, 2013).  Maura has co-directed the College’s spring break study tour 

to Mexico several times and also co-led BCC’s 2011 Peru program.  

 

Charles Stradella 

In his early forties, Charles transitioned from an adjunct to full-time faculty 

member at BCC 12 years ago. Since he began teaching full-time, he has been actively 

engaged in the life of the College, particularly in its internationalization efforts.  

Currently the international studies coordinator, he previously served as the study abroad 

coordinator for six years and chair of the Foreign Languages Department for a decade.  

He has considerable experience leading study abroad programs, having taken students to 

Italy, France, Spain, Mexico, Costa Rica, and Argentina. Charles coordinated BCC’s 

2011 program to Peru but did not travel there with the students.   

 

Additional Group Members 

 In addition to the eight students, two faculty leaders, and myself, six other BCC 

faculty members participated in the program: Jill, John, Patricia, Julia, Erin, and Maya. 

Thus, eight students and nine faculty members comprised the 17-member group. (See 

Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of my role as a researcher.) All of faculty members 

except Charles and I enrolled in the Spanish courses, and all of the faculty members 
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besides Charles, Maura, and Maya stayed with families. Although I do not consider the 

six additional faculty members as participants in this study, their presence shaped the 

group dynamics in powerful ways, particularly contributing to the group’s 

intergenerational nature, as I will explain below.  With participants of varied ages, 

ethnicities, socio-economic statuses, educational backgrounds, and travel experiences, 

Alan described “the cohesion of such a diverse group” as one of the most surprising 

aspects of the program (Thornton during-program writing, May 29, 2013). 

 

Description of the Case 

 In this education abroad program, participants took intensive Spanish courses and 

stayed with families in Cuzco, Peru.  Although BCC administered the program, Instituto, 

a language school based in Latin America, organized and facilitated the Spanish classes, 

activities, excursions, and homestays. To contextualize this study’s findings, below I 

provide a brief description of the city of Cuzco and the language school.  

 

Cuzco, Peru 

Considered an imperial capital of the Americas, Cuzco has a rich and complicated 

history that blends Spanish and Inca cultures.  Located in the Andes Mountains and only 

a short distance from Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley, Cuzco attracts tourists from 

around the world.  Small, charming restaurants and cafes line the city’s narrow 

cobblestone alleyways. The juxtaposition of a 16
th

-century cathedral and Starbucks in the 

Plaza de Armas, located in the city center, provides a glimpse of Cuzco’s melding of 

ancient and modern influences.  
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At 11,150 feet, Cuzco’s altitude can present hazards to travelers.  Acclimatization 

usually takes three to four days.  The study abroad program occurred from mid-May to 

early June, the beginning of winter in South American. Although the temperature reached 

70 degrees during the day, it plunged into the thirties during the nights, which felt 

particularly cool as the homestays and school did not have central heating. 

 

Instituto 

 Located in downtown Cuzco, the language school that the students attended 

comprised one of Instituto’s two sites in Peru.  In the pre-program information meeting, 

Ramon described the institute, which used to be a youth hostel, as “extremely nice. It 

looks like a house;” and Maura characterized the school as “very simple, but very 

friendly” (Field notes, March 25, 2013).  The school, located on the second floor, 

consisted of four classrooms dotted along a narrow hallway and a lobby, where Anell, the 

affable housekeeper, would set out tea, coffee, cookies and crackers for the students to 

enjoy during class breaks.    

 

Summary 

This chapter provided a thorough description of the student and faculty 

participants as well as the site itself.  These depictions map onto salient aspects of Kiely’s 

process of contextual border crossing.  As this study explored how contextual elements, 

particularly biographical and programmatic features, impacted students’ perceptions of 

their experiences studying abroad, this descriptive data provides the foundation for 

understanding the analysis of the data in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS 

 

 

Introduction 

 This chapter discusses the findings I gathered from participating and observing in 

the education abroad program as well as from interviewing students and faculty before, 

during and after the trip.  The chapter begins with an overview of the findings.  

Thereafter, I develop four key themes that emerged from analysis of the data, revealing 

how they connect to Kiely’s conceptual framework.  Two of the themes capture impactful 

experiences that students underwent, while the other two themes depict outcomes that 

resulted from these experiences.  My four themes are: 1.) Connecting facilitated learning; 

2.) Immersion Spanish classes challenged and motivated students; 3.) Studying abroad 

“makes the rest of the world so much larger”; and 4.) Studying abroad promotes self-

reflection.  

 

Overview 

This study aimed to uncover contextual factors that shaped students’ perceptions 

of studying abroad.  In particular, I investigated how participants’ biographies and 

programmatic factors shaped their understandings.  Two of the themes that emerged from 

this study explore the experiences that students described as enhancing their learning.  

The students identified the relationships they forged with others as well as the intensive 

Spanish classes as the most enriching aspects of the program.  The other two themes 

explore outcomes that resulted from these meaningful experiences; studying abroad 
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piqued students’ interest in future international travel and led them  to reexamine their 

own ways of living and being.  

 I trace how each of the four themes developed over time, starting with students’ 

pre-program expectations and initial reactions and concluding with students’ final 

reflections after they had returned to the U.S.  Each theme situates the participants on a 

continuum from those who had the most to least potent experience of the learning process 

or outcome.  Furthermore, each theme includes as an analysis of specific contextual 

factors that contributed to students’ positioning on the particular continuum. 

Utilizing Kiely’s (2005) transformative learning model for service-learning to 

analyze the data allowed me to systematically investigate the contextual elements shaping 

students’ understandings of their experiences.  Kiely argues that research on short-term 

service-learning programs must investigate not only the outcomes but also the learning 

processes.  He contends, “there is a deficit of studies that generate theory and/or 

investigate the contextual factors and learning processes in service-learning that lead to 

reported outcomes” (p. 5).  This statement also applies to the dearth of research about the 

processes that lead to outcomes for short-term study abroad programs, particularly at 

community colleges.  Thus, through these four themes, I endeavor to not only investigate 

the program’s outcomes but also the processes and experiences that generated such 

outcomes.  In this sense, exploring these themes can contribute to building theory on 

transformative learning for short-term study programs that lack a service-learning 

component.  

These themes emerged from seeking answers to the following questions: 
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1. How do participants describe their perceptions of their experiences studying 

abroad? 

2. How do participants’ biographies impact their perceptions of their experiences? 

3. How do programmatic features influence participants’ perceptions of studying 

abroad? 

Emergent Themes 

 Although the eight students’ perceptions of their experiences diverged, common 

threads surfaced that connected their narratives.  Below, I unpack the most salient of 

these themes, which provide insights into the learning experiences of community college 

students participating in a short-term education abroad program.  I begin with the two 

themes that illustrate impactful learning experiences; then, I describe the two themes that 

investigate the outcomes of these experiences.  

 

Theme 1: Connecting Facilitated Learning 

Students’ perceptions of their connection to other individuals affiliated with the 

program provided deep sources of satisfaction or stress, which enriched or inhibited 

learning.  Participants primarily developed friendships with fellow students, faculty, or 

individuals at their homestay.  Kiely describes the process of connecting as an “affective 

learning dimension” in which students make meaning of their experience through 

understanding and empathizing (p. 14).  In this section, I first describe the nature of the 

friendships students formed within the group.  I discuss how feeling connected to or 

disconnected from the group affected participants. Thereafter, I explore the connections 
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that students developed at their homestays, focusing on how these relationships facilitated 

various kinds of learning. 

 The relationships that Kiely often refers to when describing the process of 

connecting refer to those that students formed with community members. In this study, 

however, most of the students reported forging their most meaningful bonds with other 

group members.  Nevertheless, like the student-community member connections that 

Kiely describes, the friendships that the BCC students develop, despite their insular 

nature, “remain with the students after they return home” and facilitated transformative 

learning (p. 14).  The BCC students’ friendships may have had such a powerful impact on 

learning because of the diversity that existed within the group.  In this sense, the students 

seemed to cross contextual borders, particularly in terms of personal and structural 

elements, even within the group.   

Contextual border-crossing refers to the “four important elements of context that 

impact students’ transformational learning before, during, and after their participation in 

the program” (Kiely, 2005, p. 9).  These four dimensions include personal, structural, 

historical and programmatic factors that enhance or diminish learning.  A participant’s 

“biographical baggage” comprises the personal element, while his or her “race, class, 

gender, religion, ethnicity, nationality, sexual orientation and physical ability” comprise 

the structural component (p. 7).   

 

Characteristics of the Friendships: Fast-Forming 

The structure of the program demanded that participants spend considerable 

amounts of time together, which quickly established close ties among them.  These 
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intimate friendships mirror the relationships that Kiely (2005) describes as developing in 

service-learning programs.  The author asserts: “Students’ service work allows them to 

develop in a short period of time very meaningful relationships” (p. 12).  Brian explained: 

“New friendships become strong friendships from the time you spent with them” 

(Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  Each weekday, the group members had 

four hours of Spanish class in the morning and a group outing in the afternoon.  Group 

members often ate lunch together in between class and the excursion. Additionally, the 

one full weekend involved an overnight trip to the Sacred Valley and Machu Picchu.  

(Table 2 depicts the daily schedule of activities in which students participated.)  Some 

students also shared a homestay with other program participants, as illustrated in Table 4.  
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Table 4 

 

Homestay Arrangements in Cuzco, Peru 

Student name Homestay household 

members 

Number of additional 

English-speaking students 

staying at the house* 

Alyssa Mother 

Father 

Two sons 

 

4 

Alan 

Sebastiano 

 

Mother 0 

Brian Mother 

Father 

Two sons 

 

4 

Edith Mother 

Father 

 

1 (BCC faculty member) 

Cara 

James 

 

Husband 

Wife 

1 

Loren Mother 

Father 

Daughter 

 

3 

Ashley Grandmother 

Daughter 

Son 

Grandson 

 

1 

*Because non-BCC students continuously arrived at and departed from some of the 

homestays (e.g., Brian’s), the exact number of students changed during the program. 

 

Traveling, studying and living together accelerated the forging of relationships. 

James believed that friendships among group members developed so quickly “for the 

same reason that I got close with people that I've played on sports teams with or in the 

army and experiences like that-- because it is a unique shared experience” (Edwards 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Rather than simply being part of a new team, 
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however, study abroad participants are submerged in a foreign environment.  The 

unfamiliarity of the new context may have further accelerated the development of 

relationships since they could more easily communicate and identify with fellow 

American students.  James further explained the closeness of the bonds: “Because you 

have that shared experience, you respect them in a brother-sister way.  Even if you don't 

like them, you have that relationship with them and that, which I think, is a certain level 

of intimacy that's created” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).   

Alan believed that he formed friendships more quickly in Peru than in the U.S. 

because he and other BCC students have responsibilities, such as work, which require 

them to leave immediately after class ends, preventing them from getting to know one 

another.  Such scenarios may occur more frequently at community colleges and 

institutions where students commute.  The pace at which friendships developed 

astounded Cara, who commented “I made some great friendships which I didn’t think 

possible in 15 days” (Berton during-program writing).  These relationships surprised 

participants not only because of how quickly the friendships developed but also because 

of how they connected participants of diverse backgrounds.  

   

Characteristics of the Friendships: Intergenerational 

 The group’s intergenerational nature provided participants the opportunity to 

interact with individuals in varying life stages.  As described above, the group included 

participants who ranged in age from 19 to 78 years old and consisted of eight students.  

BCC faculty or staff members and one faculty member’s spouse occupied the other nine 

positions in the group, for a total of 17 program participants.  Clear boundaries between 
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faculty and students did not exist.  As Charles explained: “It’s amazing how faculty and 

students kind of the lines have blurred so much and people kind of just are people now 

and the roles have kind of changed” (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  

The traditional student-faculty positions also shifted because the students generally 

exhibited higher levels of Spanish proficiency. As a result, the students often assisted in 

faculty members, for instance, in directing a taxi to one’s homestay or ordering at a 

restaurant. The students and faculty intermixed for the Spanish classes, homestays, and 

afternoon activities. Maura observed: “You would have no idea if you were to walk into 

that pottery room to say, ‘Oh, I can tell who were the faculty and who were the students.’ 

I don't think you could have done that” (Carroll during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).   

The students also developed close relationships with faculty members. The 

faculty and students coalesced into a cohesive and, as Charles noted, a “totally inclusive” 

group (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 2013). Sebastiano commented: 

“Everybody’s always invited. That’s a very humbling, welcoming feeling” (Adontz 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  For instance, a collection of students 

organized an outing to attend a national soccer match.  They invited and purchased 

tickets for everyone in the group who wanted to join.  Additionally, during the afternoon 

outings, the faculty and students naturally intermingled and exchanged ideas.  For 

example, at the contemporary art museum, Sebastiano and Alan and three BCC faculty 

members gathered around a sculpture and enjoyed a spirited critique of a sculpture.  After 

listening to both students’ observations and insights, I reflected: “I am impressed with 

Sebastiano’s engagement and that neither he nor Alan seems to be intimidated by 
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discussing art with three professors, two of whom are 35 to 40 years older than they are” 

(Field notes, May 22, 2013).  In addition to discussions about academic topics, the 

students and faculty conversed in informal ways, too.  Loren dubbed the social 

interactions between faculty and students “cool,” intriguing and humorous.  She recalled 

a van ride in which Brian, James, and Alan were talking about religion and cursing and 

“just saying whatever they wanted” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  

Rather than taking offense at the student’s language, the two older women faculty 

members actually participated in the conversation. Similarly, seeing faculty members in 

“relaxed settings” also fascinated Sebastiano (Adontz during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Like several other students commented, Sebastiano felt gratified by the bonds he 

formed with individuals whom he had previously viewed as authority figures. 

Moreover, the students viewed the 59-year age range among them as enriching 

their experiences. Despite being more than 50 years older than the rest of the students, 

Edith felt integrated in the group. She remarked: “I was just astounded at how generous 

and close and open the students were . . . I could ask any of them, ‘Could I hang out with 

you tonight?’ and I would enjoy it” (Roth during-program interview May 29, 2013).  

Likewise, the students welcomed Edith’s company.  Alan remarked, “When I get a 

chance, I always like to talk to Edith.  Edith’s definitely one of my favorite people” 

(Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Several students, such as 

Sebastiano and Cara, commented that they wanted to be like Edith (Adontz during-

program interview, May 30, 2013; Field notes, May 31, 2013).  The program afforded 

participants a rare opportunity to develop intimate friendships that spanned multiple 

generations.  
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Characteristics of the Friendships: Caring 

 Another distinctive feature of group involved how its members cared for and 

helped one another. Cara explained, “Essentially, everybody kind of took care of 

everybody” (Berton during-program interview, June 23, 2013).  The students helped one 

another and the faculty in myriad ways.  For instance, Sebastiano frequently assisted 

Maura up and down the stairs; Brian carried heavy suitcases for people; James, Cara and 

others held Edith’s pinkie finger to help her balance while walking around Machu 

Picchu; Edith, Alyssa and Maura took care of me when I became seriously ill at Machu 

Picchu; Cara showed Maura how to insert images into a lecture slideshow; the students 

helped one another in class when the instructor spoke exclusively in Spanish; Sebastiano 

walked Edith home and escorted participants to find taxis after the party at Charles’ 

apartment.  A particularly tender exchange occurred when I saw Sebastiano hold up a 

1.5-liter water bottle, so that Edith could drink from it after a long, bumpy van ride. 

These examples comprise a small sample of the ways in which the group members cared 

for one another. Moreover, such instances reveal why many participants echoed Edith’s 

sentiments when she commented, “It's a special group; it's a very generous and 

cooperative group” (Roth during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Cara found the 

group’s cohesion particularly noteworthy because the program brought together such a 

diverse group of students who “wouldn’t necessarily have met in school” (Berton post-

program interview, June 23, 2013).  In the same vein, the program created a context in 

which participants could interact with and care for one another in ways that they typically 

would not have.  
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Bonds Created Satisfaction or Stress 

Many students identified their relationships within the group as a highlight of 

their study abroad experience.  For instance, Loren revealed: “When I talk about the trip, 

I talk about the group a lot. That made the experience” (Field notes, June 5, 2013). 

Similarly, Brian pinpointed “becoming friends with everyone in our group, bonding with 

everybody” as the best part of the trip (Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Not only did the students value the group, but so too did the faculty leaders.  

Charles reflected, “I’ve been doing study abroad a long time, and I’ve had good groups 

before, but I have to say this is probably one of the most pleasant and just passionate 

groups that I’ve ever really worked with” (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  The students reaped numerous benefits from the strong social bonds they formed 

during the program, which I will discuss later in this section.  

Although most students considered the group connections the most gratifying 

component of the study abroad program, some students characterized the group dynamics 

as the most challenging. Both Alyssa and Loren initially struggled to find their places 

within the group. Alyssa revealed: “The biggest challenge for me has been connecting 

and building relationships with the other people on the trip. I believe the reason why I 

have been having this problem is because I’m very shy and closed off sometimes” 

(Robbins during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  Alyssa further explained that she 

doubted her ability to develop friendships: “I don’t think I ever will be a really sociable 

person. I can be nice but to make a real connection, I don’t think that will ever really 

happen” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Because she perceived her 
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position as peripheral to the group, Alyssa described the group dynamics as exacerbating 

the loneliness she often felt during the program.  

Loren also struggled to fit in with the other group members. She explained, “At 

first, I cried a lot because I felt out of place” (Clement during-program writing, May 29, 

2013).  Loren’s emotional reaction seems to represent Kiely’s notion of “personalizing.” 

Kiely describes that the learning process of personalizing is “visceral and emotional and 

compels students to assess internal strengths and weaknesses” (p. 8).  In reflecting on the 

trip, Loren noted that the biggest challenge she encountered in Peru “was finding my way 

into the group and finding a place in the group” (Clement post-program writing, June 5, 

2013).  Also like Alyssa, Loren attributed her struggle with the group dynamics to her 

own personal characteristics rather than to the group itself.  She explained that she had 

self-doubt, particularly about her appearance.  In this sense, the students’ perceptions of 

the group and views of themselves impacted their interactions more than the actual 

dynamics of the group.  This finding lends support to the personalizing learning process 

which highlights the role that emotions play in hindering and promoting transformative 

learning.   

 Although Alyssa and Loren both found the group dynamics challenging, they 

utilized different strategies to address their social unease.  Alyssa noticed that she began 

to withdraw from the group in the second week of the program although she said she did 

not understand why she behaved this way (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 

2013).  She explained that she preferred spending her time with the older participants and 

faculty members instead of the students.  Alyssa described how she interacted with the 

other students: “I’m kind of awkward around them. I don’t really know what to say.…and 
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also I  don’t feel like they try to reach out towards me or I don’t think they want to hang 

out with so me, so I stay away, and I go out with people where there’s not as much 

pressure to be cool or funny” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  When 

other students invited Alyssa to join them, for instance, to go out at night, she believed 

they invited her “only out of pity” (Robbins during-program interview May 29, 2013).  

By retreating from the other students, Alyssa’s feelings of isolation, alienation, and 

homesickness intensified.  Fortunately, Alyssa developed a close connection with her 

host family, which I will describe later.  

 Although she found her feelings of social isolation painful, Alyssa believed she 

grew and learned because of this experience.  In regard to feeling isolated from the group, 

Alyssa remarked, “I’m still really struggling with that aspect of it, but I’m learning” 

(Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  This comment seems to indicate 

that not only a sense of connection but also a feeling of alienation can promote learning if 

a student engages with it in a reflective manner. 

 Although Alyssa did not feel close with the other participants, the relationships 

she developed outside the group fulfilled her need for human connection.  Alyssa 

explained, “My host family, my host sisters and just the everyday Peruvian people, they 

kind of made up for” the separation she felt from the group (Robbins post-program 

interview, June 27, 2013).  I will describe these relationships later. Ultimately, the bond 

Alyssa developed with her host family became the most gratifying aspect of her 

experience in Peru. 

 Loren coped with her feelings of exclusion in a different manner than Alyssa did.  

Loren recalled a poignant one-on-one conversation in which Alyssa shared her 
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sentiments about feeling like an outsider.  Loren observed, “Some of the things she was 

saying, I could relate to, but I was dealing with it differently.  I wasn’t seeing it as 

something, like, to shy away from the people.  I was seeing it, like, an opportunity” 

(Clement post-program interview, June 21, 2013).  This exchange reinforced for Loren 

that she did not want to experience the homesickness that was afflicting Alyssa; thus, the 

conversation propelled Loren to interact with the other group members as much as 

possible.  Loren explained how she overcame her feelings of isolation: “Instead of being 

like, ‘Okay, I’m not going to go out tonight because I’m not comfortable with everybody 

yet,’… I just forced myself to just interact with people here because I knew, if I did, I’d 

build a bond, and that’s what I wanted” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 

2013).  Her social persistence likely stemmed from her intention to interact with new 

people during the program. Before leaving for Peru, Loren stated, “I want to increase my 

social skills and meet other people that I don’t know that are in a normal basis, like we 

might just walk by each other, but I want to meet and interact with people” (Clement pre-

program interview, May 15, 2013).  Having a clearly defined goal may have led Loren to 

invest the considerable effort and energy that her approach required.  The program’s short 

time frame may have also informed Loren’s social strategy as she rationalized: “I’m 

going to overcome this struggle for these two weeks” (Clement post-program interview, 

June 21, 2013).  Loren’s comment suggests that the program’s brief duration may have 

made socializing in new ways seem more feasible.  

Additionally, although neither participant had travelled abroad before, Loren had 

lived independently in other parts of the U.S. for short-term jobs.  This prior travel 
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experience may have instilled in her the motivation and confidence to try to be more 

extroverted while in Peru.  

Moreover, Loren’s resilience may have partly reflected her maturity, since she 

was three years older than Alyssa.  Brian, who was the same age as Loren, noted that he 

would not have been willing to participate in a study abroad program a few years earlier, 

in part because of the socially uncomfortable situations that inevitably occur when 

meeting and living with unfamiliar people. Furthermore, Alyssa later acknowledged that 

she had gone to Peru at a “fragile time”, which may have diminished her willingness to 

position herself in potentially awkward contexts (Robbins post-program interview, June 

27, 2013).  She further explained, “Before I came on this trip, I really didn’t know who I 

was and after spending almost two weeks in Peru, I still don’t know” (Robbins during-

program writing).  Alyssa’s personal uncertainty made partly explain her social 

hesitation.  

 The different coping strategies that Loren and Alyssa utilized seemed to yield 

disparate outcomes; as a result of her approach, Loren began to feel integrated into the 

group.  Approximately halfway through the program, Loren explained her transition: 

“I’ve gotten better with some of the other people on the team that at first it was like I 

didn’t really want to communicate with, and I don’t even know why. I just didn’t, but 

now I’m cool” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Even identifying the 

group of students as a “team,” which Loren often did, suggests that she viewed the 

participants as a more cohesive and cooperative entity.   Loren spent most of her free 

time with Brian and Alan.  Even in the midst of the program, Loren considered the 

relationships she built as the most meaningful aspect of her study abroad experience.  
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Benefits of Connections 

Whether they formed connections with fellow students, faculty members, or their 

host families, the participants associated numerous positive outcomes with their new 

relationships. These benefits included feeling more self-confident.  For instance, Alan 

described his state before the program: “I was pretty down on myself . . . . A lot of my 

personal relationships suffered for whatever reason” (Thornton post-program interview, 

June 25, 203).  He explained that meeting new people and making new friends “made me 

feel somewhat better about myself” and realize that “I do have some merit to my person” 

(Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013).  The program offered a context for 

Alan to develop new relationships; his success in forming new friendships reinforced his 

self-worth.  

The chance to develop new friendships may not be unique to study abroad, but 

such education abroad programs may offer the opportunity for students to extricate 

themselves from previous ways of being or others’ expectations.  For instance, Alyssa 

described, “I don’t like people boxing me into a certain characteristic type or character 

type or stereotype. And it’s nice to go somewhere and just be you and not have to worry 

about people judging you” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Loren also 

felt a sense of personal and social freedom in Peru.  She described, “Freedom in that like 

I felt that I could just be myself. . . there it was like I was building a whole new 

foundation in another place that was a lot more like positive than the foundation I built 

here” (Clement post-program interview, June 21, 2013).  In this sense, studying abroad 

presented the opportunity of a personal renaissance.   
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Loren’s new friendships allowed her to see that she, too, had many likeable 

qualities. Through the close friendships Loren cultivated with some of the male students, 

she recognized that they liked her for more than her appearance.  She explained that these 

relationships “made me a lot more confident because I realized that there are so many 

other things that a person has to offer besides the physical” (Clement post-program 

interview, June 28, 2013).  The new friendships encouraged the participants to value 

themselves in new ways.  

Edith also grew more confident as a result of her new friendships.  She explained 

that feeling “very much at ease with” and “totally accepted by” the other participants 

who, due to their ages “could have been my grandkids . . . gave me confidence to be 

myself as an elderly person” (Roth post-program interview, June 28, 2013).  Moreover, 

Edith reflected, “I have been truly touched by the selection of students who have made 

me more confident socially, and accepting of my own age-related limitations” (Roth 

during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  She further described how this confidence and 

acceptance enabled her to ask for help, for instance, when she had difficulty balancing at 

Machu Picchu.  The students’ responsiveness to her requests reinforced her willingness to 

ask for more assistance.  As a result of these positive interactions, Edith expressed an 

increased confidence in her ability to cope with diverse challenges and explore new 

cultures.  

Interacting with older students also enhanced Alyssa’s self-confidence and self-

acceptance.  Alyssa acknowledged that meeting other BCC students who had not 

followed traditional academic trajectories after high school allowed her to feel “more 

comfortable with slowing down”  particularly about selecting a four-year institution to 
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which to transfer and a career (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  From 

hearing about the other students’ academic paths, she learned the importance of having 

patience with herself.  She realized that “it’s okay to make mistakes” and felt “more 

confident in just not knowing who I am yet” and “more comfortable in believing in the 

journey” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Rather than following 

others’ advice, Alyssa felt more confident authoring her own life. These examples reveal 

the value of meeting developing relationships with new people at various stages in their 

lives. 

 

Connections outside of the Group 

Fortunately, even though Alyssa often felt excluded from the group, she forged 

close relationships with her host family and two other Americans at the homestay.  

Initially, Alyssa expressed apprehension about staying with family she did not know and 

she questioned her ability to communicate with them. However, after spending just one 

afternoon at their house, Alyssa bonded with them. She described the family: “They’re 

the nicest people I’ve ever met” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013). 

Alyssa felt cared for when her host family gave her a cell phone to use to call them if she 

got lost, lent her money when she needed it, waited up for her at night until she returned, 

made sure she ate breakfast and engaged in conversations with her so that she could 

practice her Spanish.  She felt particularly connected to her host mother: “I love our 

relationship. It’s kinda like a mother-daughter relationship, very comforting, very nice. 

I’m really going to miss her” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013). 
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Alyssa also developed friendships with two other American students at her 

homestay. A total of five American students stayed at the house. As described in the 

previous chapter, I had dinner at the home of each family hosting BCC students so that I 

could gain a better understanding of the students’ homestay experience. When I visited 

Alyssa’s family, she had been living with them for five days.  Despite having had several 

meals with the four students, she did not know any of their names.  After dinner that 

night, Alyssa and I took a taxi back into downtown Cuzco to meet some of the BCC 

group members at a bar.  We invited her housemates to join us. Although at that point 

Alyssa usually stayed home in the evenings, she explained her rationale for going out that 

particular night: “I went to a bar to kind of connect more with my classmates, but I ended 

up connecting more with my host sisters who tagged along, and that was a really nice 

experience” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013). The two host sisters 

Alyssa refers to, Nicole and Alisha, were two American sisters entering their sophomore 

and junior year of college who had been volunteering at an orphanage. Like she felt 

toward the other BCC students, Alyssa explained that initially she “didn’t know how to 

reach out” to them because she was used to “hiding” herself (Robbins during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013).  

Alyssa described that evening as the beginning of her friendships with them and 

thus, as one of the highlights of her study abroad experience: “It was the time I really felt 

connected with other beings on the trip” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 

2013).  By the end of the program, she considered them friends.  In fact, one of the five 

“most memorable” photos that Alyssa submitted featured her with Alicia and Nicole.  

Alyssa explained why she valued their friendship: “I felt really low and really lonely and 
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it was surprising because, just they were completely opposite of me but still we were able 

to kind of form a friendship and that was something that really helped me out when I was 

feeling low” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  This anecdote reveals the 

potency of the connecting learning process. Alyssa identified the relationships she 

developed at her homestay as the highlights of her trip as these bonds provided the sense 

of connection that the other BCC students felt with the group. 

 

The Impact of Race 

Race constitutes one of the structural aspects of contextual border crossing that 

Kiely outlines.  The author contends that structural border crossing underscores how 

international educational experiences represent “not only a shift in one’s personal 

biography and geographical position, but also a movement across socially, economically, 

politically, and historically constructed borders that students bring with them as part of 

their baggage” (2005, p. 9).  Study abroad learning models have not given sufficient 

attention to structural dimensions of context.  Malewski and Phillion (2009) argue that in 

study abroad literature, “there has been little examination of the ways students’ social 

group affiliations (their race, gender, and social class backgrounds) or the value host 

communities attach to participants’ race, gender and social class shape the experiences of 

participants” (p. 53).  In this study, race seemed to play a less salient role than other 

biographical characters in impacting many of the participants’ experiences.  Nevertheless, 

as I discuss in Chapter 6, if I were re-designing this study’s interview protocols, I would 

foreground race.  I did not explicitly ask students about race unless they initiated 
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discussing it.  As such, race emerged as a topic of conversation in some but not all of the 

students’ interviews. 

Many of the White students did not report that race affected their perceptions of 

studying abroad in considerable ways.  James contended that race was “not at all” a part 

of his experience (Edwards post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  Neither Brian nor 

Edith, who are both White, mentioned race at any point in their formal interviews or 

informal interactions with or around me, nor did Sebastiano, a Latino.  Cara, who 

identified as White and Black, reflected, “Race had no impact our study abroad 

experience.  It’s ignorant for people to think that race would be an issue because it’s a 

mixed group. We are diverse students from Bannockburn. It’s 2013” (Berton post-

program interview, June 23, 2013). 

Alan described being “the only gringo” in the neighborhood as one of the features 

that he most appreciated about his homestay; since other tourists were not staying there, 

the neighborhood felt “really authentic” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Alan believed that some Peruvians had preconceived notions of him, such as, 

“You’re a gringo; you got money” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013).   

He viewed this assumption of wealth as annoying rather than exasperating because he 

knew he would only stay in Peru for two weeks.  If he were to stay longer, he thought he 

would grow tired of being stereotyped in this way.  Alan’s understanding of this situation 

reveals how students in very short study abroad programs might perceive or tolerate 

difficult conditions differently than students in longer programs.  Students in short-term 

programs may be able to avoid or ignore uncomfortable situations rather than directly 

grapple with them.   
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Although Alan disliked the assumptions that some Peruvians made about him 

based on his skin color, he enjoyed the attention he received in Peru for being different.  

He explained that in Cusco, “You were interested in the people, people were interested in 

you … Over there people are like, ‘Oh shit, where’s this dude from?’ . . . Not to sound 

self-centered or anything, but it was interesting and a bit refreshing” (Thornton post-

program interview, June 25, 2013).  When he returned home, Alan he had difficulty 

acclimating to the anonymity of being part of the majority group in Bannockburn: “I was 

special over there. You know what I mean? Over here I’m just another person in the 

crowd” (Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013).  

Alyssa welcomed the absence of racial tension that she felt in Peru.  In particular, 

she enjoyed that the Peruvians’ perceptions of her encompassed more than her race.  She 

reported that Peruvians “look at me and they don’t see color. I don’t know what they see, 

but I know it’s not color, and it’s just the most freeing feeling in the world” (Robbins 

during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Upon returning to Bannockburn, Alyssa 

further reflected, “It was nice not to automatically be placed in one slot just because of 

my race. I love that” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Overall, Alyssa 

had incongruent experiences with race in Peru and Bannockburn.  She explained that in 

Peru, “the racial tension was not there at all. . . . It was such a contrast to Bannockburn 

where, I mean, I think racial tensions are extremely high and just in the United States in 

general” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  In this sense, travelling to 

Peru seemed to represent an escape from the racial friction that Alyssa encounters in the 

U.S.  
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Alyssa believed that some Peruvians mistook her as an indigenous person.  For 

instance, after having lunch with Alyssa, I recorded, “Alyssa says several people have 

mistaken her for indigenous. She thinks it might be the shape of her eyes” (Field notes, 

May 22, 2013).  When I later asked her how she felt about being viewed in this way, she 

recounted, “That’s really curious because I’m wondering how are they defining 

Indians … I also want to know if people think I am Indian, what thoughts are going along 

with that perception. That’s something that’s really interesting to me” (Robbins during-

program interview, May 29, 2013).  Overall, the attention she received for her appearance 

seemed to bolster her self-confidence.  After the trip, when I asked Alyssa what she had 

learned about herself, she quickly responded and laughed, “I have learned I'm an 

international beauty” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  She explained 

that Peruvian men “really liked me. I don’t know why.  It was fascinating, and it was 

flattering. I felt really good over there” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013). 

She said that although she is sometimes called pretty in the U.S., she received 

considerably more attention for her appearance in Peru.  As a result, Alyssa explained 

that she felt less self-conscious while in Peru.  She carried this feeling back to the U.S. 

with her, noting that she has dressed less modestly since she has returned.  

Alyssa did not identify race as a prominent aspect of the group dynamic.  About 

race relations within the group, Alyssa commented, “I don’t think anybody else was 

fazed by it, and I wasn’t really either” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  

Nevertheless, Alyssa felt at times that her experiences in and of Bannockburn contrasted 

with those of some of the other participants.  While some students lived in apartments in 

trendier or wealthier areas of the city, Alyssa described that her own neighborhood 
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“wasn’t what you’d consider a rich neighborhood” (Robbins post-program interview, 

June 27, 2013).  In this regard, she felt that even though all the participants lived in 

Bannockburn, “We lived in two completely different cities for that matter” (Robbins 

post-program interview, June 27, 2013).   

Loren, on the other hand, still felt the presence of racial conflict in Peru.  One 

afternoon, Loren and I had lunch by ourselves; after the meal, I recorded:  “Loren talks 

about how people treat her differently here since she’s Black. I  ask her if it’s people in 

our group, and she says no.  It’s people on the street. She experiences racism everywhere 

she goes” (Field notes, May 24, 2013).  She explained that when she shopped with Brian 

and Alan, she noticed that the store clerks catered more to them and the White European 

shoppers. When I asked her how she coped with this phenomenon, she explained that she 

knew she could not change others’ opinions, so she tried to focus on attracting the right 

people into her life.  Loren explained, “In the beginning of the trip, I noticed it, but 

during the end, I didn’t really care because I was having a good time” (Clement post-

program interview, June 21, 2013).  Like Alan, Loren may have demonstrated more 

tolerance for this unequal treatment because she knew that she would soon be departing.  

Moreover, Loren’s experiences and comments point to the need for and 

importance of incorporating formal reflection opportunities into the study abroad 

program. As an introspective person, Loren seemed to process her experiences with race 

on her own.  However, providing structured opportunities for her to make sense of these 

experiences with others may have also been a fruitful learning exercise.  

Although Loren may not have felt comfortable discussing race with me because I 

am White, I believe she felt close to me. Loren and I bonded early in the trip when we 
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realized that we had both lost parents at very young ages.  After that conversation, Loren 

said to me, “Ashley, I’m so glad I met you” (Field notes, May 24, 2013).  Moreover, 

since we returned to Bannockburn, she has likened me to a sister and told me “Ashley 

Smashley, I love you.” (personal communication, June 4, 2013).  I continue to regularly 

receive text messages and e-mails from Loren and occasionally get together with her 

even though she has moved outside of Bannockburn. 

Furthermore, Loren expressed particular affection for the group and its members. 

She felt especially fond of Brian and Alan, with whom she spent most of her free time. 

Most nights, they went to a club which Loren described as “a tourist club, so they play 

American music, but it’s like Peruvians, Europeans, Australians, Black, White, Asian.  

It’s like a melting pot of everyone” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013). 

The diversity of the clientele comprised one of Loren’s favorite aspects about the club.  

Overall, Loren’s strong enthusiasm for the group seems to support her assertion that race 

did constitute a prominent factor shaping the group dynamics.  Two days after we 

returned from Peru, Loren sent me, Brian, Alan, Edith, Cara, James and two faculty 

members an e-mail that said, “Thank you all for adding to my experience in Peru and 

making it beautiful! All I do all day is daydream about it” (personal communication, June 

4, 2013). 

These examples indicate that the participants did not view race as substantially 

shaping relations within the group.  In interactions with Peruvians, Alan mostly enjoyed 

being the only White person in his neighborhood because of the extra attention he 

received for standing out and the authenticity of being surrounded by locals.  Alyssa felt 

liberated by the absence of racial strife she perceived in Peru.  Her darker complexion 
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and distinctive facial features led Peruvians to mistake her as part of the indigenous 

population.  Being noticed in this way allowed her to feel less self-conscious and more 

confident about her own appearance.  In contrast, Loren felt that the Peruvians treated her 

differently for being Black but in negative ways.  Loren chose to ignore this adverse 

treatment by Peruvians and instead decided to focus her attention and energy on the 

positive relationships she had formed with group members.  In this study, though 

inextricably linked, structural elements of contextual border crossing seemed to play a 

less impactful role than personal dimensions did. 

 

Connections through the Homestay 

The students also developed meaningful connections through their homestays. I 

will first provide an overview of the homestay component of the program. Then I will 

explore the attitudes students held about the homestay before, during, and after they 

resided in Peru, paying particular attention to the role of material comforts and time spent 

with other English speakers. The students’ accounts reveal how the connections they 

forged at their homestay, particularly through the meals, facilitated their learning about 

Peruvian culture, Spanish language, and themselves. 

The homestays represent an influential programmatic element that influenced 

students’ learning. In Kiely’s model, programmatic factors comprise one of four elements 

in the process of contextual border crossing. The living arrangements in the study abroad 

program enabled students to interact directly with and thus learn from Peruvians.   
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Overview of the Homestay 

Instituto assigned the students to homestay families by rigorously screening the 

Peruvian families and surveying the students about their living preferences, such as 

whether they smoke, tolerate pets, and have dietary restrictions. In the first information 

session, Oscar explained that the Instituto had been working with these particular families 

for several years. Instituto described the families as middle-class, but judging from the 

sizes and furnishings of the homes, considerable differences in socio-economic status 

seem to exist.  For instance, some houses had five or six bedrooms, each of which had a 

flat screen television, whereas others had no flat screen televisions or hot water. (I will 

delve into the issue of material comforts later in this section.) The families also ranged in 

age and number of members living at home.  Brian, Loren and Alyssa’s families had 

children, while Edith lived with an “empty nest” couple in their sixties. All of the 

families hosted more than one student, whether from Instituto or language and volunteer 

programs. Brian’s family consistently hosted the most students, and at one point during 

the program, eight students lodged there. 

Kiely (2005) explains that relationships students develop with members of the 

host community provide a face to “abstract and detached” concepts and social problems 

(p. 12).  Although the host families in this study did not suffer from poverty or disease, as 

the community members in Kiely’s research did, the students’ interactions with their 

Peruvian families still “personalized” learning.  For instance, rather than acquiring 

knowledge about the stringent birth control policies in Peru in a strictly intellectual 

manner, through conversations with his host mother, Sebastiano understood the impact of 

such policies on her family and friends (Adontz during-program interview, May 29, 
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2013).  Surprised by the strong influence of the Catholic Church in Peru, Sebastiano had 

an emotional response because of his connection to his host mother.  This example 

reveals the intersection of the five learning processes, particularly dissonance, 

personalizing, and connecting.  

 

Students’ Expectations of the Homestay 

Before leaving for Peru, the prospect of living with a family concerned several 

students for myriad reasons. For instance, Cara primarily worried about her own safety as 

a woman.  When she learned that she would be staying with a mother and her 32-year old 

son, Cara felt “a little nervous” because she did not know what to expect and also 

because she was “hoping there'd be a girl in the family” (Berton pre-program interview, 

May 13, 2013).  Nevertheless, Cara did not raise her concerns with the faculty leaders. 

Before the program began, Instituto changed Cara’s homestay assignment due to logistics 

unrelated to her concerns.  As a result, she stayed with James in a different family’s 

home, as shown in Table 4. 

Alyssa and Edith also expressed some apprehension about living with an 

unfamiliar family. They both worried that they might not feel comfortable at another 

family’s home, although Edith rightly anticipated that this fear would dissipate as soon as 

she met them.  Alyssa viewed the homestay as “really scary” because growing up she did 

not spend much time at other people’s houses (Robbins pre-program interview, May 15, 

2013).  Sebastiano and Brian both underscored that the homestay did not scare them. 

Nevertheless, Sebastiano questioned how well he would sleep or how homesick he would 

feel staying at another person’s home.  He explained, “As it’s getting closer, I’m a little 
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more nervous, but I’m not worried about it. I think that it’s more like being excited than 

anything” (Adontz pre-program interview, May 15, 2013).  Brian “just” hoped that his 

host family would like him and that they all would “mesh” (Eckhart pre-program 

interview, May 13, 2013).  Even though not all of the students articulated concerns, 

Charles observed: “When we first landed in Cuzco, students were terrified when they got 

on the bus, like that they were going to this family that they didn’t know, and they were 

really, really nervous about it” (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  

Nevertheless, all of the students, even those who conveyed concern about the homestay, 

also recognized it as valuable learning experience.  

The students believed that the homestay would provide more authentic 

opportunities to interact with Peruvians, sample Peruvian cuisine, and learn Spanish. 

James even identified the homestay aspect of the program as the tipping point that pushed 

him to apply for the program. He contended, “Being able to live with the family I think is 

going to really help me pick up the Spanish quicker and also to get kind of an insider’s 

perspective” of the culture (Edwards pre-program interview, May 18, 2013). Similarly, 

Alan felt that staying with a family would offer “a more authentic experience” and 

accelerate his Spanish progress (Thornton pre-program interview, May 15, 2013). 

Though he believed that staying at an international hostel would have enabled him to 

easily meet new people, he recognized that would mostly speak English there, which 

would retard his Spanish development.  Overall, despite their concerns, the students 

regarded the homestay as an exciting opportunity to immerse themselves in Peruvian 

culture.   
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Acclimating to the Homestay 

Any apprehension the students initially felt about the homestay dissolved when 

they arrived in Peru. Alyssa reflected on her first encounter with her host family: 

Before the trip, I was secretly worried that our language barriers and different 

cultures would cause trouble. However, when I arrived in Peru and saw them for 

the first time my worries faded away as the husband helped me with my bags and 

the wife kissed my cheek. I knew everything would be ok. (Robbins during-

program writing, May 29, 2013)  

 

Meeting their host families in person seemed to assuage other students’ concerns. Charles 

recalled going out to dinner with the students the first night in Peru: “The students felt so 

relieved because the families for the most part have been warm, they have been 

welcoming, they have been nurturing” (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Cara also recalled how welcomed she felt when she and James first arrived at 

their homestay and met their host mother: “What really impressed me was when we first 

got out of the car and got to their house, she knew our names and welcomed us and made 

us go to sleep immediately, almost as if she knew us” (Berton during-program interview, 

May 29, 2013).  Several students shared similar experiences feeling at home with their 

host families. Brian explained that his host family “make you feel welcome no matter 

what” (Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013), and James even referred to his 

host parents as “a surrogate family” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

Overall, the host families’ hospitality astonished the students.  

Moreover, in some cases, the host families’ houses and material resources defied 

students’ expectations of living standards in Peru.  In the informational meeting, Oscar 

informed the students that they would stay with middle-class families, but he cautioned 

the students that “middle class” had a different meaning in Latin America than in the US 
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(Field notes, May 25, 2013).  In one IDS class meeting, Maura even classified most of the 

homestay families as the “struggling middle class” (Field notes, May 8, 2013).  However, 

some students described the houses they stayed at in Peru as more spacious and upscale 

than their residences in the U.S.  For instance, Loren had a flat screen television in her 

bedroom at her homestay, as did Alyssa.  Alyssa’s host family lived in a large, modern, 

multi-story house, which she described as larger than her house in the U.S.  Alyssa also 

considered her homestay neighborhood quieter and safer than her neighborhood in 

Bannockburn.  Edith, too, described her homestay as “much larger” than her home in the 

U.S., so she appreciated having the additional space: “I live in really one room in 

Bannockburn, a large efficiency apartment so for me it's nice to have a door you can shut 

and so on” (Roth during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Alan also characterized the 

house in stayed at as “really nice” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

The house had a solar power heater, which impressed him and led him to question why 

more American do not have them, too.   

Kiely’s concept of contextual border crossing offers a useful lens through which 

to understand students’ adaptation to the homestay.  It is worth noting, however, Kiely’s 

model seems to be based on the experiences of White middle-class students, a population 

whose characteristics diverge considerably from those of BCC students.  For instance, 

Kiely describes the students in his case study as “mostly Caucasian, female, middle class 

American citizens” (p. 10).  Thus, the dimensions of contextual border crossing identified 

in Kiely’s model likely intersect and shape learning in different ways for community 

college students than they do for more privileged segments of the population.  For 

instance, particularly in the ways in which the BCC likely crossed the “structural” 
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borders of race, class, and culture, the above examples of students acclimating to more 

comfortable living conditions in Peru than in Bannockburn seem to defy typical patterns 

and experiences of middle-class Americans traveling to “developing” countries. 

While some of the students had more lavish homestays, other students adapted to 

more modest accommodations. For instance, a number of the homes lacked central heat 

and hot water. Because the trip occurred in early winter in Peru, some students reported 

feeling uncomfortably cold. Charles described: “I heard from a lot of students that they 

were cold because there’s no central heating, but they had lots of blankets. And I think 

the families responded to them being cold by giving them tons of blankets, so it worked 

out” (Stradella during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Brian and Cara expressed 

difficulty adjusting to cold showers, especially in winter time. Additionally, the toilets at 

many homes did not function particularly well.  Edith, Sebastiano, Cara and Brian all 

commented that adjusting toilets presented the greatest challenge of their homestay 

experience.  Cara explained, “I was kind of excited to go home which honestly if it 

wasn’t winter time and the toilets did flush, I probably would’ve wanted to stay there” 

(Berton post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  Despite the discomfort they felt while 

in Peru, Cara and Sebastiano both valued their homestay experiences because living 

without these amenities taught them to appreciate these conveniences in the US. Cara 

reflected that hot water “is something I never appreciated. I never thought much of it” 

(Berton post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  Whether surprised or challenged by the 

living conditions of the homestay, all of the students acknowledged that the homestays 

offered a more authentic glimpse of Peruvian lifestyles.   
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Learning through the Homestay  

Much of the connecting and learning that transpired from the homestay grew out 

of the daily meals which the students shared with their host families.  The program fee 

included eating breakfast and dinner at the homestay.  For many of the students, having 

seated, structured meals served as a foreign experience.  Loren recalled an interaction 

with her host mother about the importance of eating communal meals:  

When I was eating with them, I was eating and leaving, like the American. But 

their way is like sit down. So she’s like, ‘Sit down. Eat your food.’ Like she 

wanted me to sit down and eat and drink my tea, but I wanted to leave. But I like 

that kind of stuff. That’s what I like about her. (Clement during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013) 

 

Despite the initial unfamiliarity of the routine, Loren, like other students, began to look 

forward to eating meals with their host families. Sebastiano similarly welcomed the 

decelerated life pace that the meals facilitated.  About his homestay, Sebastiano 

remarked, “This place is nice because it’s given me a chance to slow down a little bit. I 

like eating my breakfast” (Adontz during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Through 

the homestay meals, the students learned the value of the less hurried lifestyle common in 

Peru.  Later in this chapter, I will discuss other important insights that students gathered 

through their homestay experience.   

The students believed that the homestays offered a more nuanced and genuine 

depiction of Peruvian life and culture.  Although downtown Cuzco seemed touristy to 

Alan, he believed that his homestay allowed him a more accurate view of the city.  He 

explained: “When I go outside I’m like the only gringo. . . I feel like it’s a really 

authentic neighborhood” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  

Furthermore, Alan appreciated that the homestay proffered the opportunity to learn about 
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the more mundane aspects of daily living in Peru.  He commented, “It was really nice 

seeing how they lived, how they eat, when they go to bed and what they do all day” 

(Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Similarly, Brian felt that the 

homestay provided a penetrating view into the culture: “I’ve really enjoyed just being 

under someone else’s roof and digging into their culture and finding out how their history 

was growing up and this place” (Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

Brian felt that through the relationships he developed with his host family, he gained a 

more expansive understanding of the culture.  He recounted:  

They wanted to bring me out to Corpus Christi event and they’d tell me how it 

was with things like when [my host father] grew up with being part of the Corpus 

Christi. He was carrying the tables as a kid. He was telling me all about that. The 

whole other side that you wouldn’t know.  (Eckhart during-program interview, 

May 30, 2013)  

 

Through his anecdotes and experiences, Brian’s host father provided an authentic and 

engaging perspective of the holiday.  

In addition to providing opportunities to learn about the culture, eating meals with 

the host families allowed students to practice their Spanish.  Alan explained how his host 

mother, Laura, would make an effort to ask him questions in Spanish during breakfast 

and dinner, so that he could improve their Spanish.  He believed that these conversations 

“definitely helped my Spanish. If I ever had to do study abroad again, I would definitely 

want to stay with a host family” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

Sebastiano echoed Alan’s sentiment that conversing with Laura played a pivotal role in 

promoting his Spanish development (Adontz during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

Alyssa similarly felt that her host parents supported her language progress: “They go out 

of their way to have conversations with me so I can practice my Spanish. They’re really 
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encouraging” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  James also described 

that his host mother as encouraging. He explained that the homestay “makes for a really 

easy learning experience” in part because he found his host mother to be “really animated 

which helps to pick up what's she's saying” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Overall, the students appreciated and felt supported by their host families’ efforts 

to cultivate their Spanish skills.   

In most cases, the host families spoke little English, which inevitably resulted in 

conversing in Spanish.  However, some variation existed depending on the students’ 

Spanish proficiency and the family members’ English, particularly for the novice Spanish 

learners, Loren and Brian.  For instance, Brian alternated between Spanish and English 

when conversing with his host father, who adeptly spoke English.  Loren’s host parents 

did not speak English and Loren did not feel competent communicating in Spanish, so 

she did not converse much at meals, according to both Loren and her host mother (Field 

notes, May 29, 2013).  For the newer Spanish speakers, English-speaking housemates 

bridged communicative chasms when necessary, as I describe in the following section.   

 

Living with English Speakers 

Although all of the students also stayed with other English speakers, their 

perceptions of cohabitating with English speakers varied.  Students who exhibited more 

confidence in their language proficiency or travel experience would have preferred to 

spend less time with English speakers and more time directly interacting with Peruvians. 

Though Edith felt “compatible” with her housemate, Joan, and considered her “a really 

wonderful companion,” she lamented about having another English speaker at her 
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homestay.  Indeed, Edith’s only criticism of the program concerned placing two English 

speakers in the same homestay because “there has not maybe been as much exposure to 

Spanish in our speaking as there could have been” (Roth during-program interview, May 

29, 2013).  Between the two meals, Edith estimated she spent approximately one hour 

each day with her host family and wanted to maximize her opportunities to improve her 

Spanish through conversing with them.  Edith explained that she and Joan deliberately 

spoke only in Spanish with their host family.  When I ate dinner at their homestay, the 

conversation occurred exclusively in Spanish.  Nevertheless, Edith considered the 

program’s decision to place two American in the homestay “counterproductive” (Roth 

post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  Between having an English-speaking housemate 

and all of the afternoon and weekend activities with the BCC group, she felt she had 

limited opportunities to improve her Spanish.  She reflected: “I feel that about 70% of my 

time was not with Spanish speakers. I needed more practice!” (Roth post-program 

writing, June 5, 2013).  

 Similarly, Alan yearned for deeper immersion in Peruvian culture.  In regard to 

the program, he stated:  

It was supposed to be this full Spanish immersion thing, and I was forced to live 

with someone who always wanted to speak English. Then I was forced to go on 

these trips where you speak in English the whole time or you’re getting lectured 

in English, or at the very least having someone translate everything. (Thornton 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013) 

 

Alan believed that speaking so much English hindered his Spanish language development 

and confidence.  Although he acknowledged the benefits and comfort of surrounding 

himself with English speakers, he yearned for less sheltered interactions.  Alan 

commented, “I wish I had been forced to figure it out on my own and pick words out . . . 
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That’s I guess really confidence building and it’s also a really valid skill, learning how to 

understand another language” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  He 

clarified, however, that had he not travelled independently before the program, he would 

have wanted to live with an English-speaking roommate and spend considerable amounts 

of time with the group.   

James identified advantages and disadvantages to living with another English 

speaker. He explained, “It just gives you a built-in friend to do things with . . .but I think 

my Spanish would have progressed more if I would have been forced to try and speak 

Spanish solely” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  James and Cara 

lived together and spoke English at their homestay, which James attributed to Cara’s 

reluctance to speak Spanish and his host mother’s strong English proficiency. As a result 

of these two factors, “English would take over in the conversations” (Edwards during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  James noted that he enjoyed the social benefits of 

having a friend as a housemate, but, like Alan, he felt this insulation from Spanish 

speakers thwarted his language learning.  James explained how his tendency to want to 

feel comfortable presented challenges: “I wasn't able to work on my Spanish as much as 

in the home because your instinct is to speak in your most comfortable language” 

(Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Thus, although all of the students 

acknowledged the comfort of spending time with other English speakers, some expressed 

a greater willingness to thrust themselves into uncomfortable situations so that they could 

learn more.  

Though for different reasons, Cara also felt ambivalent about having an English-

speaking housemate.  Although she enjoyed James’s companionship, she acknowledged 
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that spending so much time with him may have limited her own learning.  When James 

became ill and did not participate in group activities for a few days, Cara recognized how 

much she had been relying on James to communicate in Spanish or navigate the city. 

Although placed in the same level of Spanish class, Cara viewed her Spanish as inferior 

to James’s. As a result, Cara often deferred to him.  For instance, he directed the taxi 

drivers to their home and conversed more in Spanish with their host parents (Field notes, 

May 31, 2013).  Cara realized that she grew dependent on him:  

I just let him do all the talking and I just sit back and not really attempt to speak 

Spanish because I don't like to make mistakes and he doesn't mind. It is at the 

point where he is so used to doing all the talking that even when I do it, he does it 

anyway because that is just the dynamic that we have built. (Berton during-

program interview, May 29, 2013) 

 

This example reveals that the student’s perception of and confidence in his or her Spanish 

proficiency has greater importance in sculpting interactions than the actual proficiency 

level. In other words, Cara and James demonstrated comparable levels of Spanish ability 

in class, but James felt more comfortable speaking Spanish, and thus did so more often 

and with more people.  Cara, who felt less confident, shied away from using Spanish.  

In general, students who demonstrated less assurance in their Spanish abilities or 

who had less experience travelling welcomed the opportunity to spend time with other 

English speakers.  For instance, Sebastiano, who had travelled independently before, 

enjoyed having Alan as a cotenant at his homestay. Sebastiano explained his views on 

having an American housemate: “I think it’s actually better because I think it makes me 

more comfortable than being in the house alone with a strange person” (Adontz during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  Although Sebastiano did not know Alan before the 
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program, having another American mitigated the discomfort of living with unfamiliar 

people.   

 Brian and Loren, who demonstrated the lowest levels of Spanish proficiency, 

appreciated having other English speakers in their homestays who could facilitate 

communication between them and their host families. Brian, who lived with at least four 

other Americans or English-speaking Europeans, expressed: “It’s nice to have someone 

else to speak English to because I don’t know … I can’t have a conversation in Spanish” 

(Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013). When I had dinner at Brian’s 

homestay, he often attempted to articulate his views in Spanish, but often reverted to 

English, knowing that his host father spoke English.  His host father encouraged Brian to 

speak Spanish but used English when the conversation reached an impasse due to Brian’s 

limited Spanish proficiency. 

Loren had three English-speaking housemates, all of whom she enjoyed spending 

time with because she considered them “cool” and “fun” (Clement during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013).  Moreover, she found her housemates presence “comforting” 

in part because she relied on them to translate for her because her host family members 

did not speak much English.  Loren explained that at times she had difficulty 

communicating with her host family members, and when I had dinner at Loren’s host 

family’s house, Loren spoke almost exclusively in English. She described why she 

generally spoke English at her homestay: “I don’t talk Spanish too much because I don’t 

know Spanish that well” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  In this 

sense, she, like Brian, welcomed having English-speakers at the house who could 

translate for her and thereby facilitate communication with her host family. 
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The Value of the Homestay  

The opportunity to interact with Peruvians at the homestay held particular 

importance because of the insular nature of group travel, to which short-term programs 

may be more prone.  Because of the program’s brevity, Instituto and BCC designed a 

tightly structured program for the students.  While the students appreciated the variety of 

experiences the program afforded in such a short time period, spending four hours each 

morning in Spanish classes and several hours each afternoon in a group activity left little 

time for them to interact with people outside the group. Thus, the homestay facilitated 

students’ connections to and interactions with Peruvian people, culture, and language in 

meaningful ways.  

The homestays in this program may have been particularly enriching for students 

in this program because of the host families that Instituto selected.  All of the students 

noted that their host families nurturing and compassionate. Alan’s only grievance about 

his homestay experience involved his host mother acting overly protective of him, as she 

would wait him for him at night and he enjoyed staying out late (Thornton during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  Several students also noted that their host parents 

demonstrated an eagerness to teach them, for instance, about how to cook a traditional 

dish served at dinner or the significance of the Corpus Christi holiday.  Edith portrayed 

her host parents’ generosity: “They're very giving, as a matter of fact the man is a very 

gentle corrector of Spanish, and she's just very willing to do anything that she can to help 

us” (Roth during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  This comment reflects the 

willingness that the host families exhibited to surpass the expectations or responsibilities 
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that Instituto established.  The host families’ investment in the students’ learning and 

well-being enhanced students’ experiences in Peru. 

 

Summary 

Whether with other group members or with individuals they encountered at their 

homestays, the connections students developed facilitated communicative, instrumental 

and transformative learning.  Because their host families or many Peruvians they met did 

not speak English, the students had to converse in Spanish, thus fostering their 

communicative skills.  Moreover, through the interactions with Peruvians, the students 

engaged in instrumental learning which helped them adapt to Cuzco.  For instance, Brian 

learned from his host father about the history of Corpus Christi and what traditional foods 

to get at the market to celebrate the holiday. As I will detail later in this chapter, these 

newly forged relationships also led to students to reassess their own values, lifestyles, and 

American culture as well as recalibrate their self-worth.  These shifts in perspective 

toward more critical understandings of themselves and the world indicate the 

transformative learning processes in which the students engaged.  Moreover, as Alyssa’s 

case reveals, these connections provide the foundation for various forms of learning.  

Consumed by not feeling securely connected to others, she could not focus on Spanish or 

Peruvian culture. Although Kiely’s model does not clearly explain how the five learning 

processes intersect, this study suggests that connecting might undergird other learning 

processes.   
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Theme 2: Immersion Spanish Classes Challenged and Motivated Students 

The immersion Spanish classes comprised the second impactful experience that 

promoted learning.  In this sense, using Kiely’s model as a lens, the classes represent one 

of the most salient programmatic elements of the context that influenced learning. The 

program’s pedagogy, built on immersive classes coupled with supportive instructors, 

created opportunities for transformative learning.    

The students described the intensive Spanish classes as one of the most 

challenging and gratifying aspects of their study abroad experience. The intensive 

language classes occurred weekdays from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 pm.  In the two weeks of the 

program, the Instituto classes covered the equivalent of a semester of material at BCC.  

Charles explained, “We kind of made sure our curricula matched up and by us partnering 

with the school, it allows us to open this program to all levels of Spanish” (Stradella pre-

program interview, April 18, 2013).  In a previous program, a BCC faculty member had 

taught the class but found it difficult to accommodate the students’ disparate Spanish 

proficiency levels.  

In this section, before I provide a brief overview of the language school and its 

course offerings, I first describe the other course the students took and its impact.  Then, I 

depict how students’ experienced the classes, tracing the language progress they made 

and their transition from initially considering the classes overwhelming to eventually 

finding them enriching.  I highlight personal and programmatic elements that seemed to 

scaffold students’ learning.  Although all of the students identified the language 

immersion as a formidable challenge, they also believed it yielded the greatest learning 

experiences.  
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IDS 130 

Although all of the participants, faculty and students alike, took a one-credit 

interdisciplinary studies course as part of the study abroad program, this class seemed to 

have little impact on the students’ learning.  Maura, the IDS 130 instructor, explained that 

the course had three purposes: first, to provide practical information, for instance, about 

the weather in Peru, the flights, and passport; secondly, to orient participants to the 

specific sites they would be visiting, such as Machu Picchu, museums, and cathedrals; 

and thirdly, “to familiarize them with the history and the culture, as much as you can in 

the very brief time that we have” (Carroll pre-program interview, April 22, 2013).  To 

meet these objectives, the students attended approximately 15 hours of class meetings 

and wrote four brief reflective writing assignments (See Appendix H for the IDS 130 

syllabus). 

The bulk of the IDS class occurred during the five two-hour class meetings at 

BCC before the trip, as Maura tried to prepare students for their upcoming journey.  

While in Peru, the course consisted of shorter, informal meetings, for instance, in 

preparation for an upcoming excursion.  The last IDS meeting took place at BCC a few 

days after returning.  The course had two required texts: a history book about Peru and a 

travel guide about Cuzco and Machu Picchu.  

Some students did not view the classes as preparing them for the trip.  Cara 

asserted that the IDS 130 classes “were not very effective” because they lacked a clear 

structure (Berton during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  James only attended two 

pre-departure classes but “didn't think [they] were very pertinent to our trip” (Edwards 
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during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Because of the limited class time to prepare 

for the trip, James did not see the relevance of the classes focusing so heavily on the 

political climate and, for instance, the life of the Peruvian president.  James 

acknowledged that had he attended all five pre-departure class meetings, he may have 

understood why the classes emphasized history and politics.  Alyssa echoed James’s 

sentiment about the pre-departure classes: “I don’t feel like they really prepared me 

‘cause the information that was targeted was mostly historical” (Robbins during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013).  

Although some students did understand the relevance of some of the historical or 

political information in the course, they found the practical information helpful.  For 

instance, Loren explained that she enjoyed learning about “we need to bring, what we 

need to wear, the itinerary, making sure you have your sheet, sign up for your courses” 

(Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Brian also found learning about the 

climate, environment, and the city of Cusco interesting and useful. 

Rather than using the class time primarily learning about content, Alyssa would 

have liked to have spent the pre-departure class time getting to know the other 

participants.  She explained, “A lot of time our classes were like, well it was history.  

But … there wasn’t time to get to know each other, and afterwards we had to run off” 

(Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Alyssa astutely recognized that if 

BCC were a four-year institution, the students would likely live on or near campus and 

thus have more opportunities to interact with one another before leaving for Peru. 

Maura shared some of the students’ misgivings about the course’s effectiveness.  

She reflected, “There's never enough time to do everything, and a few of the students had 
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not the best attendance, so I'm not sure how much they got out of that” (Carroll during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  Maura further explained some of the obstacles she 

confronted in facilitating the course: “It was the end of the semester, and officially I 

wasn't allowed to start until Summer 1, and Summer 1 started the 13th, and we were 

leaving the 18th, and students had jobs so they could get on this trip” (Carroll during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  Maura’s comment reveals the impact of logistical 

limitations on students’ learning. Although Maura would have liked to have more course 

meetings, scheduling constraints prevented her from doing so.  

Although numerous factors might explain why the IDS 130 course did not impact 

learning, one of the greatest obstacles concerned finding class meeting times that 

accommodated students’ disparate work schedules in Bannockburn.  None of the students 

had salaried positions or paid vacation time; as a result, many students worked additional 

hours before or after the study abroad program because they needed extra money to pay 

for the trip or because they had exchanged shifts with co-workers who would be working 

for the students during the program.  Due to the inconvenience of taking time off from 

work to attend meetings, Loren recommended that “all the information could be put in a 

packet and given to the student” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  As 

described above, inconsistent student attendance undermined learning in the IDS 130 

course.  Nevertheless, this section focuses on how and why the Spanish course fostered 

rich learning experiences for the students.  
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Description of the Spanish Classes 

 On the first day of class, the students went to Instituto an hour early to take a 

placement test.  While BCC has only four levels of Spanish, Instituto offers a greater 

variety of levels, based on the needs of the students attending the school at any given 

time.  In this sense, Charles explained, the students’ are placed more precisely. The eight 

BCC students placed into three different levels, as shown in Table 5.  The class sizes 

ranged from two to eight students, which created an intimate and interactive learning 

environment.  
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Table 5 

 

Spanish Classes at Instituto 

Level BCC Students in Class 

 

1 Brian 

Loren 

 

2 Alyssa 

Alan 

Cara 

James 

Sebastiano 

 

3 Edith 

 

 

 As Edith had repeated the highest-level Spanish course, Spanish 202, numerous 

times at BCC, she placed in the most advanced Instituto class of all the BCC students.  

Alyssa, Alan, Cara, James, and Sebastiano all placed in the next level, as did one of the 

BCC faculty members.  Brian and Loren placed in the most basic level of Spanish 

together.  I observed each level of Spanish class for eight hours.  Even in the more 

elementary-level classes, the instructors spoke almost entirely in Spanish.  Each class also 

combined BCC students with other students, many of whom came from Europe or the 

U.S.  

 The students took a two-hour grammar class and a two-hour conversation class. 

Between the two classes, the students had a 20-minute break, during which they 

congregated in the lobby to drink the coffee and coca tea and eat the cookies and crackers 

that Instituto provided.  The BCC students and faculty, Instituto teachers and staff, and 

other students casually intermingled during this time.  Students sometimes checked e-

mail using the two computers located at the end of the hallway.  
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 In the center of the room, the students sat around a small table or two tables 

pushed together and covered by colorful tablecloths.  Loren thought that gathering at a 

single table “goes to say a lot about their culture” and found this classroom configuration 

“more inviting” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  The instructors 

stood at the front of the room between the table and the chalkboard, which they 

frequently used. 

Instituto’s learner-centered classes demanded student engagement and interaction. 

The instructors conducted the classes entirely Spanish.  In one classroom observation, I 

noted that the instructor “pretends that he doesn’t understand when the students speak in 

English” (Field notes, May 20, 2013).  An instructor would frequently ask students to 

answer impromptu questions, report their answers from an exercise, read aloud, and write 

on the board.  Moreover, the instructors expected the students to listen to one another. For 

instance, Erik, one of the instructors regularly called on a student to repeat what another 

student had said. While observing a class, I noted: “Erik tests to see if James is listening 

to Joe. Erik says it’s important to listen to the other students in the group” (Field notes, 

May 20, 2013). 

 

Students’ First Impressions and Initial Reactions 

 Initially, many students described this immersive language classroom as 

intimidating or overwhelming. For instance, on the first day of class, between the 

grammar and conversation components, I observed: “Erik leaves the room, and the 

students seem to think that we have a break. Sebastiano says, ‘Man, that was hard.’ Cara 

says she wants to drop” (Field notes, May 20, 2013).  Cara explained why she had 
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originally felt discouraged: “The problem is, when I was in Charles' class, I literally 

thought I was fluent” (Berton during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Having an 

inflated sense of her Spanish skills contributed the dissonance she experienced in the first 

days of class. Charles described that in the beginning of the program, many students “felt 

a little bit intimidated that they were expected to speak Spanish all the time.  They felt 

intimidated that they really didn’t hear any English in class” (Stradella during-program 

interview, May 30, 2013).  

Feeling overwhelmed, the students initially reverted to using English in Spanish 

class.  For example, although the instructor, Erik, insisted on only using Spanish in the 

classroom, I observed during class: “Cara often responds in English. Erik gently reminds 

her to speak in Spanish” (Field notes, May 20, 2013).  I noted, “The instructor is quizzing 

the students about what they were like at certain ages. When she asks Sebastiano, he 

replies in English, ‘I have no idea what’s going on’” (Field notes, May 20, 2013).  For the 

less experienced Spanish speakers, exclusively using Spanish in class presented perhaps 

even more challenges. For instance, in one class when Gabriela, the instructor, asked 

Brian what he had done the previous evening, his response incorporated both Spanish and 

English, which did not please her: “Gabriela says to Brian in Spanish: ‘Here we speak 

Spanish, not Spanglish’” (Field notes, May 28, 2013).  The instructors maintained their 

Spanish-only policy in a firm but gentle manner. 

Regardless of their proficiency level, all of the students felt challenged by the 

Spanish classes. James, who had taken three semesters of Spanish at BCC, explained, 

“The biggest challenge has come from the Instituto classes. They are very difficult 

because it’s the first class I’ve ever taken solely in Spanish” (Edwards during-program 
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writing, May 29, 2013).  Edith, who had the most Spanish experience, also characterized 

the classes as demanding.  She described learning Spanish at Instituto as “a very taxing 

experience, but that's okay because being pushed is what we came for” (Roth during-

program interview, May 29, 2013).  Although Edith eagerly confronted the challenge, 

other students did not seem to feel as capable.  

Some students had strong emotional reactions to the intensity of the Spanish 

classes, reflecting the personalizing process.  For instance, in the beginning of the 

program, Charles informed me, “Cara is having a hard time because the level of class 

she’s in is a reach for her. Everyone else in the class has had at least one more semester 

of Spanish than she has” (Field notes, May 22, 2013).  Charles encouraged Cara to stay in 

the class and offered to tutor her, so that would feel more confident in her skills.  He 

believed that she had been placed correctly but because of her perfectionistic nature, she 

felt discouraged when she made mistakes in class.  The Spanish classes also evoked a 

particularly potent response from Alyssa.  On the second day of Spanish classes, Charles 

revealed to me that Alyssa had a “meltdown;” he explained that he and Maura ate lunch 

with Alyssa and “‘talked her off the ledge.’ She feels like she can’t produce the Spanish 

the teachers are expecting her to” (Field notes, May 22, 2013).  Charles and Maura tried 

to mollify her and reassure her that she had the skills to succeed in the class. These 

interactions between the instructors and students demonstrate the important role that 

instructors play supporting students in difficult situations.  Moreover, Alyssa’s case 

challenges Kiely’s argument that “low-intensity dissonance includes the difficulties with 

communicating in another language” (p. 12).  Alyssa’s perception of her linguistic 

inadequacies seemed to generate high-intensity dissonance.   
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Halfway through the first week, the students began to acclimate to the Spanish-

only classes.  Brian described the classes as “nerve racking at first but . . . definitely 

beneficial” (Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Similarly, James 

characterized the first few classes as “unnerving,” particular because of the pace at which 

the instructors spoke (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  He described 

how he and other students transitioned to feeling unsettled to experiencing a sense of 

accomplishment: “By the third day, it seemed like everyone was really astonished and 

excited about the fact that they were understanding someone that was only speaking 

Spanish to them” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).   

 

Supportive, Lighthearted Learning Environment  

Despite the intense nature of the all-Spanish classes, the learning environment 

also remained nurturing and lighthearted.  The findings supports Kiely’s notion of 

personalizing, which underscores the role that emotions in influencing learning.  Kiely 

(2005) asserts, “It is important to establish a safe and comfortable climate to allow 

students space to communicate and work though emotions so that they enhance rather 

than hinder transformational learning” (p. 16).  The Instituto instructors achieved such a 

learning climate.  

The instructors maintained both a professional demeanor and a sense of humor. 

For instance, in my observations of Edith’s class, I commented: “The atmosphere is 

lighthearted but also focused.  There are tangential conversations, but they’re always 

speaking in Spanish” (Field notes, May 23, 2013).  Moreover, students’ mistakes served 

as a source of humor rather than shame.  For instance, when the class was reading a 
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passage about food, Edith looked up from the reading, gestured to interrupt the instructor, 

and exclaimed that she could not imagine eating fish with eggs.  I noted that the 

instructor looked perplexed “until she realized that Edith has confused ‘jovenes’ [young] 

‘juevos’ [eggs] and ‘Jueves’ [Thursday]. We all laugh as Edith asks how to say ‘mixed 

up’ in Spanish” (Field notes, May 24, 2013).  In this type of friendly and safe learning 

atmosphere, students could make language blunders without losing face.  

The instructors also invited the students to use humorous examples.  For instance, 

in one class, Karla, the instructor, asked Brian to a write a sentence on the chalkboard 

about herself, “La profesora”: “He stands up, smiles, and says, ‘I better be careful with 

this one.’ Everyone, especially the teacher, laughs.  He writes that she is intelligent and 

writes another adjective but then realizes it’s in French. He says smiling, ‘this French is 

killing me’” (Field notes, May 21, 2013).  Although the instructors and students 

frequently laughed with one another, Spanish remained the basis for the fun.  In a 

different class, an instructor asked Alyssa to read aloud one role in a dialogue.  Alyssa 

read her part in a dramatic fashion, which led the rest of the class to smile (Field notes, 

May 28, 2013). These examples reveal how the students made the learning experience 

fun and enjoyable while maintaining their focus.  

Perhaps because of the nurturing learning environment and supportive faculty, the 

initially overwhelming classes became manageable, and the students demonstrated a 

strong commitment to learning Spanish.  Throughout my observations of the Instituto 

classes, I noted each student student’s high level of engagement. For example, sitting in 

Alan’s class one morning, I recorded: “Alan seems particularly engaged because he 

frequently clarifies points with Maya and other students” (Field notes, May 20, 2013). 
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Or, for instance, when visiting Edith’s class, I noted, “She is a serious student, asking the 

teacher several questions, even drawing pictures to convey her meaning, for instance, of a 

sculpture she saw in the museum yesterday that she thought was very romantic” (Field 

notes, May 23, 2013).  Additionally, even after the bell rang to signal the end of class, the 

students continued to participate in the lesson without hesitation.  I commented in my 

notes: “In the U.S., if class were over, I think most students would be packing up their 

belongings” (Field notes, May 23, 2013).  

The students’ engagement in the learning process also manifested in the extra 

time students spent outside of class studying Spanish.  For instance, in the second week 

of the program, James purchased a young adult book in Spanish that he read in his free 

time (Field notes, May 30, 2013). Cara, who believed she had been placed incorrectly, 

accepted Charles’ offer to tutor her outside of class.  One day, she and Charles left lunch 

early to practice Spanish before the afternoon activity (Field notes, May 23, 2013).  

Charles described that throughout the program he did “quite a bit of tutoring” (Stradella 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  In addition to receiving supplemental support 

from Charles, the participants helped one another. For instance, during the second week, 

a group study session comprised of student and faculty participants organically developed 

at Starbucks. In their free time, Edith, James and Cara along with four BCC faculty 

members gathered together to ask and answer questions about Spanish (Field notes, May 

28, 2013).  When Brian learned of the group studying, he told one of the faculty members 

that he wanted to join next time and that planned to focus his attention on studying rather 

than going out.  The fact that students chose to spend their limited free time studying 

Spanish reveals their high level of motivation to learn the language.   
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 By the end of the program, the students believed their Spanish skills flourished in 

Peru, primarily attributing their progress to the Instituto classes. The degree to which 

their Spanish improved in such a short time period astounded several students.  For 

instance, Alan remarked that he astonished even himself with how much he had learned. 

He identified one of his greatest surprises of the program as “the improvement in my 

Spanish” (Thornton during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  James echoed this 

sentiment: “The biggest surprise has been how much my Spanish has improved” 

(Edwards during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  Cara’s greatest surprises concerned 

the high “quality of teaching” at Instituto and “how effective Spanish classes are not in 

English” because “I have learned so much from this method of teaching” (Berton during-

program interview, Berton during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  Brian also felt like 

he advanced his skills.  He characterized his progress: “Coming from no Spanish pretty 

much to where I’m at now . . . it’s a huge step in the right direction” (Eckhart during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  James remarked, “My Spanish has improved 

drastically since I've been here” (Edwards during-program interview May 30, 2013). 

Charles also perceived the students’ progress. At the program’s farewell dinner, Charles 

told the students that how gratified he was to hear the students speaking on the phone in 

Spanish to their host families. He remarked: “You don’t know how much progress you’ve 

made in two weeks” (Field notes, May 31, 2013). 

 Advancing their Spanish skills allowed students to feel more confident in their 

ability to communicate. Alan explained how the Instituto classes promoted his linguistic 

development: “I think my Spanish definitely improved, and most importantly, I’m more 

confident with my skills” (Thornton post-program writing, June 5, 2013).  Increased 
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confidence in their communicative abilities encouraged and enabled students to interact 

with more with Peruvians, whether at their homestay or in public, which likely further 

developed their linguistic abilities.  James had difficulty understanding oral Spanish when 

he was studying in the U.S.; he reflected that as a result of the Instituto classes, “In less 

than two weeks, however, my Spanish has improved to a point where I am confident in 

my ability to function in Latin America alone” (Edwards during-program writing, May 

29, 2013).  James described building one’s confidence as a “paramount” part of language 

learning (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Also, this communicative 

learning allowed students to function more independently.  In addition, this confidence 

provided the students with a sense of satisfaction.  At the farewell dinner, Sebastiano 

described the gratification he experienced from being “able to get his point across to 

someone who speaks no English” (Field notes, May 31, 2013). Although the students 

portrayed the Spanish classes and instructors as intimidating, over the course of the 

program, the students felt more comfortable in the classes and more confident in their 

skills.  

By the end of the program, several students identified the Spanish classes as a 

highlight of their study abroad experience. James characterized the Instituto courses as 

“the best foreign language classes I've ever had” (Edwards during-program interview, 

May 30, 2013).  He attributed the classes’ effectiveness in part to the Instituto teachers’ 

limited English proficiency, which compelled the students to use Spanish.  James found it 

“really exciting” that he could understand his teacher’s grammar explanations, which 

were communicated entirely in Spanish.  Edith echoed James’s enthusiasm for the 

Spanish courses: “The rigorous Spanish-only Instituto grammar and conversation classes 
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were excellent” (Roth post-program writing, June 5, 2013).  At the farewell dinner, Cara 

thanked the “amazing teachers” even though she had been “scared of Erik for a few days 

when he was her teacher” and “nervous about speaking only Spanish” (Field notes, May 

31, 2013).  This comment reveals the transition that students made from feeling 

overwhelmed to feeling competent and confident.  

The linguistic skills and confidence that students gained through the Instituto 

classes facilitated their connections to Spanish speakers both in Peru and in the U.S. after 

returning home.  For instance, James described an incident in which he capitalized on his 

improved language skills once he returned to the U.S.:  

As I was leaving a bowling alley, two Spanish-speaking women were lost and 

asking people for help.  Being able to talk to them, I was able to figure out what 

the problem was and where they needed to go, and ultimately, I was able to drive 

them there.  (personal communication, October 20, 2013).  

 

This anecdote reveals how communicative learning can create opportunities for students 

to have new learning experiences and connections.  Moreover, this example illustrates 

how studying abroad initiated transformative learning processes that may continue to 

unfold after the participants return from Peru.  

 

Summary 

Several students identified the language classes as the most challenging aspect of 

the program. Nevertheless, with support from BCC and Instituto faculty, all of the 

students persevered. The students demonstrated a high level of motivation and 

engagement in the learning process. As a result of their efforts, the students progressed to 

a point that Charles characterized them as “learning in leaps and bounds” (Stradella, 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013). This linguistic growth led students to feel 
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more confident in their Spanish and their abilities to learn and communicate with others.  

By the end of the program, all of the students commented that they liked the classes. 

Many students echoed Cara’s characterization of the classes as “phenomenal” (Berton 

post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  For many participants, the language classes 

even represented one of the program highlights.  

 

Theme 3: Studying Abroad “Makes the Rest of the World So Much Larger” 

An outcome that students consistently reported involved having a new or renewed 

curiosity about the world.  Studying abroad piqued students’ interest in international 

travel and motivated them to partake in future travel.  In addition, travelling to Peru 

instilled a confidence in students to engage in future international travel.  In this sense, 

participating in the program marked the beginning of the transformational learning 

process.  Through subsequent trips, students can position themselves to take part in 

dissonant and potentially transformative experiences.  In this section, I investigate how 

this outcome manifested for various students. 

For the students with less prior travel experience, part of this nascent motivation 

to travel stemmed from their expanded perceptions of the world, seeing it as vaster and, 

consequently, the U.S. as smaller. For instance, upon returning from Peru, Alyssa 

explained that study abroad “just makes the rest of the world so much larger than we 

grew up in  . . .  I feel like the world really is bigger than Bannockburn, and I can’t wait 

to get out and explore it” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Similarly, 

studying abroad led Sebastiano to recognize that the U.S. comprised “just a small portion 

of the world” (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  Diagnosing himself with 
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“the travel bug,” Sebastiano explained how the trip aroused his curiosity to travel 

internationally: “The most beautiful things I've ever seen in my life had been in Peru. 

That’s just Peru; Peru’s small. Imagine what else is out there. There’s a lot of stuff out 

there. I got to go see it” (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  As soon as 

Sebastiano returned to the US, he began saving money for his next trip. 

Future international travel plans included taking trips with friends or family, 

studying abroad, working abroad or even permanently living abroad.  Before they 

returned from Peru, some students had already begun planning their next international 

trip.  For instance, through social media outlets, Brian arranged a trip to Mexico with 

friends in August.  He explained that the Peru trip directly influenced his decision to go 

to Mexico:  

It pushed my traveling in my future heavily because now I want to try and 

set aside so many weeks or days a year and get out and experience the 

world. You can only get so much understanding out of a book or photo, 

but seeing it first hand with your own eyes is something you can’t get 

anywhere else.  (Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013) 

 

Additionally, before leaving Peru, Alyssa asked her host family if she could stay 

with them if she returned to Peru, which she hoped to do soon, perhaps even later that 

summer. Upon returning to Bannockburn, Alyssa immediately researched how much it 

would cost to stay in Peru for three months.  She explained: “Although I spent a lot of 

time wishing to go home, I can’t wait to go back” (Robbins post-program writing, June 5, 

2013).  Ultimately, she realized that she could not afford to return so soon and that she 

should continue pursuing her bachelor’s degree, but she identified study abroad as a “top 

priority,” preferably in Peru, when she transfers to a four-year institution. 
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Other students intend to participate in study abroad programs in the future.  For 

instance, Alan exclaimed that he “absolutely” wanted to study abroad again, and 

Sebastiano declared that he “would do it in heartbeat” (Thornton post-program interview, 

June 25, 2013; Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  Brian plans to participate 

in as many study abroad programs as possible, both at BCC and at the four-year 

institution to which he ultimately transfers.  Many students plan to participate in longer-

term education abroad programs. For instance, Brian would like to study abroad for a 

semester, and Loren would like to take part in a year-long program, identifying study 

abroad as the most cost-effective means of travelling.   

In addition to studying abroad, some students reported that the Peru program 

inspired them to pursue careers that involved international travel.  For instance, Brian 

wanted to find an engineering position in another country, such as Panama or Australia. 

He even expressed a desire to permanently live abroad as an expatriate.  Other students 

did not necessarily want to work abroad for long time periods but rather planned to 

pursue careers that afforded them time to travel.  For example, although Cara still 

planned to become a nurse, she said that when she finished working in a hospital context, 

she wanted to become a community college professor so that she could travel and 

surround herself “with such incredible people” like those she met on the Peru trip (Berton 

post-program interview, June 23, 2013). 

Two students even extended their stay in South America.  Before going to Peru, 

James decided to use the two-week program as a springboard to travel for an indefinite 

time period.  After the program concluded, his girlfriend flew to Lima, so they could 

backpack around South America together.  In addition, while in Peru, Brian decided to 
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stay an extra week to see more of Cuzco and to volunteer at an orphanage with some of 

his housemates.  In this sense, the program expanded students’ social networks, 

connecting them with others who share an interest in international travel.  Moreover, 

three of the five “most memorable” photos that Brian submitted reflected experiences he 

had after the BCC program in Peru ended.  The three selected photos featured images of 

the orphanage, an animal refuge and a second visit to Machu Picchu. The value that Brian 

placed on his post-program experiences reveals the importance of the outcome described 

in this theme; having the confidence to travel independently may enhance students’ 

opportunities for further transformative learning.  

The students believed that participating in an organized program made 

international travel seem more accessible. The program served as an orientation to 

international travel.  Alyssa, who had never left the country before going to Peru, opined, 

“I thought the trip was the best possible introduction to travelling for me” (Robbins post-

program writing, June 5, 2013).  Half of the students had never travelled abroad, and 

even those who had viewed the program as a necessary support.  For instance, even 

though she had been to Canada and Mexico, Cara did not feel comfortable planning her 

own trip or traveling independently.  She divulged: “I don’t think I would ever do it on 

my own.  I needed that jumpstart” (Berton post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  

Participating in the program supported students through new, unfamiliar or 

uncomfortable contexts.  Brian explained: “I never felt comfortable to go out and go out 

with people who I've never met before and go to another country and live with a family 

who I don’t know.  For my first time, that was a great, great experience. I really enjoyed 

it. It makes me want to go out and do it again” (Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 
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2013).  Even Edith, who had considerable travel experience, appreciated the opportunity 

to travel as part of an organized program. She stated: “Traveling with a group like this is 

really a wonder . . . It’s really a nice way to travel for the first time to a place” (Roth pre-

program interview, May 15, 2013). These examples reveal how an education abroad 

program can facilitate access to international travel for both novice and experienced 

travelers.  

 Through balancing challenge and support, this program enabled students to have 

positive experience travelling abroad.  As a result, the students demonstrated a curiosity, 

confidence and willingness to engage in future international travel.   In this sense, the 

transformational experiences that students underwent in Peru established a foundation for 

transformative learning opportunities in the future.   

 

Theme 4: Studying Abroad Promotes Self-Reflection 

Self-reflection comprised another important outcome of studying abroad.  

Participating in the education abroad program incited students to reevaluate their own 

lives, including their personal characteristics, values, and American culture.  Kiely 

contends that high-intensity dissonance can lead to a “repositioning process” in which 

students “begin to rethink their political assumptions, spending habits, loyalties and 

global positions on the map of wealth and power” (p. 12).  Though the program focused 

on developing Spanish skills as well as investigating Peruvian history and culture, the 

students also examined their own ways of being and living.  As Edith explained, from 

studying abroad, “You learn about yourself a lot” (Roth post-program interview, June 28, 

2013).  In this section, I explore what students learned about themselves from immersing 
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themselves in a foreign culture and surrounding themselves with unfamiliar people. 

Additionally, I unearth possible reasons that participating in this short-term study abroad 

program may have encouraged these insights.  

 The insights that students gained concerned what Kiely identifies as personal 

aspects of the learning context.  Kiely describes how service-learning programs can 

encourage students to “unpack and reevaluate assumptions in their biographical baggage 

that often leads them to return home with an entirely different set of assumptions about 

their identity and the world” (p. 9).  As I illustrate below, the BCC students underwent a 

similar learning process even though the program lacked a service-learning component. 

 

Reassessing Personal Characteristics    

Students explained that they gained a deeper understanding of themselves, 

recognizing strengths and shortcomings, which aligns with Kiely’s notion of the 

personalizing learning process.  Kiely (2005) argues that “most students respond [to 

dissonance] by surfacing and reexamining personal strengths and weaknesses” (p. 13). 

The degree to which their self-perception shifted varied among the students. Some 

students asserted that participating in the program completely altered their self-concepts. 

For instance, Brian reflected: “I would say my views of myself have totally changed” 

(Eckhart during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  Alan agreed that studying abroad led 

him to adjust his self-perspective, stating: “It definitely changed my point of view of 

myself” (Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013).  The interviews I conducted 

with the students may have, in part, prompted some of this reflection.   
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Although several students, such as Alan, insisted that they had changed because 

of the program, many expressed difficulty identifying and articulating how exactly their 

self-concept evolved.  For instance, Alyssa described, “I’m just more comfortable with 

myself . . .but I’m not really sure of the total changes yet” (Robbins post-program 

interview, June 27, 2013).  Even though Alyssa recognized differences in herself, she 

struggled to communicate them. Similarly, Sebastiano could not pinpoint how the trip 

shaped him, but he insisted that the experience molded him in powerful ways.  He 

contended, “Seeing things in Peru have just made me, I don’t know how to say it. Just 

seeing things in Peru and being in Peru has made me feel like … I don’t know. I feel like 

I'm just a smarter person now” (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  These 

examples reveal how much of a challenge students may face articulating the growth that 

they experience, which in turn may make these changes difficult to measure.  

Nevertheless, the students’ insistence that studying abroad molded them demands 

consideration and investigation. 

 

Patience 

While some students believed their views of themselves completely transformed, 

others expressed more subtle shifts in their self-understanding.  Many claimed that they 

discovered new aspects of themselves, particularly facets they had not appreciated.  

Numerous students identified patience as a particularly important and valuable quality in 

themselves and others.  For instance, before the trip, Cara had worried about travelling 

with people whom she considered so dissimilar from herself.  Although she found the 

group travel challenging, she also considered it gratifying.  She explained, “I have 
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allowed myself to tolerate some people on the trip, which generally I would not, but I 

guess maybe because I don't have to work, which feels great, it changes how I look at 

people and my patience with people” (Berton during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  

Ultimately, Cara discovered that she had underestimated her capacity to demonstrate 

patience with others: “I learned that I am a lot more patient than I give myself credit for” 

(Berton post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  This realization stemmed from her 

reflection that she had acted kindly toward group members even when they annoyed her, 

for instance, by being late or by asking questions that she deemed superfluous. 

While Cara seemed to believe that participating in the program revealed her 

patience, Loren contended that group travel exposed her impatience. Loren argued that 

acting patiently with others constituted one of the greatest challenges she encountered in 

the program.  She reflected: “I’m not patient, but [studying abroad] builds your patience” 

(Clement post-program interview, June 21, 2013), a sentiment which Alan echoed.  Loren 

believed that this patience develops from prioritizing the group’s needs over one’s own 

interests and also from recognizing worth in every individual.  According to Loren, 

experienced travelers “find that value in that other person.  They know that there’s 

something there, so they’re patient with them and they wait . . . and they listen to them” 

(Clement post-program interview, June 21, 2013).  She identified patience as an 

indispensable quality when interacting in a group and thus aspired to cultivate this trait in 

herself. 

Several other students shared Loren’s expanded appreciation for patience. For 

instance, Edith, James and Alyssa all expressed gratitude to the Peruvians they met who 

displayed patience for the students’ developing Spanish language skills. While many 
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students insisted that studying abroad reinforced the value of demonstrating patience with 

others, Alyssa believed it also cultivated her ability to be patient with herself.  Alyssa 

explained that she felt more accepting of her mistakes and shortcomings as a result of 

learning about how other participants had recovered from their missteps.  Later in this 

section, I discuss how the students learned about resilience through studying abroad.  

Thus, through interacting with others in intense and uncomfortable contexts, students 

discovered the value of patience.  

 

Humility  

In addition to gaining a deeper appreciation for patience, some students argued 

that studying abroad taught them about humility.  James maintained that his self-concept 

did not totally shift in Peru because he had undergone foundational changes during his 

stint in the army.  James asserted that his army experiences provided the foundation for 

the insights he garnered while studying abroad: “the humility I’ve gained from those 

previous experiences has only been reinforced by this trip” (Edwards during-program 

writing, May 29, 2013).  For James, studying abroad underscored the “the importance of 

learning from other people” (Edwards during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  

Interestingly, Edith identified similarities between the growth and development fostered 

by studying abroad and enlisting in the army: “I think it’s almost as good as the army … 

getting people to grow up if it’s the right experience” (Roth post-program interview, June 

28, 2013).  Edith believed that both immersive experiences teach people a lot about 

themselves in a condensed period of time.  Sebastiano echoed this sentiment; through 

studying abroad in Peru, Sebastiano felt humbled by how much he did not know.  He 
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commented that the program revealed to him that he was “not as educated about the 

world” as he had previously believed (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  

The rich history and sublime nature that students encountered at Machu Picchu 

also humbled them.  James described the visit to Machu Picchu as “a very spiritual 

experience, a very humbling experience” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  Like many of the students, Alyssa selected an image of Machu Picchu as one of 

her five most memorable photographs.  She explained her rationale for choosing this 

photograph: “It’s kind of representative of how I felt about all the nature we saw there. I 

was just really humbled by it” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013). Never 

having spent much time outside of Bannockburn, Alyssa explained that the mountains 

allowed her to feel “cut away from the rest of the world but still kind of secure at the 

same time” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  She further revealed that 

living in the city allowed her to feel like the “center of the universe” as she would easily 

become preoccupied by trivial details and hectic pace of daily living.  Immersing herself 

in nature encouraged her to slow down and to enjoy the beauty around her.  In this sense, 

the mountains humbled her by reminding her of the unimportance of daily dramas.  Justin 

and Alyssa’s comments reveal the value of spiritual and environmental dissonance in 

promoting learning. 

 

Resilience  

Studying abroad not only humbled students, but it also allowed them to learn 

about their own resilience. As described above, while in Peru, the students encountered 

myriad obstacles, including physical, emotional, social, intellectual, linguistic, and even 
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spiritual challenges. For instance, as a novice language learner, Brian initially found the 

immersion Spanish classes overwhelming.  However, he chose to adopt a strategy of 

“showing up” for the classes no matter how difficult he found them.  After the program 

concluded, Brian reflected: “I have the capability of learning Spanish better than I 

thought I did” (Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  Through his persistence, 

Brian reassessed his capacity for learning. Cara, too, recalibrated her ability to persevere 

by surmounting a formidable challenge, hiking Machu Picchu.  She explained: “I have 

accomplished feats I never believed possible. I climbed Machu Picchu and even though 

there were times that we wanted to catch a bus we never quit” (Berton during-program 

writing, May 29, 2013).  James identified the struggle of hiking the mountain as 

transforming the trek into a spiritual experience.  In this sense, overcoming challenge, 

whether intellectual, physical or another type of obstacle, promoted growth and led to 

students to feel accomplished. As Sebastiano reflected on his participation in the 

program, he asserted: “I’m proud to say it was an experience I was a part of” (Adontz 

post-program interview, June 22, 2013). 

From contending with the altitude to communicating exclusively in Spanish, the 

students expanded their repertoire of coping skills because they had to respond to 

obstacles they would not likely encounter in Bannockburn. Alan described that he 

enjoyed and learned from “seeing how everybody dealt with it, acclimated to the new 

place, and just even the physical surroundings, having different weather and the altitude” 

(Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013).  In other words, Alan studied how 

others responded to dissonance.  His comment supports Kiely’s notion that physical and 

environmental dissonance can prompt students to adapt and learn. 
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Moreover, Alan explained that overcoming these challenges not only cultivated 

resiliency but also fostered creativity: “I feel you just think differently. It forces you 

outside of the box” (Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013). The students’ 

comments reveal that they learned about their ability to adapt to new people and 

unfamiliar and often uncomfortable contexts.  Brian: “I learned to be willing to go out 

and experience something that I had never done before” (Eckhart post-program interview, 

June 19, 2013).  As Edith observed, “this program made it possible for the students to 

learn about themselves in new ways” (Field notes, May 31, 2013).  In part, learning about 

themselves in new ways seemed to result from having to respond to unfamiliar 

challenges.   

 

Reassessing Cultural Values 

Not only did students reflect on their own attributes and values, but they also 

reassessed American cultural values, particularly in regard to happiness and material 

resources.  In this sense, by reexamining their own culture and nationality, students 

engaged in the learning process that Kiely characterizes as “structural border crossing”.  

According to Kiely, structural border crossing describes how international service-

learning entails a “movement across socially, economically, politically, and historically 

constructed borders that students bring with them as part of their ‘baggage’” (p. 9).  In 

this study, participants adopted a more critical perspective of American consumerism as 

they distinguished between the concepts of having a high standard of living and high 

quality of life.  Students questioned how Peruvians had fewer material resources than 

Americans yet the Peruvians seemed to lead more fulfilling lives. This incongruity 
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astonished Brian; he remarked that he was struck by “how happy everyone I’ve 

encountered in Cuzco and Peru have been for what they have, and seeing how miserable 

people are in Bannockburn and like how much we have. It’s kind of a sickening thing” 

(Eckhart during-program interview, May 30, 2013). In this way, Brian believed that his 

experience in Peru instilled in him “a different sense of happiness” (Eckhart during-

program interview, May 30, 2013) 

Additionally, students developed more critical understandings of American 

consumerism. Brian commented on how acquisitiveness yields discontent: “We're terrible 

consumers. We want everything and we want it now. . . when we get what we want or 

desire, it's automatically, ‘All right, this isn't satisfying. I want more and more’” (Eckhart 

post-program interview, June 19, 2013). In this sense, the students developed more 

critical perspectives of the U.S., particularly its materialism and consumerism.  Students 

also recognized that they needed fewer material comforts than they expected. For 

instance, Cara chose to apply to BCC’s program in Peru rather than Belize because at the 

information session for Belize, she learned that she would not be able to use a hairdryer 

or take a hot shower.  However, she did not have hot water at her homestay in Cuzco, to 

which she acclimated and felt proud of herself for so doing.  

 The students described the Peruvians they encountered as more oriented toward 

people rather than materials.  For instance, Loren commented that Peruvians “work hard 

at things that are more valuable than what in the United States we work hard for” 

(Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  According to Loren, the Peruvians 

valued family and quality time.  She explained that at her homestay, even though her host 

father worked three jobs, he came home every day for lunch to spend time with his wife 
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before going back to work.  Seeing this example led Loren to conclude that “their values 

are in the right place here” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Loren 

contrasted her living situations in Bannockburn and Cuzco.  She explained her residence 

in Bannockburn is “not really a home. It’s just where I sleep, so it’s completely different. 

Here [in Cuzco] we have dinner together, lunch, breakfast, and at home, it’s just 

different. . . I like it here a lot better” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 

2013).  In this sense, the homestay meals provided students with the opportunity to 

understand and appreciate Peru’s more collectivist orientation.  Brian appreciated the 

communal feel of the meals: “I like how everyone just comes together . . . All the 

students, the family and we all just sit down eat and have conversations. It’s nice. It 

makes me feel like it’s your home. It’s a good feeling” (Eckhart during-program 

interview, May 30, 2013).   

 Several students noted the high levels of happiness that their host parents exuded. 

For instance, Cara’s host parents’ marriage impressed her: “I just really like how much 

they care about each other. I think that is amazing . . . 10 years is a very long time to hold 

together a marriage. They just have a great dynamic, and they are happy” (Berton during-

program interview, May 29, 2013).  Similarly, from spending time with her host parents, 

Alyssa noted, “I learned that marriages do work out” (Robbins during-program interview, 

May 29, 2013).  Edith also asserted that she “learned a lot about marriages” from 

watching how lovingly her host parents interacted with each other (Roth post-program 

interview, June 28, 2013).  The students learned about relationships from observing their 

homestay families. 
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 With these evolved understandings of themselves and more critical perceptions of 

American culture, many students developed new ideas about their own ways of living. 

Brian explained how study abroad affects one’s lifestyle upon returning to the US: “Your 

way of living is going to be different in the time spent. You might come back with a 

different attitude” (Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  He explained that 

his new outlook involved appreciating and enjoying the “smaller things” in everyday life.  

Alyssa also noted that she reconsidered her lifestyle.  She explained that studying abroad 

provided her the “opportunity to kind of prioritize and to just see different ways of living 

and kind of think and kind of evaluate what my priorities are and think if they’re still as 

important and as relevant at the end of the day” (Robbins post-program interview, June 

27, 2013).  Many of these insights seemed to grow out of comparisons made between 

American and Peruvian culture, which supports Edith’s notion that people learn when 

they “live by contrast” (Roth post-program interview, June 28, 2013).  These examples 

reveal how students’ conceptions of happiness evolved as a result of studying abroad.  

The degree to which students changed their behaviors, habits, or lifestyle remains 

unclear  due to the short duration of this study.  For instance, Edith lamented that in many 

ways she had returned to her former ways: “I’m sorry to say that I just fell into my old 

busy routine, just got sucked back into” (Roth post-program interview, June 28, 2013).  

Edith’s comment suggests that ongoing programming which supports students after they 

return to the U.S. might further solidify nascent or intended changes.  Furthermore, this 

example reveals the need for longitudinal research that traces how learning outcomes 

change over time.  
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Summary  

Although the program focused on learning Spanish and investigating Peruvian 

culture, one of the most consequential outcomes of the program concerned students 

learning about themselves and their positions in the world.  Particularly through crossing 

personal and structural borders, the students reexamined taken-for-granted assumptions 

about their own values and reassessed their own individual, cultural, and national 

identities.  As a result of their shifted frames of reference, several students reported that 

they planned to make lifestyle changes.  

 

Summary of Chapter 

 This chapter discussed four themes that emerged from analysis of the data.  The 

two themes that examined the impactful experiences of forming meaningful connections 

and taking intensive Spanish classes lend support to Kiely’s argument that research 

should investigate non-reflective modes of learning.  Particularly as this education abroad 

program offered limited opportunities for reflection, as evidenced by several students’ 

calls for more time to process their experiences, other learning processes seemed to 

dominate students’ experiences.  Kiely’s argument for service-learning program applies 

to short-term study abroad programs as well: “Reflection is an important part of the 

learning process, but research should also examine the value and influence of contextual 

factors and non-reflective forms of learning” (p. 6).  Moreover, by investigating these two 

impactful experience themes, I aimed to contribute some insight into what Kiely dubs the 

“theoretical ‘black box’ regarding the contextual and process mechanisms” that promote 

learning (p. 5). 
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 The other two themes in this chapter examined learning outcomes.  The two most 

prominent learning outcomes in this study concerned the students’ amplified interest in 

further travel and their reassessment of their own lives.  Both of these outcomes reveal 

considerable shifts in the students’ lives that transformative learning processes triggered. 

Kiely contends, “The ideal end result of transformational learning is that one is 

empowered by learning to be more socially responsible, self-directed, and less dependent 

on false assumptions” (p. 7). This characterization describes all of the students in this 

study as they reported clearer self-understandings of themselves, their relationships, their 

values, and their worldviews.  Moreover, all of the students asserted that they would 

make changes in their lives as a result of their study abroad experience.   

 The four themes in this chapter expose the ways in which the students engaged in 

the five transformative learning processes that Kiely outlines.  Studying abroad thrust the 

participants into a foreign environment with unfamiliar people.  Crossing into this new 

context, the students encountered myriad forms of dissonance, including social, 

emotional, physical, and environmental, and connected with one another and the 

Peruvians.  By responding and adapting to the dissonant experiences, they gained an 

eagerness and a sense of confidence to confront future challenges.  Overall, by 

participating in and processing these experiences, the participants learned in ways that 

transcended an acquisition of intellectual knowledge.  The students developed more 

critical understandings of themselves and the world as well as recalibrated their 

positioning in it.   

 Moreover, this study abroad experience marks the beginning of the 

transformational learning process which will likely to continue to unfold over time.  
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Kiely (2005) asserts, “Intensely-dissonant experiences do not go away.  Rather they 

become an important part of participants’ frame of reference and continue to influence 

students’ transformational learning and action” (p. 12).  With the curiosity, motivation, 

and confidence to travel more and thus expose themselves to vulnerable and dissonant 

experiences, the students will likely carry their study abroad with them as they make 

important education, career and lifestyle decisions.  In this way, the influences of 

program will likely reverberate well into the future. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 REFLECTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

This case study offers a rich and authentic description of how a group of 

community college students experienced a short-term study abroad program.  By 

examining both processes and outcomes, this study’s findings have implications for 

practice and theory.  In this chapter, first I summarize the answers to the research 

questions undergirding the study.  I relate these findings to the extant literature on short-

term study abroad programming and to Kiely’s transformative learning model for 

service-learning, revealing how this study builds on and informs both.  I reflect on my 

experience conducting this study and my growth as a researcher.  Thereafter, I make 

recommendations for community colleges designing and administering education abroad 

programs.  Finally, I propose directions for future research before drawing conclusions 

from this study’s findings. 

 

Answers to Research Questions 

 The first question guiding this research asked how participants described their 

perceptions of studying abroad.  Without exception, the participants reported that they 

greatly benefited from studying abroad.  The students consistently characterized studying 

abroad as a “great educational experience” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 

2013).  At times, the students struggled to pinpoint exactly what about the experience 

generated learning.  For instance, Alan remarked, “I’m not that articulate when it comes 

to describing experiences and my feelings” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 
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2013).  Other students considered the experience so profound that they believed 

describing it in words would somehow devalue it.  For instance, Alyssa contended, “It’s 

hard to communicate just what it felt like being in a whole different country. It’s just so 

different . . . I don't even like talking about it in just normal words, normal vocabulary. It 

would kind of diminish it in some way” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 

2013).    

 Despite the inadequacy of their words to convey their experiences, the students 

continually referred to the connections they forged and the immersive Spanish classes as 

yielding the most meaning and learning. As a “unique shared experience” (Edwards 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013), the program facilitated fast and deep bonds.  

Edith explained: “We had to rely on each other, but I liked that” (Roth post-program 

interview, June 28, 2013).  The friendships crossed the borders of age, race, sex and 

educational experience.  

Additionally, the students identified the Spanish classes as challenging and 

rewarding.  Although initially overwhelmed by the classes’ intense nature, through the 

support of nurturing faculty, the students believed their Spanish language skills improved 

remarkably in just two weeks.  Successfully grappling with this linguistic challenge 

inspired students’ confidence about their own learning abilities and facilitated their 

participation in Peruvian culture. 

 When describing their study abroad experiences, students also consistently 

reported two outcomes: the program instilled in them the desire to engage in future 

international travel and to reassess their own ways of living and being.  The students 

characterized the experiential learning as more impactful than traditional academic 
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learning. As Brian remarked: “If you haven't experienced the living styles, the culture of 

another, you can study it, but living in it every day is very different” (Eckhart post-

program interview, June 19, 2013).  This program enabled participants to “live” another 

culture, which stoked their curiosity about exploring other parts of the world.  To that 

end, students resolved to travel, work, study and live abroad in the future. 

Studying abroad created the opportunity and space for students to reflect on 

themselves and their lives in the U.S.  Through their immersion in a new context, in 

which they had to interact and live with unfamiliar people, communicate in a different 

language, and overcome unanticipated challenges, the participants reported that they 

reassessed their own characteristics and values.  In this sense, the students contended that 

they gained a deeper awareness of themselves.  Moreover, through learning about another 

culture, the participants’ perceptions of U.S. culture shifted.  The students’ 

understandings of happiness also evolved through their encounters with Peruvian ways of 

living, which the students often characterized as simpler and less acquisitive.  As the 

students questioned their taken-for-granted assumptions about their own lifestyles, their 

perspectives of the U.S. generally became more critical. 

The second question steering this study examined how the participants’ 

biographies shaped their perceptions of studying abroad.  All of the students 

characterized their study abroad experience in overwhelmingly positive terms; several 

students, for example, James, dubbed it “a once in a lifetime opportunity” (Edwards 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  The students reported that they gained an 

expanded awareness of themselves and the world.  As Brian described, studying abroad 

“opened me up” (Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  Participating in the 
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program also led students to reexamine their own biographies. Loren described, “I 

learned stuff about myself that I never knew really existed” (Clement during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013).  Sebastiano reflected, “I left Peru a more educated and aware 

person” (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).     

Although the students came from diverse backgrounds, as described earlier, they 

also shared some biographical characteristics that likely influenced their perceptions of 

the program. Likely due to the competitive selection process, the participants all 

demonstrated a strong work ethic, a curiosity about other cultures, and a desire to be 

challenged. These three qualities in particular may explain the resilience the students 

exhibited in coping with the challenges that arose in the unfamiliar context.  As Cara 

noted, while studying abroad “you're pushing yourself out of your daily comfort zone” 

(Berton post-program interview, June 23, 2013).  The students often cited the obstacles 

they overcame in Peru as promoting their growth and development.  Although all of the 

students encountered hurdles and expressed some apprehension about participating in the 

program, no one’s fears proved debilitating. 

The students’ expectations represent another aspect of their biographies that 

seemed to influence their perceptions of the program.  Prior to the program, the students 

anticipated that studying abroad would be transformative.  For instance, before travelling 

to Peru, Brian predicted, “The opportunity to learn and live another culture will surely be 

life changing” (Eckhart pre-program writing).  Similarly, in her program application 

essay, Alyssa wrote, “The Peru program is literally an ‘opportunity of a lifetime’ for me.” 

Cara echoed this sentiment in her application, stating that studying abroad “would be the 

experience of a lifetime” (Berton program application essay).  The participants’ high 
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expectations for studying abroad may have contributed to their positive views of the 

program’s impact.  

Furthermore, this “trip of a lifetime” represented many of the students’ first 

opportunity to travel abroad, which may explain why they highly valued the experience.  

For instance, Sebastiano considered studying abroad a blessing; while in Peru, he 

described, “It’s nice to be here, a blessing; it really is. I feel blessed and happy” (Adontz 

during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Cara commented, “I feel like I was able to get 

an experience that most people wouldn’t have a chance to get” (Berton post-program 

interview, June 23, 2013).  In this sense, the students’ previous limited international 

travel experience may have increased their gratitude for the opportunity to study abroad. 

Moreover, the students’ considerable financial investment in the program may 

have impacted their opinions of studying abroad.  While the students paid only a fraction 

of the actual program cost, many students saved money for months or worked additional 

hours or jobs to pay the $750 program fee.  For instance, while in Peru, Loren 

commented on “how hard I worked to get here” (Clement during-program interview, 

May 29, 2013).  As a result, the students wanted to take advantage of every opportunity 

the program offered.  During the program, Sebastiano asserted: “I want to enjoy the time 

that’s here. I don’t want to say, ‘Oh, I wish I could have went there’ (Adontz during-

program interview, May 30, 2013).  All of the students seemed to share this attitude; as a 

result, during their limited free time, they went to museums or markets and even 

organized outings to a soccer game and wildlife sanctuary. Upon returning home, 

Sebastiano reflected, “When we were in Peru, we did as much as we possibly could in 

two weeks” (Adontz post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  The students’ desire to 
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take advantage of their time in Peru compelled them to plan and participate in a variety of 

experiences, which likely shaped their views of the program.  

Another biographical feature that prominently impacted students’ perceptions of 

their experiences concerned their prior international travel experience.  Before coming to 

Peru, Edith, Alan, and James had all traveled to other countries.  While in Peru, they were 

the only participants who expressed a desire to spend less time with the group and 

English-speakers. For instance, Alan described, “I think it’s kind of annoying because I 

wish I was more immersed in a Spanish culture, but it’s also nice. I think if I had never 

left the country before I would have wanted it a lot more” (Thornton during-program 

interview, May 30, 2013).  Moreover, these three students described that they would have 

liked to be placed in a homestay without other English speakers. Edith explained, “I'm 

sort of sorry I had an English speaking person as my fellow guest because of course we 

speak English a lot here” (Roth during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Just as the 

Peru trip instilled in students a confidence to engage in future travel, Edith, Alan, and 

James’s prior experiences abroad likely provided them with the confidence to travel more 

independently than the less experienced travelers in the group. 

The more novice travelers conveyed less concern for independence in Peru.  

These students did not complain about the amount of time spent together engaged in 

group activities.  Moreover, these students seemed to enjoy living with other English 

speakers, who could translate between Spanish and English at meals and also could be 

new friends.  For instance, Brian volunteered at an orphanage with his housemates. 

Alyssa described her bonds with two American sisters sharing her homestay as a 

highlight of her trip.  Similarly, Loren regularly went out in the evening with her English-
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speaking housemates, whom she described as “a lot of fun” (Clement during-program 

interview, May 29, 2013).  Surrounding themselves with English speakers seemed to 

provide students with a sense of comfort as they ventured into a unfamiliar context. 

Introversion served as additional biographical trait that shaped students’ 

understandings of their experiences. Two participants, Alyssa and Loren, identified 

themselves as introverted.  Loren contended that “trying to put myself out there” 

constituted her greatest obstacle during the program. Both she and Alyssa described 

trying to find their places in the group as stressful. They coped with their introversion in 

divergent ways.  Loren consciously decided: “I’m going to overcome this struggle for 

these two weeks” (Clement post-program interview, June 21, 2013).  She viewed the trip 

as an opportunity to try on a new persona or “practice” being less introverted.  On the 

other hand, Alyssa’s introversion led her to withdraw from the group. She developed 

friendships with her host family and fellow homestay students instead.   

The more extroverted students did not seem to grapple with these internal 

conflicts about their position in the group.  They quickly formed intimate friendships with 

other students.  Indeed, Sebastiano believed, “You can become a lot more outgoing from” 

studying abroad (Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  He explained that 

studying abroad can lead an individual to become less reserved: “You're in another 

country with a lot of people that you don’t know, so shy people have either two choices. 

They can either sit back and have no fun, or they can be outgoing and go do stuff” 

(Adontz post-program interview, June 22, 2013).  As Alyssa and Loren’s cases reveal, 

shyness does not necessarily preclude an individual from experiencing transformative 
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learning.  However, introverted students may need additional time or support to feel 

comfortable in the new context. 

Linguistic confidence represented another biographical element that impacted the 

participants’ perceptions of studying abroad.  The students’ perceptions of their language 

proficiency seemed to more powerfully influence their interactions with Peruvians than 

did their actual linguistic ability.  For instance, Loren and Brian demonstrated similar 

proficiency levels, as evidenced in their class placement. When I ate dinner with Loren’s 

host family, I noticed that she did not engage in conversation at the table.  She explained, 

“I don’t talk Spanish too much because I don’t know Spanish that well” (Clement during-

program interview, May 29, 2013).  Her quietness at the meal may have also stemmed 

from her shyness as described above.  On the other hand, when I had dinner with Brian’s 

host family, he made several attempts to speak in Spanish even though he often made 

several grammatical errors and could not adequately convey his ideas (Field notes, May 

27, 2013).  Moreover, when we went out for lunch in Cusco, I observed “Brian doesn’t 

seem to be the least bit self-conscious about his language proficiency. He was excited to 

(almost insisted on) order our cafes con leche from the waitress even though I felt 

perfectly comfortable doing so” (Field notes, May 22, 2013).  His self-assurance enabled 

him to practice Spanish with Peruvians and thus created more opportunities for authentic 

interactions. 

Moreover, since James, Alyssa, Cara, Alan, and Sebastiano all tested into the 

same level of Spanish class at Instituto, their language proficiency levels were likely 

comparable.  However, Cara demonstrated less confidence than the others in her class, 

perhaps because she had not been studying Spanish for as long.  Particularly in the 
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classes at the beginning of the program, she quickly reverted to responding in English 

rather than risk inadequately replying in Spanish.  Moreover, she noted that until her 

housemate James got sick, which forced her to travel around Cusco without him, she did 

not know how to direct taxi drivers to her homestay because she had always relied on him 

to communicate. Those who felt more confident revealed a greater interest and 

willingness to interact with people outside the group whereas those with less linguistic 

confidence felt more comfortable insulated with English speakers.  

The third research question explored how programmatic features shaped students’ 

perceptions of their study abroad experiences.  The programmatic aspects that students 

described as impactful included the intensive Spanish classes, homestays, program 

location, and compacted nature of the two-week program, which facilitated strong 

personal bonds.  These factors intersected in numerous ways to shape learning. 

The intensive language courses at Instituto initially overwhelmed several of the 

students, who questioned their abilities to succeed in Spanish-only classes. Brian 

identified “overcoming the first couple of days in Spanish class” as one of the program’s 

greatest challenges (Eckhart post-program interview, June 19, 2013).  Due to the 

instructors’ supports, the students grew increasingly comfortable. Ultimately, the 

linguistic development that the students made in the two-week program astonished the 

instructors and students alike.  James described, “My Spanish vocabulary and confidence 

grew exponentially through the classroom setting in Cusco” (Edwards post-program 

interview, June 19, 2013).  The students’ language proficiency progress increased their 

confidence not only in their ability to communicate but also to learn.  Representative of 

several students’ sentiments, James explained, “The greatest personal lesson I learned 
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was actually a confidence in myself to learn another language” (Edwards post-program 

interview, June 19, 2013).  

The living arrangements served as another important factor that influenced 

learning.  The warmth and hospitality that the host families extended helped the students 

feel more comfortable in an unfamiliar environment.  James described that his host 

parents “made it feel like a home. They'd made it feel like they're somewhat like a 

surrogate family” (Edwards during-program interview, May 30, 2013).  Edith similarly 

described, “It was just very comfortable being with” her host family (Roth post-program 

interview, June 28, 2013).  Additionally, as she struggled to connect with group 

members, Alyssa identified “bonding with my host family” as the highlight of the 

program (Robbins during-program writing).  Moreover, the opportunity to stay with 

Peruvian families reduced the insularity of spending so much time with other Americans 

during group classes and activities, which Alan characterized as “being so bundled up in 

these big groups” (Thornton post-program interview, June 25, 2013).  

Through interacting with their host families, the students also practiced their 

Spanish and learned about Peruvian culture and customs.  Edith explained that by 

Peruvian standards, her host family was considered middleclass, they were “completely 

different from an American middleclass family” (Roth post-program interview, June 28, 

2013).  Loren described the house she stayed in: “It’s comfortable. It’s a little bit cold, 

but it’s nice. It’s simplistic, really simplistic. . . no extra, like extra stuff; just basic, you 

know, tablecloth, vase, and a picture. It’s very basic, no clutter. So I like that about it” 

(Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  As such, this immersive aspect of 

the program incited students to reflect on their own values and lifestyles.  Students often 
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contrasted the individualism and materialism of the U.S. with the collectivism and 

material simplicity they encountered in Peru.  From her encounters in Peru, Alyssa 

asserted, “I have a much greater appreciation for the simple things in life…I was just 

really amazed though how happy the people are, how people can survive off of very 

simple means” (Robbins during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Overall, the students 

viewed the homestay as an indispensable component of the experience, which led Alan to 

comment, “If I ever had to do study abroad again, I would definitely want to stay with a 

host family” (Thornton during-program interview, May 30, 2013). 

This specific program location also influenced the students’ perceptions of 

studying abroad.  In particular, several students identified their encounters with nature, 

such the Andes Mountains and the ancient ruins of Machu Picchu, as sublime or spiritual 

experiences.  For instance, after eating lunch at a restaurant in the Sacred Valley, 

Sebastiano walked to a nearby creek and commented, “I’ve never felt like this before. It 

makes me feel spiritual, like I’m part of nature” (Field notes, May 25, 2013).  Moreover, 

James described his experience hiking Machu Picchu: “The struggle of the walk plus the 

sunrise over the mountains combined to create a spiritual experience in a very spiritual 

place” (Edwards during-program writing, May 29, 2013).  Cara portrayed her experience 

at Machu Picchu in a similar manner: “Not only did I find the experience to be physically 

challenging, I found it to be a spiritual experience as well” (Berton during-program 

writing, May 29, 2013).  This spiritual dimension may not have manifested if the 

program had not included opportunities to engage directly with the natural or ancient 

world.  
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Furthermore, the compact nature of the program influenced students’ perceptions 

of their experience.  Each day followed a tight itinerary, which often included intensive 

Spanish classes, extracurricular outings, meals with homestay families, and nightlife.  

James described the program as consuming the participants “day-in, day-out for two 

weeks” (Edwards during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Brian commented, “It's a 

lot to take in… Our days are jam packed of learning” (Eckhart post-program interview, 

June 19, 2013). 

The intensity of the program likely accelerated the bonds the students formed.  As 

the students spent such a considerable amount of time together and had limited 

opportunities to interact with people outside the group, they developed intimate 

friendships with one another.  Brian described that the participants “become close friends 

because you spend all your waking time with these people for two weeks” (Eckhart post-

program interview, June 19, 2013).  In just two weeks, the students forged familial, 

lasting bonds.  James declared, “The relationships you build are irreplaceable” (Edwards 

post-program interview, June 19, 2013).   

The compact nature of the program likely also shaped how students responded to 

uncomfortable situations.  Recognizing the program’s limited duration, the students could 

disregard undesirable aspects of their experiences. For instance, Loren chose to ignore the 

racial discrimination she perceived and Alan similarly decided to overlook the Peruvians’ 

preconceptions of him for being a White foreigner.  The compact, intense nature of the 

program represented a distinctive feature that shaped participants’ perceptions of 

studying abroad.  The programmatic factors described above informed the 

recommendations for practice that I offer later in this chapter. 
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Connections to Extant Literature and Theory 

 This research contributes to the extant literature on education abroad programs by 

adding the experiences of community college students participating in short-term 

programs.  Although community college students comprise nearly half the nation’s 

undergraduates, they represent only approximately 2% of the study abroad population 

(IIE, 2011).  As a result, scant literature investigates how community college students 

experience study abroad programs. The racial, socioeconomic, and age characteristics of 

the group of participants in this study diverge from the homogeneity of most study abroad 

participants at four-year institutions.  In this study, biographical and structural 

characteristics shaped the participants’ perceptions of studying abroad, which highlights 

the need to further explore community college students’ experiences in other programs.  

Without evidence of the transformative impact of study abroad on community college 

students, two-year institutions are less likely to invest the considerable time and resources 

necessary for future programming.  

 Moreover, by documenting the transformative impact of a two-week study abroad 

immersion, this study aimed to contribute to the theoretically-grounded research on the 

value of short-term programs.  Most previous research on short-term study abroad 

programs has examined programs lasting at least one month (Jones et al., 2012).  

However, as the BCC students contended, most community college students can only 

participate in one- or two-week programs because of financial, family or work 

constraints.  Thus, research must investigate the efficacy and impact of these shorter 

programs.  Through its in-depth analysis of a two-week education abroad experience, this 
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research may inform community college administrators and faculty as they plan future 

study abroad programs.   

Although the BCC program did not have a service-learning component or an 

explicit social justice orientation, I utilized Kiely’s theoretical framework on 

transformative learning for service-learning to explore the students’ experiences abroad.  

Rather than only investigating outcomes, this study aimed to contribute to understanding 

how transformative learning occurs in short-term study abroad programming. The 

diversity of students in this study, particularly in terms of age, race, and educational 

experience, reflects the variety of students at two-year institutions.  Kiely’s model, 

however, seems to be based on the experiences of White middle-class students.  Thus, the 

dimensions of contextual border crossing identified in Kiely’s theoretical framework 

likely intersect and shape learning in different ways for community college students than 

they do for more privileged segments of the population.  For instance, in Kiely’s work, 

many participants struggle to confront their own privilege in the face of poverty.  The 

BCC students may not have had as much socio-economic or racial privilege, which likely 

impacted “the gap or incongruence that students experience between their contextual 

baggage and elements of the new context” (Kiely, 2005, p. 10).  In this sense, the 

contrasts the BCC students experienced in Peru may not have been as stark as those from 

more privileged backgrounds.  Despite these programmatic and personal differences, 

mapping Kiely’s model onto the students’ experience allowed me to examine dimensions 

and processes that facilitated or inhibited learning.  

On the whole, using Kiely’s service-learning framework provided analytical 

power to leverage.  Kiely’s model addresses the shortcomings of Mezirow’s theory by 
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foregrounding the learning context and emphasizing non-reflective learning processes.  

As such, using Kiely’s framework to explore the participants’ study abroad experiences 

yielded a rich perspective.  Some elements of Kiely’s model proved less germane but 

none was irrelevant.  For instance, the historical dimension of contextual border crossing 

held less prominence in this study.  The historical factor refers “the socioeconomic and 

political history” of Peru and the U.S. “within larger socioeconomic and political 

systems” (Kiely, 2005, p. 8).  The less salient role that historical border crossing played 

may have resulted from the program’s lack of a service-learning component or more 

simply its absence of a strong social-justice orientation.  In other contexts, the historical 

element of Kiely’s model could hold more relevance, for instance, when examining study 

abroad programs that adopt a more critical perspective or that occur in countries with 

which the U.S. has more contentious relationships. 

This study’s findings do not necessarily support Kiely’s criteria for distinguishing 

between low- and high-intensity dissonance experiences. Although Kiely contends that 

communication difficulties constitute low-intensity dissonance, some students in this 

study reported strong emotional reactions to language barriers.  For instance, Alyssa 

described feeling “super worried” in Spanish class (Robbins post-program interview, 

June 27, 2013).  Deeming herself inadequate in her Spanish abilities seemed to further 

undermine Alyssa’s self-confidence and contributed to her impression that “nothing is 

familiar and she has no one to talk to” (Field notes, May 22, 2013).  In this sense, lacking 

the confidence to communicate seemed to exacerbate Alyssa’s feelings of loneliness and 

isolation.  The heightened emotional responses that students, such as Alyssa, expressed 

illustrate the forcefulness of such dissonance.  The student’s interpretation of the 
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experience rather than the actual experience may determine the intensity of the 

dissonance.  While recognizing that a continuum of dissonant experiences exists, 

predetermining the degree of intensity may not be accurate or useful.   

While a robust body of literature examines the outcomes associated with study 

abroad, considerably less research investigates the participants’ experiences.  Twombly et 

al. (2012) argue, “the limited qualitative research on study abroad as actually experienced 

suggests that much more of this kind of research is necessary if we are to fully understand 

the outcomes … and ways in which the experience itself can be improved” (p. 103).  

Moreover, much of the limited qualitative research lacks methodological and theoretical 

rigor.  Numerous published studies do not employ an explicit conceptual framework.  

Overall, it was this paucity of rigorous qualitative studies on short-term immersive 

experiences that led me to Kiely’s model of transformative learning for service-learning.  

Some qualitative studies on short-term immersive experiences have employed 

Mezirow’s (1997) theory of transformative learning; other studies of experiential learning 

abroad, though not guided by a clear theoretical framework, have used participants’ 

individual and group reflections as their only data sources.  Much of this research tends 

rely so heavily on reflection that it might overlook the salience of contextual factors and 

other robust learning modalities; as such, these studies risk viewing learning in a myopic 

way.  Kiely’s model accounts for the value of reflection but not at the expense of other 

learning processes.  Particularly as formal reflection did not compromise a key 

component of this program, the students engaged in and experienced myriad non-

reflective forms of learning that Kiely’s model captured. 
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In the same vein, Taylor (1997) argues for a more expansive conceptualization of 

transformative learning through his critical review of empirical studies informing 

Mezirow’s transformative learning theory.  In particular, Taylor asserts that this 

reconceptualization of transformative learning “needs to recognize to a greater degree the 

significant influence of context, the varying nature of the catalyst of the process, the 

minimization of the role of critical reflection and increased role of other ways of knowing 

and relationships” (p. 34).  Kiely’s (2005) model addresses the shortcomings of 

Mezirow’s theory by foregrounding the learning context and emphasizing non-reflective 

learning processes.  As such, Kiely’s framework provides a holistic view of learning, 

which allowed me to more systematically probe and thus better understand the intricacies 

of transformative learning.  

 

Reflections  

This section describes my final reflections on engaging in this qualitative case 

study research project.  I discuss the methodological decisions that yielded intended 

outcomes as well as those that produced unexpected or undesirable results.  Additionally, 

I trace my growth as a researcher from participating in this research. 

 

Conducting the Study 

Overall, I consider the friendships that I developed with the students and faculty 

members as the most successful aspect of this study.  Having close relationships 

facilitated access to the participants’ experience as they seemed to trust and want to spend 

time with me.  I believe this sense of trust enabled the participants to more candidly share 
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their perspectives.  Moreover, before the study began, I worried that the students might 

not respond to my requests for post-program interviews.  Fortunately, the students 

accommodated all of my requests for interviews after the program concluded, which I 

assume stemmed, in part, from the close ties we had formed.   

Although I am satisfied with many elements of this study, I regret that I 

contributed to the body of study abroad literature that overlooks the impact of race, class 

and gender on students’ perceptions of study abroad.  Overall, study abroad participants 

comprise a homogenous group, which results in education abroad literature that largely 

examines the perspectives of this particular population.  As a White middle-class woman, 

I represent the stereotypical study abroad participant, which may explain, in part, why I 

did not give greater consideration to the impact of race, class or gender.  In retrospect, I 

would have foregrounded these structural elements of context in shaping students’ study 

abroad experiences.  

Another modification I would make if I were to conduct a similar study in the 

future would be to have a final focus group for the students share their reflections about 

their experience abroad.  The final IDS class after returning to the U.S. had a similar 

objective.  Because only three of eight participants attended the class, the group 

conversation was brief (Field notes, June 4, 2013).  Exchanging ideas with one another 

might assist students in making sense of their experience.  More incisive questioning 

could penetrate the students’ experiences to yield richer dialogue.  Additionally, a 

skillfully facilitated focus group might provide participants with the language that could 

help them articulate their ideas about studying abroad.  Several students in this study 
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expressed that they had difficulty explaining what they learned or how they changed even 

though they felt certain that they had grown considerably as a result of their participation. 

  

 My Growth as a Researcher 

 In conducting this study, I learned not only about the phenomenon which I was 

examining but also about myself as a researcher.  I struggled at times to clearly define 

boundaries as I grappled with the sometimes conflicting roles of student, faculty member 

and researcher.  I believe the students and faculty shared this sense of uncertainty, which 

Cara captured when she commented, “You’re like a student, but you’re a little different” 

(Field notes, May 23, 2013).  As Chapter 5 details, the students and faculty quickly 

developed strong, almost familial, bonds, and I was not insulated from this phenomenon.  

Yet, I believe we all also recognized that I had additional responsibilities that transcended 

a traditional friendship.  For instance, while I was recording field notes in my journal at a 

museum, students regularly approached me to ask me what I was writing.  Unsure of how 

to truthfully respond to such inquiries, I often produced vagaries that were likely 

unsatisfying to both me and the students.  

Moreover, I was frequently immersed in intimate situations that defied 

professional boundaries.  For instance, in Aguas Calientes, I shared a hotel room with 

Cara.  While we chatted from our respective twin beds before going to bed that night, I 

grappled with the question of whether I could or should consider parts of our 

conversation “off the record”.  The intimacy of the other contexts also left me feeling 

vulnerable at times.  For instance, while I was vomiting over a bridge at a Machu Picchu, 

Edith pulled my hair back while Alyssa found tissues for my bleeding nose.  I felt 
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completely exposed and unprofessional although I know these physical symptoms 

exceeded my control.  At the same time, these vulnerable situations allowed me to 

connect with and understand students’ experiences since a number of them also became 

ill during the program.  In other instances, students wanted me to stay out late and get 

drunk with them, from which I refrained.  These experiences tested the boundaries of my 

role and illuminated the inherent “messiness” of participant-observation. 

Moreover, because of the immediacy of these unanticipated situations, I had to 

make impromptu decisions about how to respond.  I did not have the luxury of time, 

contemplation or advice from my committee members, not that any of these resources 

could likely provide clear or clean “answers” to these muddled scenarios.  These 

situations humbled me by revealing how much I have to learn as a researcher but also 

instilled in me a confidence that I can sound decisions guided by an ethical framework.  

Feeling underprepared to cope with unexpected situations seems to constitute an 

inevitable component of conducting immersive qualitative research.  

 Through reflecting on this study, another insight I have had concerns my identity 

as a researcher.  As my career as a practitioner-researcher evolves, I aspire to remain in 

conversation with both practitioners and researchers.  The disconnect between research 

and practice became visible to me through this study.  The practical constraints of 

administering a study abroad program with limited funding and time seemed to conflict 

with the idealized recommendations set forth by the literature.  I question the degree to 

which study abroad scholarship informs practice at two-year institutions.  

 Furthermore, the considerable time and finances that I invested in this study have 

allowed me to understand why such a limited body of qualitative research exists on 
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community college students’ education abroad experiences.  This study’s findings 

underscore the need to incorporate community college students’ voices into study abroad 

literature.  However, without institutional support and funding, I question the feasibility 

of conducting similar studies in the future. 

  

Recommendations for Practice 

 This study investigated how contextual factors impacted learning for community 

college students participating in a short-term education abroad program.  With a clearer 

understanding of how contextual features and their interaction shape learning outcomes, 

community college faculty and administrators can design and implement more effective 

programming. Particularly because of the limited duration of community colleges’ 

education abroad programs, programming must maximize learning opportunities. To that 

end, this section outlines key recommendations that may inform community colleges’ 

study abroad decision-making about participant selection, coursework, and living 

arrangements.  

 

Participant Selection 

This study’s findings demonstrate the foundational role that connecting played in 

enhancing students’ learning.  The students identified the relationships they forged with 

dissimilar others as a particularly enriching and fulfilling aspect of the program.  Thus, 

community colleges should aim to recruit a diverse range of participants for their study 

abroad programs.  To do so, community colleges need only to capitalize on the diversity 
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of students that already exist within their institutions.  The participants in this study 

ranged in age, race, socioeconomic background, and educational experience. 

This study’s findings also support the recommendation that community colleges 

should invite additional faculty members to participate in the program. Informal 

communication with the students and faculty suggested that the six additional faculty 

members in this study enhanced the group’s diversity, particularly its intergenerational 

characteristic. Moreover, through a mandated $300 donation, the additional faculty 

members subsidized the students’ trips.  Thus, these faculty members not only made the 

program more financially viable for students but also may contribute to the “ripple 

effects” of the study abroad program by sharing their experiences upon returning to the 

College. 

 

Coursework 

 By definition, all study abroad programs entail credit-bearing coursework. The 

program in this study required students to enroll in a three-credit Spanish course and a 

one-credit Interdisciplinary Studies course.  Since connecting with other participants 

provided such satisfaction or stress to the students, pre-departure course meetings should 

offer students more opportunities to interact with one another.  This way, more 

introverted students, such as Alyssa, would feel more comfortable in the group context.  

For instance, Alyssa described that she felt more “worried sometimes about the other 

people than about experiencing the land and the culture itself” (Robbins post-program 

interview, June 27, 2013).  To enhance the program, Alyssa contended that having “one 

or two classes spent getting to know each other will make a person feel more 
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comfortable … especially if you have to share a homestay together or you see each other 

every day” (Robbins post-program interview, June 27, 2013).  Although the instructors 

have considerable material to cover to prepare students for the upcoming trip, facilitating 

connections among the students should also become a priority.  

In addition, when designing study abroad coursework, faculty should consider 

integrating more formal opportunities for various forms of reflection, which would likely 

also enhance transformative learning processes; several students commented that because 

of the compact nature of the program, they lacked sufficient time to process their 

experiences. For instance, Edith reflected about the program schedule, “things are so 

tightly compressed, for me anyway, there's no time for process and it's just one activity 

replaces another, and then I forget a lot of my feelings about the first activity” (Roth 

during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Similarly, to improve the quality of the 

program, Loren suggested having more time for rest and reflection (Clement post-

program writing, June 4, 2013).  Although other students did not explicitly identify that 

they desired more formal reflection time, several participants made reference to the “jam-

packed” nature of the program and yearned for more free time and down time.  

Processing represents an important reflecting learning process in Kiely’s theoretical 

framework.  Reflection may occur individually or socially and may take multiple forms, 

including journaling, presentations, observations, and community-based research (Kiely, 

2005).  Reflection topics should investigate the impact of gender, race, and class on 

participants’ experiences.   

As detailed in Chapter 5, BCC’s academic calendar and the students’ disparate 

work schedules presented considerable limitations to scheduling the IDS 130 course 
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meetings.  Because supplementary coursework provides vital opportunities to prepare for, 

process, and reflect on the study abroad experience, community colleges should 

investigate flexible options to address logistical constraints at their particular institutions.  

For instance, a hybrid format in which students meet both online and face-to-face may 

increase student attendance and participation, which could enhance student learning. 

 Furthermore, this research reveals the effectiveness of community colleges 

collaborating with local institutions to administer study abroad programs. The Spanish-

only language courses that Instituto administered yielded meaningful learning 

experiences for students.  The students reported that their Spanish improved beyond their 

expectations. The students’ identification of the Spanish classes as one of the most 

challenging and gratifying aspects of the program lends support to “outsourcing” the 

language classes so as to accommodate students of varied proficiencies. The BCC 

students placed into three different Spanish levels, which would have been a challenging 

task for any single instructor.  In a previous study abroad program, BCC had attempted to 

run a study abroad program with only one language instructor.  Charles explained, “She 

was teaching in one course, four different levels. It just didn't work” (Stradella pre-

program interview, April 18, 2013).  

 

Living Arrangements 

This study also identified a programmatic element of context that generated 

considerable learning opportunities, the homestay. Like the immersive nature of Spanish 

classes, the homestay challenged students to speak Spanish with native speakers. 

Additionally, the homestay lessened the insular nature of group travel by providing 
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opportunities for authentic interactions with Peruvians. The relationships students forged 

at their homestays offered sources of connection, particularly for students who felt less 

connected to the group, and also opened windows into Peruvian culture.  Thus, this 

study’s findings suggest that community colleges should consider including a homestay 

placement when designing study abroad programs.  The recommendations described 

above about participant selection, coursework, and living arrangements all address key 

elements of the personal and programmatic context.  

Overall, this research supports the characterization of study abroad as a “high 

impact” practice (Kuh, 2008).  Although education abroad programming demands 

considerable resources, community colleges should aim to develop and expand study 

abroad opportunities at their institutions.  The BCC students’ reported increase in self-

confidence, self-awareness, intercultural competence, tolerance for ambiguity, and 

language skills reveal that the participants gained similar benefits to those in longer-term 

programs as described by previous research (e.g, Carlson & Widaman, 1988; Pence & 

Macgillivray, 2008; Zhai & Scheer, 2002).  

The BCC participants contended that as a result of studying abroad, they 

developed an enhanced interest in international travel and developed a more sophisticated 

understanding of the world and the U.S.’s place in it.  This study’s findings align with the 

changes in international understanding that Carlson and Widaman (1998) discovered in 

students who studied abroad for their junior year.  The students in Carlson and 

Widaman’s study reported increased cross-cultural interest and cultural cosmopolitanism 

as well as more positive and critical views of the U.S.  James captured this shift in 

attitude that results from studying abroad: “You will learn how to appreciate the 
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greatness of where you're from, while also seeing potential flaws, and solutions, to the 

current status quo” (Edwards post-program interview, June 19, 2013). 

The participants consistently identified the study abroad program as augmenting 

their self-confidence, which also supports the findings of previous study abroad research.  

For instance, after participating in a four-week education abroad that included a teaching 

practicum, Pence and Macgillivray (2008) found that pre-service teachers described 

feeling more self-confident in both their professional and personal lives.  In the same 

vein, in Zhai and Sheer’s (2002) qualitative study, three-fourths of agricultural students 

who participated in summer-long programs in the Czech Republic, Mexico, or Swaziland 

reported feeling more self-confident as a result of their participation. The authors argue, 

“The confidence came from being able to survive in such different countries, the coping 

and travel skills they gained, and the ability to share their experience and knowledge with 

others” (p. 25).  The BCC students reported a comparably positive impact from their 

experiences in Peru, particularly an increased confidence in their ability to learn and 

communicate in another language, cope with diverse challenges, and form new 

relationships.  Several participants described feeling more comfortable about particular 

aspects of themselves, such as age or uncertain academic paths, or, as Sebastiano 

declared, the program “increased my confidence in general” (Adontz post-program 

interview, June 28, 2013).   

Although the duration of the BCC program was considerably shorter than the 

studies described above, the BCC students reported accruing similar benefits. Thus, even 

though Dwyer (2004) contends that “more is better” when studying abroad, this research 

reveals the impact of participating in even a two-week program. As such, community 
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colleges should aim to create as much as access to short-term study abroad programming 

as possible.  

 

Faculty Development 

Community colleges should offer formal training programs to prepare faculty to 

administer and teach in study abroad programs.  A faculty member’s responsibilities 

while teaching in a study abroad program transcend those while working in a traditional 

academic setting.  To facilitate authentic learning experiences, faculty must strike a 

delicate balance between students’ needs for safety and autonomy, challenge and support.  

Among other duties, faculty may have to, for instance, reconcile the potentially 

competing expectations and goals of the institution and students, manage contentious 

group dynamics, or comfort homesick students; faculty may also have to contend with 

legal and ethical issues such as about underage students’ alcohol consumption.  

Moreover, study abroad faculty must facilitate reflections that may involve 

uncomfortable topics and heightened emotions which often arise during study abroad 

programs.  Navigating these responsibilities demands great skill.  Thus, community 

colleges should incorporate formal training to support faculty throughout such 

undertakings. 

 

Recommendations for Future Research 

As Kiely argues about service-learning programs, future research on short-term 

study abroad programs should investigate not only learning outcomes but also processes. 

Such research may illuminate how contextual factors shape students’ learning processes, 
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which will enable practitioners to develop more effective study abroad programming. 

Research examining both learning processes and outcomes should aim to generate theory 

to address what Kiely dubs the theoretical “black box” about the influence of contextual 

features in promoting transformative learning.  

In addition, future research should continue to apply and test Kiely’s model in 

diverse contexts, particularly with community college students and short-term study 

abroad programs that lack a service-learning component.  As evidenced in this study, the 

urban community college student population diverges considerably from the White, 

middle-class sample of participants in many study abroad and service-learning programs 

and thus in research about such programs.  For instance, in Zhai and Sheer’s (2002) 

qualitative study of the impact of study abroad programs on agricultural undergraduates, 

all 20 participants were White.  Future research should aim to incorporate more diverse 

samples, particularly with participants of disparate ages, races, and socioeconomic 

statuses.  The participants in this study demonstrated that the community college study 

abroad population does not represent a homogenous group.  Moreover, even though the 

program in this study did not involve service-learning, using Kiely’s model as a lens 

facilitated a deeper understanding of the students’ learning experiences and how such 

experiences fostered transformative outcomes. Therefore, Kiely’s theoretical framework 

has relevance and applications for diverse learning contexts. 

The diversity of participants in this study also points to the need for future 

research to consider how the structural characteristics of race, class, and gender impact 

students’ perceptions of their study abroad experience.  In this sense, this study echoes 

Malewski and Phillion’s (2009) call for researchers to investigate how these 
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characteristics shape interactions with members of the host community and lead to 

“unique learner experiences” (p. 58).  Such research holds particular import given the 

disparate ways in which host country members may respond to study abroad participants 

based on race, class or gender.  The participants in this study had divergent 

understandings of how race influenced the Peruvians’ perceptions of them.  

Future research should also continue to examine the interrelationships among 

learning processes.  This study’s findings indicate that connecting might be foundational 

to other learning processes.  For instance, in the beginning of the program, when Alyssa 

and Loren felt disconnected from the group, they could not concentrate on studying 

Spanish or learning about Peruvian culture because their feelings of exclusion consumed 

their energy and attention.  Alyssa commented, “I did really want to focus on [the 

culture,] but I couldn’t because I didn’t know the people” (Robbins post-program 

interview, June 27, 2013).  In this sense, feelings of isolation framed their learning 

experiences.  Loren described the separation she felt: “In the beginning, that was hard. 

That was really hard” (Clement during-program interview, May 29, 2013).  Loren and 

Alyssa both had strong emotional reactions to feeling disconnected, which compelled 

them to reassess their own personality traits and consider the causes of their 

disconnection, representing the “personalizing” and “processing” learning processes.  

In contrast, feeling positively connected to others seemed to yield the most 

enriching experiences for students.  One of this study’s major themes concerned how 

impactful the students considered their new relationships, whether with individuals in the 

group or at their homestay.  Charles commented: “As with every experience in life, the 

human connection is the big highlight” (Stradella post-program interview, June 30, 
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2013).  Future research should examine how connecting and the other learning processes 

intersect.  

Moreover, this study points to the need for longitudinal research to investigate if 

or how learning outcomes evolve over time. The BCC students cited behavioral changes 

they intended to make as a result of their participation in the program; however, a 

longitudinal case study would be necessary to document whether they actually enact such 

changes. For instance, Kiely (2004) found that although participants experienced 

perspective transformation in international service-learning programs, “acting on their 

transformation when returning to the United States is a tremendous ongoing challenge for 

study participants” (p. 14).  In this sense, transformative impact does not necessarily 

translate into behavioral changes.  Thus, future research should seek to trace how 

students’ experience of transformative learning changes over time.  Overall, future 

research should continue to test Kiely’s model of transformative learning in different 

study abroad contexts, particularly in programs that last two weeks or less and with 

untraditional study abroad populations.  

 

Conclusions 

This research portrayed the study abroad experiences of community college 

students, a population largely excluded from study abroad literature. All of the students 

reported that studying abroad challenged them in myriad ways and enriched their lives. 

As Loren reflected, “I felt really alive these two weeks” (Field notes, June 1, 2013).  

Sebastiano explained, “I just feel like I'm a better person because I was there” (Adontz 

post-program interview, June 22, 2013).   Confronting social, academic, intercultural, and 
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even physical challenges provided students with confidence and a heightened lens 

through which to examine the world and their position in it.   

This study lends support to the value of short-term study abroad programs, 

particularly those lasting only two weeks.  Despite the very short duration of the program, 

the students characterized their experiences as impactful.  James contended “studying 

abroad should be a requirement of a 21st-century university” (Edwards post-program 

interview, June 19, 2013).  He explained his rationale: “It was extremely character-

building to see how another culture lives, and then critically compare it to your own.  

You will learn how to appreciate the greatness of where you're from, while also seeing 

potential flaws and solutions to the current status quo” (Edwards post-program interview, 

June 19, 2013).  In this sense, James’ comment exemplifies the shifts in perspective that 

he experienced as a result of studying abroad.  

This study’s findings also underline the need for further research investigating the 

learning processes and outcomes associated with very short-term education abroad 

programs.  Even recent empirical studies of short-term study abroad programs have 

investigated programs of at least a four-week duration.  Jones et al. (2012) contend, “The 

outcomes associated with service-learning or study abroad participation for a month or 

semester are well-documented, yet it is difficult to know whether similar outcomes could 

be achieved  through immersive experiences of a much shorter duration” (p. 202).  This 

study addressed this concern by depicting the transformative impact of a two-week 

education abroad immersion. This study’s findings may be applied to other community 

colleges’ short-term study abroad programs. 
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Another contribution that this case study provides is its examination of the 

experience of studying abroad.  Although the BCC program did not have a service-

learning component, Kiely’s transformative learning model for service-learning offered a 

useful lens for investigating the transformational learning processes that occurred in this 

short-term study abroad program context.  Kiely developed this model to understand 

short-term immersive international experience, in other words, a context with numerous 

parallels to this study abroad program.  As such, this framework allowed me to parse and 

unpack the students’ experiences and investigate multitudinous forms and elements of 

learning.  This research supports Kiely’s notion that non-reflective learning processes, 

such as connecting and contextual border crossing, constitute vital dimensions of 

learning.  By applying this theoretical framework to community college short-term study 

abroad programs, future research can generate theory about transformative learning in 

diverse contexts.  

 Rather than ask what constitutes the ideal duration for a study abroad program as 

some researchers have (e.g., Dwyer, 2004), a more relevant and meaningful inquiry 

would investigate how to make a one- to two-week program most impactful.  Reframing 

the question in this way acknowledges the realities of community college students’ lives.  

In addition, given the transformative learning that the participants in the study 

experienced, another question worthy of investigation concerns how to diversify study 

abroad programming so that a wider section of the population can participate. This 

study’s findings demonstrate that the impact of studying abroad should not be 

underestimated.  Research should accompany such programming to examine the 
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experiences of a diversified study abroad population.  Moreover, the study program 

featured in this case study serves as an exemplar of effective short-term programming. 

 As this research exemplifies, studying abroad holds the potential to be an 

intensely dissonant experience. Travelling as part of a program also presents unique 

opportunities for students to engage in and make sense of this complex experience with 

others.  Perhaps because of the compact, intense nature of the program, the participants 

turned to and developed close ties with one another.  These relationships supported 

students as they navigated their way through an unfamiliar context.  Being completely 

immersed in this foreign environment, the students had little choice but to confront 

intellectual, physical, emotional, and even spiritual dissonance. In Peru, even the most 

mundane aspects of daily life differed, including the air the students breathed or the 

language they used to communicate. With no place or way to retreat, studying abroad 

enveloped and challenged one’s entire being, thus transcending strictly rational 

dimensions of learning.  Through cognitive, affective, and visceral learning processes, the 

students adapted to myriad challenges.  Moreover, this coping cultivated their resilience, 

led them to reflect on and question the taken-for-granted, and motivated them to create 

future travel and learning opportunities for themselves. Collectively, these moments of 

learning began the process of transformation. 

 

 .   
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APPENDIX A 

PRE-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR STUDENTS 

 

Background information  

 Can you tell me a little bit about yourself? Where are you from? How long have 

you lived in Bannockburn?  

 What brought you to BCC? How long have you been a student here? What is your 

major? What activities are you involved with at BCC? 

 Are you employed? What are your academic and career goals?  

 Can you tell me a little bit about your family? What do your parents do for a 

living? Has anyone in your family ever been abroad?  Do you know anyone who 

has travelled abroad? 

 Have you ever been abroad? What was that experience like?  

 

Participating in Peru program 

 How did you find out about the Peru program?  

 Why were you interested in being part of the program? 

 What has made it hard for you to be part of the program? Were there obstacles 

that almost prevented you from going to Peru?  

 What do you know about Peru? How long have you been taking Spanish classes? 

Have you interacted with any people from Peru? 

 What concerns do you have about travelling to Peru? 

 How do you feel about staying with a family? How do you feel about your ability 

to communicate in Spanish? 

 How much experience have you had interacting with people from other countries? 

Can you describe an experience you’ve had interacting with someone from a 

different country? 

 How are you preparing yourself for the trip? 
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Looking forward 

 What do you hope to gain from being part of this program? 

 How do you expect to be different when you return home? How do you think 

your relationships with friends and family might change? 

 How do you think studying in Peru will affect your studies next semester? How 

about your educational or career goals or your future? 

 Once you’re back from your trip, how do you think you’ll feel about having 

studied abroad? What do you think studying abroad will mean to you? 

 Is there anything else about you or your participation in the program that you 

think I should know? 
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APPENDIX B 

DURING-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR STUDENTS 

 

Preparation for the program/pre-program 

 Did you attend the pre-departure meetings? Tell me about those meetings. 

 Do you feel that those meetings prepared for this trip? How or why not? 

 

Homestays 

 Can you tell me about the family staying with? What is their home like? 

 How are the family and their home similar to or different from your home in 

Bannockburn? 

 Which aspects of the homestay have you enjoyed? Can you think of a specific 

example? 

 Which aspects have been challenging? Can you think of a specific example of 

something that has been challenging? How you have handled that challenge?  

 How effectively have you been able to communicate with the family members? 

 What have you learned from your homestay experience? 

 

Spanish classes 

 Can you tell me about the Spanish classes you have been taking? 

 How are the Spanish classes similar to or different from the classes you’ve taken 

at BCC? 

 

Outside of class  

 Can you describe some the activities that you’ve been taking part in outside of 

class? What have you learned from those excursions? 

 Who have you been spending your time with here? 
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 Can you describe the kinds of relationships you have developed? 

 How has it been for you to communicate with people in Spanish? Can you think 

of a specific example?  

 

Connections to home 

 Have you been keeping in touch with friends and family in the US? 

 How have you been communicating with them? How often? 

 How do you feel when you communicate with them? 

 Have you been homesick at all since you have been here? 

 What are the similarities/differences between here and Bannockburn? 

 How do you feel about going back to Bannockburn? 

 

Reflection on overall experience 

 What has been the highlight of your trip so far? 

 What has been the biggest challenge? 

 What has been the biggest surprise?  

 Overall, what have you learned from being part of this program? 

 Have your views of Peru or Peruvian culture changed? 

 Have your views of the US changed? How so? 

 Have you or your views of yourself changed? How so? 

 What is the most important thing you’ve learned so far? 

 Is there anything else that you’d like to tell me about yourself or your experience 

here so far?  
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APPENDIX C 

POST-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR STUDENTS 

 

Returning from the trip 

 Can you describe what it was like to come home from Peru? 

 How did you feel about returning to the US? 

 Now that you’ve been back in the US for a month, how have your feelings about 

being back changed? 

 Who have you talked about your trip with? What have you told them?  

 

Relationships with people from the program 

 How much have you been keeping in touch with any of the Peruvian people you 

met? 

 How much have you been keeping in touch with any group members from the 

program?   

 Do you think you’ll continue to keep in contact with any of these people? 

 

Reflecting on the trip 

 Looking back on your time in Peru, what were some of the highlights of the 

program for you? 

 What were some of the most challenging or difficult parts of the trip? How did 

you deal with the difficult situations? 

 What did you learn about yourself from this trip?  

 What changes do you see in yourself or your life as a result of this trip? Can you 

think of a specific example? 

 What did you learn about the US or American culture from this program?  
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 How have your feelings about being American changed as a result of this 

program? 

 What did you learn about Peru from this program? 

 How have your feelings toward other countries changed from being part of this 

program? 

 How have your relationships with friends and/or family changed as a result of this 

trip? 

 How have your friends’ and family’s views of you have changed after you studied 

abroad? 

 Have you participated in any intercultural/international activities as a result of 

your time abroad? 

 

Future 

 How have your future study plans changed as a result of this trip?  

 How have your career goals changed because of this trip? 

 Do you have any interest in or future plans to travel abroad? 

 

Studying abroad in general 

 What do you think are the benefits of studying abroad? 

 What are the negative consequences of studying abroad? 

 What does it mean to be a person who has studied abroad? 

 Would you recommend studying abroad to a friend? Why or why not? 

 

 Is there anything else that you’d like to tell me about yourself or your experience 

studying abroad? 
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APPENDIX D 

PRE-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR FACULTY 

 

Background information  

 Can you tell me a little bit about yourself? Where are you from? How long have 

you lived in Bannockburn?  

 What brought you to BCC? How long have you been a faculty member here? 

What courses do you teach? What activities are you involved with at BCC? 

 

Study abroad 

 How long have you been involved in BCC’s study abroad programs? What other 

BCC study abroad programs have you participated in? In what capacity? How or 

why did you originally get involved in BCC’s study abroad program? 

 In your experience with BCC’s study abroad programs, how do you think 

studying abroad has impacted students? 

 

Peru program 

 Were you involved in the 2011 program to Peru? If so, in what capacity? Have 

you been in touch with any of the students from that program?  

 Why did you want to be part of the program this year? 

 Can you tell me a little bit about how this program (or itinerary) has been 

designed?  

 Can you tell me about ECELA’s role in implementing the program? 

 What are some of the challenges of planning and running this program? 

 How would you describe this program to a prospective student? 
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Goals for the program 

 What are your goals for the program? 

 Can you tell me about the IDS course that students take? What learning outcomes 

do you have for the students?  

 What kinds of assignments and activities do the students complete? How have 

you aligned program activities and assignments to meet these goals? 

 How do you see the students benefiting from participating in this program?  

 What do you foresee the biggest challenges being for students? 

 How do you try to prepare students for the program? 

 What do you see your role as being in this program? How do you try to challenge 

and support the students? 

 Is there anything else that you’d like to tell me about yourself or the program? 
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APPENDIX E 

DURING-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR FACULTY 

 

Preparation for the program 

 Can you tell me about the pre-departure meetings for this trip? What were your 

goals for the meetings? How prepared do you think the students were for their 

experience here? 

 How did the travel from Bannockburn to Peru go?  

 

Students’ participation in the program  

 What has your role been since you have been in Peru? How much contact do you 

have with the students? 

 Are there any IDS class meetings in Peru? Are there any formal opportunities for 

student reflection? 

 Can you tell me about the placement test process? 

 How have the students been doing in their Spanish classes?  

 How have the students adjusted to their homestay experiences? Have any students 

had a difficult time? Have any students told you that they’ve been homesick? 

 How do you think the students have done communicating in Spanish? 

 How much interaction do you think the students have had with people outside the 

program?  

 Can you tell me about the excursions the students have gone on? Are those trips 

required? What is the goal of those excursions? 

 Can you tell me about the Machu Picchu trip? What were some of the highlights 

and challenges of that trip? 
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Overall reflection on the experience 

 Overall, how well do you think this trip is going compared to other trips that 

you’ve led? 

 What do you think have been the biggest surprises for students? 

 What do you think have been the biggest challenges for the students? 

 How do you think their views of themselves have changed?  

 How do you think their views of the American and/or Peruvian culture have 

changed? 

 What do you think the students have gained so far from this trip? 

 Is there anything else I should ask you? 
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APPENDIX F 

POST-PROGRAM INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR FACULTY 

 

Returning from the trip 

 Can you tell me about the process of leaving Peru and returning to Bannockburn? 

How do you think the students felt about leaving Cusco? About saying goodbye 

to their host families? 

 What do you think the students were most looking forward to about returning 

home? What challenges do you think they were anticipating in returning? 

 How much contact have you had from the students since you have returned? 

 Have there been any post-trip meetings? If so, can you tell me about those 

meetings? 

 

Reflecting on the trip 

 Looking back on the trip, what were some of the highlights of the program? 

 What were some of the most challenging or difficult parts of the trip? How did 

you and/or the students deal with the difficult situations? 

 How successful was the program in meeting your goals for the trip? 

 If you were running this trip again, what would you do differently? What 

elements of the program would you definitely keep or not change? 

 

Student learning 

 What parts of the program do you think facilitated the most learning for the 

students? 

 What changes did you see in the students as a result of this trip? Can you think of 

any specific examples?  

 What do you think the students learned about themselves on this trip?  
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 How do you think their views of the U.S. or American culture changed from this 

program?  

 What do you think the students learned about Peru or Peruvian culture from this 

program? How do you think the students’ views of other cultures changed from 

being part of this program? 

 How do you think their relationships with friends and/or family may have 

changed as a result of this trip? 

 How do you think participating in this program may affect their academic 

trajectories? 

 How do you think being part of this program may influence their career paths or 

goals? 

 What do you think were the most important things the students learned from this 

program? 

 Can you think of any ways in which this program negative affected students? 

 Is there anything else that I should ask you? 
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APPENDIX G 

OBSERVATIONS AND INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 

 

Date  Data Collected 

 

March 25, 2013 Observed program information meeting 

 

April 18, 2013 Conducted pre-program interview with Charles Stradella 

 

April 22, 2013 Conducted pre-program interview with Maura Carroll 

 

April 30, 2013 

 

Conducted interview with Oscar Alvarez  

Conducted interview with Florence Hamburg 

 

May 7, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 1 

 

May 8, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 2 

 

May 9, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 3 

 

May 13, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 4 

Conducted pre-program interview with Cara Berton 

Conducted pre-program interview with Brian Eckhart 

Conducted pre-program interview with Alyssa Robbins 

 

May 15, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 5 

Conducted pre-program interview with Sebastiano Adontz 

Conducted pre-program interview with Loren Clement 

Conducted pre-program interview with Edith Roth 

Conducted pre-program interview with Alan Thornton 

 

May 18, 2013 Conducted pre-program interview with James Edwards 

 

May 18, 2013 – 

June 2, 2013 

Conducted observations in Peru. See Table 2 for a detailed list of 

activities observed. 

 

May 29, 2013 Conducted during-program interview with Alyssa Robbins 

Conducted during-program interview with Cara Berton 

Conducted during-program interview with Loren Clement 

Conducted during-program interview with Edith Roth 

 

May 30, 2013 Conducted during-program interview with Sebastiano Adontz 

Conducted during-program interview with Alan Thornton 

Conducted during-program interview with Maura Carroll 

Conducted during-program interview with Brian Eckhart 

Conducted during-program interview with James Edwards 
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Conducted during-program interview with Charles Stradella 

 

June 4, 2013 Observed IDS 130, Class 6 

 

June 19, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Brian Eckhart 

Conducted post-program with James via e-mail 

 

June 21, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Loren Clement 

 

June 22, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Sebastiano Adontz 

 

June 23, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Cara Berton 

 

June 25, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Alan Thornton 

 

June 26, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Maura Carroll 

 

June 27, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Charles Stradella 

Conducted post-program interview with Alyssa Robbins 

 

June 28, 2013 Conducted post-program interview with Edith Roth 
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APPENDIX H 

IDS 130 SYLLABUS 

IDS 130 on Peru 

Summer 2013 

Maura Carroll 

 

Dear Peru Participant: 

I hope that you are still very excited about visiting Peru this summer! 

 

It is time to think about more plans and meetings regarding the upcoming 

trip to Peru.  There are forms to fill out and learning to be accomplished. 

When Oscar gives you the word, you need to register for IDS 130.  You will 

find this under Interdisciplinary Studies when you look up Available Classes. 

 

Meanwhile, I want to alert you to the schedule for our classes.  IDS 130 is a 

one credit course.  That means we need to have 15 hours of class with some 

assignments so that the trip to Peru will be meaningful to you and so that 

you can get a grade. 

 

I tried to work out a schedule that will be the best for those who responded 

to me with their times.  I know that all of you will not be able to make every 

class.  I hope that you will accomplish the readings and if you miss class that 

you will communicate with me so we can work out an alternative. 

 

So, here we go.  The plan is to have 10 hours of class before we leave for 

Peru, have four hours during the trip and one hour when we come back. 

 

Goals of IDS 130 

 Provide knowledge about Peru, its history, current political situation 

and culture in order for students to have a richer experience while 

they are visiting Peru. 

 Provide students with practical suggestions to make the trip to Peru 

easier and more comfortable and fun. 

 Provide students with information about some of the places we plan to 

visit in order for students to get more out of each experience 
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Schedule—Rooms to be announced shortly 

May. 

7     4-6 PM 

 Filling out of forms 

 Some practical ideas for the trip 

 Information on one of the visits during our trip 

 Bring Moon and Peru to each class 

 Read chapter 1 in Peru.  We will discuss Pre-Inca and Inca societies 

 

8     3-5 PM 

 Practical matters 

 Visits in Cuzco and a look at Moon 

 Incas and Conquest, chapters 1 and 2 

 

9 5-7 PM 

 Practical matters 

 Visits in Cuzco and a look at Moon 

 Colonial period, chapters 3 and 4 

 

13 4-6 PM 

 Practical matters 

 Visits and Moon 

 19th century Peru, chapters 4-8—read as much as you can 

 

15 3-5 PM 

 Practical matters 

 Visits and Moon 

 20th and 21st century Peru, chapters 9-13 plus handouts 

 

During the trip—4 hours spread throughout the two weeks.  Please bring 

both books with you to Peru.  Most of the time I will provide you with 

handouts during the trip, or use Moon, especially for Machu Pichu 

 

June 

6 4-5 PM 

 Hand in final assignment, wrap things up and party! 

 


